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The most comprehensive and up-to-date exploration of one of the most important religious
orders in the modern worldSince its founding by Ignatius of Loyola in 1540, the Society of Jesus
—more commonly known as the Jesuits—has played a critical role in the events of modern
history. From the Counter-Reformation to the ascent of Francis I as the first Jesuit pope, The
Jesuits presents an intimate look at one of the most important religious orders not only in the
Catholic Church, but also the world. Markus Friedrich describes an organization that has deftly
walked a tightrope between sacred and secular involvement and experienced difficulties during
changing times, all while shaping cultural developments from pastoral care and spirituality to
art, education, and science.Examining the Jesuits in the context of social, cultural, and world
history, Friedrich sheds light on how the order shaped the culture of the Counter-Reformation
and participated in the establishment of European empires, including missionary activity
throughout Asia and in many parts of Africa in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. He
also explores the place of Jesuits in the New World and addresses the issue of Jesuit
slaveholders. The Jesuits often tangled with the Roman Curia and the pope, resulting in their
suppression in 1773, but the order returned in 1814 to rise again to a powerful position of
influence. Friedrich demonstrates that the Jesuit fathers were not a monolithic group and he
considers the distinctive spiritual legacy inherited by Pope Francis.With its global scope and
meticulous attention to archival sources and previous scholarship, The Jesuits illustrates the
heterogeneous, varied, and contradictory perspectives of this famed religious organization.
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the French. Only the citadel of Pamplona created difficulties. A few daring defenders believed
they could withstand the enemy. After a fierce battle and heavy artillery fire, though, resistance
in the citadel collapsed. Pamplona became French, albeit not for long. The fortune of war soon
turned against Francis I, and the events of the early summer of 1521 ultimately proved to be no
more than an insignificant episode in the long political and military struggle between the two
superpowers France and Spain, which shaped European politics for two hundred years after
1494.1The French bombardment of the citadel of Pamplona nonetheless had epoch-making
consequences. That, at least, is how the Jesuits saw it, whose story is told in this book. The
origin of this Catholic order, the Societas Iesu, or Society of Jesus, is intimately connected to
the events of 1521. One of the bold, or rather reckless, holdouts in the citadel was a Basque
nobleman about thirty years old, Iñigo López de Oñaz y Loyola. He was allegedly the one who
had instigated the desperate defense: he had gone to the captain of the citadel and protested
against the cowardice of the retreating Spanish soldiers. The—admittedly, understandable—
flight of the vastly outnumbered Spaniards offended his strong sense of honor, bravery, and
virtue. He was willing to risk life and limb in the struggle against the French. His daring infected
some of the remaining soldiers. Iñigo personally led the resistance, but then a cannonball
severely wounded both his legs. After he was knocked out, his men’s morale dissipated.
Pamplona fell with Iñigo.But Iñigo survived his grievous injuries. His French adversaries
recognized his valor and tended to his wounds. Days after the battle, he was carried home on a
litter to his family’s castle in Loyola. Several gruesome operations on his shattered leg followed.
Some were necessary for medical reasons; others were ordered by Iñigo himself for cosmetic
reasons. The healing process had left a piece of bone protruding below his knee; its removal
was excruciatingly painful. Iñigo limped the rest of his life because of these operations. Thus,
the fall of Pamplona had already changed the Basque nobleman outwardly, but the events
were also the cause, or at least the spark, of a profound inner change. Iñigo’s long confinement
to his sickbed and recovery triggered a critical assessment of his life up to that point.From his
birth (presumably in 1491) to the year 1521, Iñigo had led a life that was in many respects
typical of the Spanish nobility of the late Middle Ages. He was born in Guizpoca, a Basque
region in the former Kingdom of Navarre directly south of the Pyrenees. The Loyolas were a
respected and well-connected family in the region and can be traced back for centuries to the
year 1180. Over their long history, the Loyolas acquired not only a noble title but also extensive
landholdings. No fewer than six abbeys and ten chapels were committed to their care.2 Such
seigneurial rights over villages and churches were the traditional basis of noble wealth and
power. This regional power base then translated into superregional connections. Iñigo’s family
enjoyed good relations with the high Spanish nobility and important royal officials, from which
Iñigo himself benefited at a very early age. As a young man he—like many an ambitious young
nobleman—put himself in the orbit and under the protection of a higher-ranking family.
Beginning in 1505, Iñigo lived in Arévalo under the patronage of the treasurer of Castile, Don
Juan Velázquez de Cuéllar. There, he was able to acquaint himself with courtly life and culture
as a boy and young man. He also learned how to cultivate contacts with the rich and powerful.
These were skills that Iñigo would demonstrate again and again throughout his life.Iñigo’s
family was shaped by religion and military service. Numerous Loyolas fell in battle on campaign
for the kings of Spain, while other uncles, brothers, and nephews became churchmen. Iñigo
himself had presumably received minor holy orders to open the door to a position in the
church. His world was shaped by the chivalric Christian values of late medieval noble culture.
Iñigo’s piety was as deeply rooted as it was perfunctory, as morally rigorous in principle as it
was malleable in practice, at once institutional and individual. At Cuéllar’s court, the young man



lived in an environment that reflected the many facets of this chivalric Christian culture. On the
one hand, it was a center of mystic and introverted Franciscan devotion, which we shall meet
again later. On the other, it was a strikingly unscrupulous world. Iñigo was a tempestuous
young man himself and quick to draw his sword. He and his peers jealously guarded what they
called “honor”—their own, their families’, their wives’, and that of the church and its saints. A
hearty helping of machismo was de rigueur, and nobles like Iñigo interpreted official moral
precepts very liberally, as needed. Illegitimate children were no rarity in Iñigo’s family.All that
changed after Pamplona, in the latter half of 1521, as Iñigo recovered in Loyola. The trauma of
his injuries made him question his existence up to that point. He changed his ways entirely and
set forth on a spiritual and physical journey of self-discovery, at the end of which, nearly twenty
years later, he founded a religious community: the Society of Jesus, the Jesuit order. Iñigo
himself told the tale of his transformation after 1521 at the end of his life in 1556, in his so-
called Autobiography, in which he describes himself in the third person as “the pilgrim.” This
text is a transcript, reworked by a scribe, of an oral account that was interrupted several times.
It strives to be more edifying than biographical, painting an impressive picture of a man
seeking and finding a religious vocation.3 In the process, the Basque nobleman Iñigo López de
Oñaz y Loyola became the churchman and future saint Ignatius of Loyola (fig. 1).FIGURE 1.
The founder of the Society of Jesus, Ignatius of Loyola, in a contemporary painting. © akg-
images.This spiritual rediscovery, according to a famous anecdote, was triggered by chance. In
the Autobiography, we learn that Ignatius had always enjoyed reading late medieval romances
to pass the time. When he asked for such books on his sickbed, he was brought some religious
works instead—the only reading material to be found in Loyola. For lack of an alternative, and
perhaps somewhat disappointed and reluctant, Ignatius picked up two books that were very
popular at the time: the Vita Christi by Ludolph of Saxony and the Legenda Aurea by Jacobus
da Varagine. Much to his surprise, this literature he had previously neglected had profound
consequences for him. These works, which merely reinforced the conventional worldview of
countless other readers and listeners, called Ignatius’s entire life into question. Among the
saints whose acquaintance he now made on the pages of these books, he was most
impressed by the medieval monastic founders Sts. Francis and Dominic. He felt challenged by
their religious efforts; he wanted to emulate their spiritual chivalry. It soon became apparent to
everyone present that Ignatius had changed. Against his family’s wishes, he left Loyola and
took to the road as a wandering ascetic. He stopped at various pilgrimage sites in Spain. He
prayed for a whole night before the famous statue of the Virgin of Montserrat west of
Barcelona. He lived in nearby Manresa for nearly nine months, a time that was—in his own
words—full of “illumination.” From Barcelona, Ignatius traveled in extreme poverty to Rome;
from there, he reached Venice and finally made the crossing to the Holy Land. Ignatius wanted
to stay at the biblical sites, potentially as a minister for other pilgrims. But the Franciscan
Custodian of the Holy Land sent the penniless Ignatius back to Europe.In the first phase of his
“new” life after 1521, Ignatius was very hard on himself. He was full of doubt and reservations
that manifested themselves in a kind of compulsion to confess. He believed he constantly had
to perform feats of spirituality. The first stages of his search for the right spiritual orientation
thus were characterized by radical asceticism. At times, he stopped cutting his hair and nails,
wore only the coarsest clothing, went barefoot or wore shoes in which he had deliberately cut
holes, fasted to the point of starvation, confessed daily. It was not until after his pilgrimage to
Jerusalem—and his eventful return to Spain amid the chaos of war—that he embarked on a
new stage of this quest. He decided to broaden his worldview with a significant acquisition: an
academic education. Since the early thirteenth century, new centers of knowledge and learning



had sprung up across Europe: universities. Spain was involved in this trend from the start. The
first Iberian university was founded in Salamanca in 1218. Admittedly, the European nobility
long felt ambivalent about these new centers of learning and their new forms and standards of
truth and education. Life at court, as Ignatius himself had experienced in Arévalo, may have
presumed a high level of education and knowledge, but not necessarily the Latin erudition of
intellectuals, professors, and theologians. Ignatius had not thus far encountered higher
education in an academic sense.Yet it was precisely a university education that he now set out
to acquire. Well over thirty years old, Ignatius first had to learn the basics of Latin in Barcelona
before he could actually study at an institution of higher learning. He took up the challenge of
academic study with gusto. Yet despite several years in residence at the universities of Alcalá
de Henares (1526), Salamanca (1527), and especially Paris (from 1528 on), Ignatius never
truly felt at home in the early modern academy. Even though his followers sometimes
described him admiringly as “our father, the theologian,” Ignatius himself preferred to rely on
expert assistants to devise theoretical platforms and dogmatic positions—and his new order
soon put a large number of them at his disposal.4 Ignatius cannot really be assigned to either
of the two dominant intellectual cultures in Europe circa 1540, humanism and scholasticism,
although he was intimately familiar with both.Be that as it may, his student years were an
extraordinarily fruitful time for him, and they have left many traces in the prehistory and early
history of the Society of Jesus. The didactic method Ignatius learned in Paris became the
model for the Society’s educational projects. And even if Ignatius himself remained relatively
untouched by university training and academic theology, he still came into constant contact
with people more thoroughly steeped in academic culture and thought than himself. A series of
qualified theologians were among Ignatius’s closest companions. They founded the Society
together with him in 1540 and gave it a reputation for outstanding scholarly ability from the very
start. Diego Laínez and Alfonso Salmerón, for example, two Jesuits from day one, were among
the few people who participated in all three sessions of the Council of Trent from 1545 to
1563.5For Ignatius and his order, the years he spent traveling and studying in Spain and
France were also key in another way. Ignatius gained important experience in engaging people
on a spiritual level. During this period, he not only met the nine companions who ultimately
constituted the first generation of Jesuits together with himself—Pierre Favre (also known as
Peter Faber), Francis Xavier, Claude Jay, Paschase Broët, Simão Rodrigues, Alfonso
Salmerón, Diego Laínez, Nicolás Bobadilla, and Jean Codure (fig. 2). If we are to believe his
autobiography, the future founder of the order engaged in spiritual conversations with people of
all walks of life after he was wounded in Pamplona. He talked constantly with men and women,
rich and poor, lay and clergy—some people even soon sought Ignatius out themselves, while
he spoke to others as chance dictated. As his autobiography suggests, Ignatius’s own tortured
spiritual life made him particularly adroit at understanding the inner life of those he conversed
with. People thus eagerly approached him for advice and guidance. This role as “spiritual
father” remained very important to Ignatius for the rest of his life. A growing store of
psychological experience, gradually acquired through these countless encounters, helped him
sharpen his conversational skills even more. In a complicated process that lasted decades until
1540, Ignatius turned these experiences from everyday life into a method for meditation and
spiritual self-examination. He ultimately compiled his notes and other scraps of text he was
constantly writing into a little book, the famous Spiritual Exercises. In them, Ignatius sets forth
how one could gain clarity about the spiritually correct way to lead one’s life by completing a
program of approximately four weeks of prayer, meditation, and self-discovery. The Exercises,
which were finished by the time the Jesuit order was founded, became the new community’s



most important spiritual foundation. They exerted a profound influence on Christendom for a
very long time.FIGURE 2. The first generation of Jesuits “at a glance.” © akg-images/Album/
Oronoz.Ignatius also came to know the dangers, limitations, and difficulties of dealing with
people during his student days. He clashed with the Inquisition and other church authorities—
often in connection with his conversational efforts to win over others to his ideas of religious
life. Ignatius and his followers were criticized for presuming to undertake such pastoral work
without formal ecclesiastical or academic qualifications. They also were repeatedly suspected
of harboring unorthodox ideas. Spanish Catholics feared that new devotional practices might
break with established norms. Religious introspection often led to intense mysticism—there
was a radical side to fervent devotion. Some aspects of this new religious culture seemed
beneficial and good to church superiors; others were frowned upon. One diffuse group, known
as the alumbrados, the “illuminated,” was even persecuted. More than once, it seemed to the
authorities that Ignatius might sympathize with these dangerous views. Even though such
accusations were regularly dismissed as unfounded, the experience made it clear to Ignatius
that he had to obtain the church’s official blessing for his concept of devotion and pastoral
ministry.Ignatius stayed in Paris until 1535. Then, for the last time in his life, he returned home
for a few months. Although he no longer presented himself as a member of the prestigious
house of Loyola, his countrymen immediately recognized him and tried in vain to treat him
according to his traditional social status. But Ignatius had long since distanced himself from his
origins. He came home as a spiritual reformer. He preached and ministered to the common
people as a man of God, he reformed a monastery, then he set out for Venice, where he had
arranged to meet his friends from Paris. The fact that this small group held together though
separated by great distances and time shows how strong was the bond they had forged in
Paris. In contrast to Ignatius’s earlier circle of friends in Spain, separation did not spell the end
of their relationship; the group had developed a genuine sense of solidarity from their years
together in Paris. That solidarity culminated in a particularly significant event. On Montmartre in
Paris in 1534, Ignatius and six other future Jesuits took three vows: of poverty, chastity, and
obedience—they constituted the nucleus of the future order, even if at the time they did not yet
attach any institutional consequences to their vows.Ignatius and his friends thus met in Venice.
They planned to embark for the Holy Land together as pilgrims and aspired to perform
ministries that were “beneficial to souls.” This formula would become typical for the ministry
and purpose of the Jesuit order. It succinctly describes the central feature of the future order,
“apostolicity,” that is, emulation of the pastoral ministry of the apostles, who once traveled from
city to city proclaiming the Christian faith.6 At least in Ignatius’s retrospective account, the
companions’ plans for Jerusalem in the 1530s already closely corresponded to the program of
the future order. But Ignatius had learned from his first trip to Palestine fifteen years earlier. He
knew how difficult it was to work in the Holy Land. He and his friends accordingly devised a
backup plan: in the event that it proved impossible to stay in or near Jerusalem, they would
travel back to Italy and offer their services directly to the pope. They resolved to do likewise if it
proved impossible to cross the Mediterranean. There were good reasons why Ignatius viewed
traveling to Jerusalem and serving the pope as interchangeable. He regarded the Holy Land,
where Jesus of Nazareth had lived and worked, as the birthplace of the apostolic mission itself.
There, one could best perceive the will of Jesus Christ, and it was from there that Christ sent
his apostles out into the world, “recommend[ing] them to be ready to help everyone.” After
Jesus, however, the pope, as his representative and head of the church, was the most
competent person to authorize such apostolic enterprises. What Jerusalem embodied so
prominently for Ignatius could be realized, at least in outline, from Rome.7It was wise of



Ignatius and his group to make an alternative plan. A political and military storm was brewing in
the waters of the Levant, and their fears came true: Ignatius’s second visit to the Holy Land
never took place. The Venetians and Ottomans went to war again in 1537, and crossing the
Mediterranean was out of the question for the foreseeable future. After some hesitation, the
group finally went with their second option and traveled to Rome in the fall of 1537. Shortly
before reaching the city gates, Ignatius had a famous vision in the small chapel of La Storta: he
saw God the Father and Jesus, and the former promised to support Ignatius and his traveling
companions in Rome.On arriving in the Eternal City, Ignatius was only two more steps away
from founding the Jesuit order. First, he and his companions had to decide to institutionalize
their still informal community, which was held together by their personal ties and shared
experiences. In a series of discussions over the summer of 1538, they deliberated whether to
take this step. They answered in the affirmative. The second step accordingly was to obtain the
blessing of the pope—only he could legally authorize religious groups and new ecclesiastical
corporations. Pope Paul III was reigning in Rome at the time, and he was well-disposed toward
the newcomers. Although the College of Cardinals was generally wary of new religious orders,
its assessment of the future Society of Jesus was overwhelmingly positive. It seemed in
keeping with the progressive religious sentiment that prevailed in Rome at the time.In the
decades after the devastating sack of Rome by the troops of Emperor Charles V in 1527, the
leading role of the pope and Rome in the Christian world underwent a metamorphosis. New
religious ideas and groups were being discussed. The growing threat of the Reformation in
Germany and England also made waves in the Catholic world. In the fall of 1539, therefore,
Paul III provided the Society of Jesus with a formal legal basis, albeit initially only in oral form.
After significant resistance in the College of Cardinals was overcome yet again, the pope’s oral
confirmation was reiterated in writing on September 28, 1540. Paul III issued the bull Regimini
militantis ecclesiae, the papal document that transformed the loose band of ten men into a
corporation under canon law, an institution with its own legal personality, in short: an order—
the Societas Iesu. Ignatius became its first superior general.The last clearly defined stage of
Loyola’s life thus began in 1540. His migratory wandering was at an end. Ignatius spent the
remaining sixteen years of his life almost exclusively in Rome or its immediate surroundings as
the head of his new order. At least in geographic terms, he had reached his destination. He
now, however, faced entirely new tasks and challenges. Yet again he had to adjust to a new
role. He had gained some administrative experience during his youth in the service of the
treasurer of Castile, but directing a rapidly growing and soon globally active institution was
something new. He soon recognized that institutional responsibility and organizational tasks
had their own difficulties and challenges and could not easily be reconciled with his previous
spiritual lifestyle. He still tried to achieve inner clarity in meditation and prayer when
deliberating important decisions. A series of records from the year 1544 gives a vivid glimpse
of the spiritual struggle and strain that bore down on Ignatius at such times, affecting those
around him. The entire house held its breath for days as Ignatius pondered the structure of the
Society in meditation and prayer.8 But, in general, Ignatius’s thoughts now revolved less
around himself and his own spirituality and more around the question of how he should
exercise his new executive powers and shape his order.The most important step in this
direction was the composition of the Constitutions, the founding charter of the Jesuit order.
Ignatius worked on it with several collaborators for a decade and a half until shortly before his
death. One of these collaborators, the Spaniard Juan Alfonso de Polanco (1517–76), was
appointed secretary in 1547, thus becoming Ignatius’s most important adviser in all
organizational matters.9 The Constitutions make up a thick book of more than eight hundred



paragraphs in which the spirituality and basic ecclesiastical policy of the young order were
translated into administrative procedures and institutions. Although supplemented and changed
in numerous particulars, this work still shapes the structure of the Society today. Largely
finished by 1552, the Constitutions were promulgated and elucidated within the lifetime of the
order’s founder by another important collaborator, Jerónimo Nadal, while he spent years
crisscrossing Europe. It was through this process of slow and gradual promulgation and
explication that new members of the order in Spain, Portugal, France, and Germany came to
realize more clearly what Ignatius actually intended. There were definitely surprises for some
new Jesuits. The Society had grown so rapidly that in some places its true nature remained
obscure. Not everyone who enthusiastically joined the Society stayed when they learned in
detail what it was all about.10By the time Ignatius died, in 1556, his fellow brothers had
established missions in Asia, Africa, and South America. From the ten Jesuits in 1540, there
now were approximately a thousand members. And growth continued at a breakneck pace. In
light of this tumultuous expansion, it is no surprise that open questions and points of ambiguity
remained. The organizational and even the spiritual framework of the Society had to be
modified several times in the decades and centuries after Ignatius, and it had to be defended
and upheld especially against alternative visions. The history of the Jesuit order is therefore
also one of inner diversity, differences, and even outright conflict. Serious altercations arose
even among the first ten companions, especially between Ignatius and Simão Rodrigues, who
was finally deposed as provincial of Portugal after a bitter dispute in 1553. Nicolás Bobadilla
also often took positions contrary to Ignatius’s own.The first signs of hostility from outside
began to appear in the final years of Ignatius’s life. Paul IV, elected pope in 1555, was no friend
of the founder of the Society of Jesus, and Ignatius anticipated the difficulties that loomed
ahead. In a climate of suspicion, the order became involved at least marginally in two
Inquisition trials in Rome. Giovanni Morone, cardinal of the Roman church and the Jesuits’
patron, and Bartolomé de Carranza, the future archbishop of Toledo, were arrested in 1557
and 1558, respectively, in Rome and Valladolid for allegedly heterodox beliefs. Whereas
Morone was released and rehabilitated after the death of Paul IV in 1559, Carranza languished
in prison nearly two decades before he too was acquitted. The early Jesuits had a positive,
close relationship with both of these men, which put them in a dangerous position under Paul
IV.In these circumstances, it was difficult to arrange the succession after Ignatius’s death on
July 31, 1556. It took two years until the First General Congregation of the Society of Jesus
met in Rome in 1558 to elect a new superior general. The delay was caused not least by the
fact that Pope Paul IV was currently waging war and the Papal States were occupied by
Spanish troops. It moreover was disputed how the Society should elect a new superior general
after Ignatius’s death. The Constitutions contained highly detailed guidelines on the subject,
but were they already in force if they had not yet been officially adopted? Bobadilla in particular
agitated against the Constitutions, initially finding an ally in Paul IV. The pope also wanted to
overturn Ignatius’s measures in several other particulars concerning the everyday spiritual life
of the Society and its administration. He considered the new order too unusual and demanded
that it adhere more strictly to established traditions. For example, he faulted the Jesuits for
failing to sing the liturgical hours in choir.Since Paul IV enjoyed considerable support within the
Society, the situation escalated into a crisis. The First General Congregation in 1558 proved to
be an important moment of consolidation during this difficult phase. Despite adverse conditions
inside and outside the Society, the General Congregation succeeded in officially adopting the
Constitutions, thereby making them binding. Paul IV died shortly thereafter in 1559, so the
changes he had imposed never took effect. The order had been permanently established, its



legal and spiritual framework had been defended, and its constitutional institutions had
survived their first serious test.Despite the unmistakable changes that accompanied each of
the three major phases of the life of Ignatius of Loyola, they should not be distinguished too
rigidly from one another. The year 1521 was definitely a turning point in Ignatius’s life. But the
Autobiography exaggerates when it makes his real life begin in Pamplona. The influence of
Ignatius’s aristocratic childhood and youth lasted far longer than one might infer from the single
sentence with which Ignatius dismissed his former life in retrospect. Research on Ignatius of
Loyola thus took a major step forward when scholars in the middle of the twentieth century
began to inquire about the influence of Loyola’s noble and chivalric heritage on his later life.
Historians at the time discovered a “chivalric” and “secular saint” in Ignatius.11 His rebirth after
Pamplona did not simply erase his former habits, skills, and customs. Ignatius’s ability to win
the ear and sympathy of the rich and powerful as superior general, a skill he put to prominent
use throughout his life, was surely a product of his aristocratic socialization—Ignatius remained
a nobleman even as a Jesuit. And his constant spiritual quest, the pious competition that
decisively shaped the spirituality of the Jesuit order, may have been a religious reinterpretation
of the medieval ideal of the Christian knight (miles christianus) Ignatius had grown up with. And
despite his spiritual conversion, all his life Ignatius clung to a central value of chivalric society:
even his admirers noted his “great appetite for honor and glory.”12 The inner and outer
changes that Ignatius experienced in 1521 were dramatic, and his new role as the superior
general of a rapidly growing organization enriched his life and thought in important ways, but
that does not mean that we should presume his personality completely changed in the process.
Ignatius imparted to his order an exciting combination of old and new, secular and spiritual
values. That had highly ambivalent, long-term consequences: both the many strengths and
many flaws of the Society had their roots here.Ignatius founded his order in an age of profound
change for Europe. The people of the early modern period—from roughly 1500 to 1800—
witnessed far-reaching revolutions in both political and religious life. Ignatius himself observed
many of these changes directly and modified his order accordingly, but others had only just
begun, and other, later developments could hardly have been foreseen. The future would have
to reveal how well Ignatius’s successors adapted to new circumstances.By 1550, it was clear
that Europe was moving toward ever greater state power, concentrated in the hands of
monarchs. The creeping bureaucratization of power since the late Middle Ages was
unmistakable. Step by step, modern states took shape. This process also influenced the
church: the old question of the relationship between politics and religion, between secular and
ecclesiastical power, was soon asked again with new urgency in light of the growing boldness
of kings and princes.The Society of Jesus was also a child of the Age of Reformation. Ignatius
was not even aware of it initially; Protestantism was not especially important to him prior to
1540. But the Reformation permanently changed the Catholic Church. The pillars of the
Catholic response to the Reformation were erected at the famous Council of Trent, which met
in three sessions from 1545 to 1563.13 Trent and a series of parallel reforms similar in spirit
were decisive in ensuring that the Catholic Church emerged from the insecurity and setbacks
of the Reformation modernized, effective, and confident. A new, more militant, more urgent
identity had developed. The popes seized ever more power and created new and more efficient
administrative institutions. At best, Ignatius himself could foresee these developments only in
their infancy, but the Jesuit order ultimately became one of the most important proponents of
this renewed Catholicism, which began to make itself felt in the latter half of the sixteenth
century. In the long term, the revitalized Catholicism of the post-Reformation period proved to
be especially significant to the Societas Iesu.This book tells the story of the Jesuit order over



the centuries since its foundation. It proceeds in three major chronological steps. The “rise” of
the Society of Jesus stands at the center of chapters 2 to 5. These chapters cover the period
from the foundation of the order to the middle of the eighteenth century. By then, it was
undeniable that it would only get harder for the Society to present itself as a useful and
beneficial part of contemporary culture and society. The Jesuits continued to apply themselves
to their mission with energy and devotion, but the significance of their accomplishments was
often no longer obvious to contemporaries. Radical, outright hostility toward Ignatius’s
successors reared its head in many places. The roots of this animosity reached as far back as
the sixteenth century, but this anti-Jesuit movement escalated during the quarter century after
1750. It ultimately led to the suppression of the Society by Pope Clement XIV in 1773. The
“decline” of the order had reached its nadir. Chapter 5 examines this phase.But the end proved
to be temporary. In 1814, the Society was restored, after the political, religious, and social life
of Europe had been radically changed by the French Revolution and the ensuing Napoleonic
Wars. “Rebirth” became possible, and the Jesuits’ first thought was to revive the old institutions.
But the world had become a different place. Nationalism, atheism, scientific discoveries,
liberalism, Marxism—the list of new challenges was long, and so it took some time before the
Society found a new place of its own. In searching for its identity, the Society of Jesus of the
nineteenth century moved primarily in a conservative direction, although the Society’s unease
with reactionary extremes is often obvious. The order remained an uncommonly complex
institution even during this phase. The book’s epilogue gives a brief overview of the slow
recovery of the Society from 1814 to today.At the provisional end of this revival stands the
Society of Jesus in its present form. Today, the Society of Jesus is often perceived as a
progressive, innovative, and unconventional branch of the Roman Catholic Church. This
manifestation of the Society first appeared after the Second World War. If we look back at the
latter half of the twentieth century, the Jesuits played a leading part in many groundbreaking
changes to the Catholic world—for instance, greater emphasis on the poor and on
inculturation, a more accessible appearance, and alternatives to the strict focus of the church
on the pope. Some Jesuits supported these innovations in a very conspicuous and sometimes
even radical manner. They are often the most famous men of the Society today. But the Society
of Jesus has arguably exerted an even greater, longer-lasting influence by virtue of its
moderate, liberal middle. Many of these Jesuits give the church a contemporary, engaged face
without veering toward radical extremes. Pope Francis, the Jesuit on the throne of St. Peter, is
a modern exponent of this changed Society of Jesus.Perhaps the greatest challenge of writing
a history of the Jesuits is that it essentially has to be a world history in a nutshell. There is
scarcely any sphere of human life, any region of the world, left untouched by the Jesuits over
the centuries. No book about them can therefore be complete. Yet a series of topics have
always stood at the center of the history of the Society over the centuries and despite all its
caesuras and changes: the Jesuit mission, education, knowledge, and spirituality as embodied
in the Spiritual Exercises. In light of this enormous variety, I have striven to the best of my
ability to give a representative survey of these core areas of the history of the Society. But
readers will also regularly find at least brief mention of more unusual and episodic activities.
This is in fact one of the major goals of this book: to present the Jesuit order as an incredibly
diverse institution, so as to contradict still current clichés about it. There neither was nor is the
stereotypical Jesuit, and there neither was nor is the Society of Jesus, except in a legal and
institutional sense. To quote an old Jesuit joke: “three Jesuits, four opinions.” The cultural and
religious pursuits, accomplishments, and projects of this order are incredibly diverse, but they
may also be contradictory and sometimes even irreconcilable. This great variety naturally also



raises the question of what holds the Society of Jesus together, how one can conceive of it as
a whole at all. Both these problems will constantly recur: on the one hand, variety and
openness; on the other, a search for unity and an integrated, common identity.The book’s
chapters proceed thematically in a broad chronological arc—from 1540 to 1773 and from 1814
to Pope Francis. Aside from well-known caesuras, there is no standard chronology of the
history of the Jesuit order. Developments in different cultural spheres and in corners of the
world influenced by the Jesuits always had their own peculiar dynamic. Triumphs and disasters
often occurred simultaneously in different places. In many areas, the sixteenth century was a
dynamic period of new beginnings and major initiatives; in others, change did not come until
the eighteenth century—it is virtually impossible to establish a universal chronology of the
Jesuit order. Only for specific areas of Jesuit history can we make out a relatively clear
developmental trajectory at all.The second objective of the following chapters is to show how
the Jesuits frequently built on earlier theological, pastoral, and devotional traditions, which they
distilled in a very promising and concise way, adapting them to contemporary needs. The
Jesuits did not appear ex nihilo, and many of their projects and procedures can scarcely be
understood without reference to earlier and parallel developments. This conclusion is in no way
intended to diminish or question the achievements and unique profile of this very special order.
But connecting the Society of Jesus to earlier efforts and parallel trends considerably helps us
understand its own approaches and strategies.This is a historian’s book. I am interested in the
Society of Jesus insofar as it was an institution that was (and is) very important to the historical
development of Europe and the world. My goal is to assess and also account for the Society’s
historical role; to trace how the Society of Jesus achieved such powerful influence and became
a key player in so many social, religious, cultural, and political areas. I have done so with a
sober and detached view. In this history—as in every history—there is neither anything to
defend nor anything to attack. This book concerns itself with historical processes, not religious
truths. My comments are also not predicated on the premise that there is something “hidden” in
the Society of Jesus, waiting to be discovered. The Jesuits neither were nor are some shadow
power at the Vatican, an organization with a secret, hidden structure. There is nothing about
them to unmask. Hence this book distances itself from various religious, political, and other
conspiracy theories. From a historical perspective, the only legitimate question is how and
when such conspiracy theories arose and why certain people in certain circumstances believe
them, even today. That is the question I will take up later.This book has just as little to defend or
glorify as it has to expose or attack. In many cases, Jesuits skirted the border of immorality,
and some members of the order occasionally crossed it. Such episodes are important and are
duly told in this book. They not only illustrate the internal contradictions of the Society of Jesus
but also show how the order always remained a product of its times. For all their strengths and
weaknesses, the Jesuits were always beholden to the assumptions and limitations of their age.
The order not only shaped history but also was and is a reflection of the times. The elevation of
individual personages from the Society to Catholic “saints”—besides Ignatius himself, one
thinks especially of the missionary Francis Xavier, although there are many more—seems to
have conferred a timeless and exemplary quality on their lives. But such a devotional or
hagiographic perspective has no place in this book. Uncritical enthusiasm for and veneration of
the great figures of the Society are not the point.The following chapters stand on the shoulders
of an immense body of literature. The body of scholarship on the Society of Jesus is
completely unmanageable, particularly since it frequently is dedicated to local or regional
contexts. Many earlier scholarly works remain unsurpassed for their abundance of material, but
they often suffer from bias. What the Jesuits themselves have written about their order is



usually amply documented, but is pervaded by a more or less obvious basic sympathy. What
opponents of the Society have written is not infrequently astute and stimulating, but it normally
fails to do justice to the self-conception of the men concerned. Only in recent decades has
interest in the Jesuit order grown significantly outside the narrow confines of ecclesiastical and
historical circles. This has helped make the analysis considerably more objective. Most
scholarly works on the Society of Jesus today are written by historians approaching the
Society with new questions. It goes without saying that the Society of Jesus is now regarded as
a serious subject of historical study, which has helped us better understand many aspects of
early modern and modern history. I have attempted to the best of my ability to acquaint myself
with this recent research and to combine it with the usable findings of earlier, more or less
polemical scholarship.1The Inner Life and Structure of the SocietyTHE JESUITS were proud of
their order—proud of its members, its special qualities, and its unconventional features. They
were also proud of how quickly their order spread and how prominent it soon became in the
world. The Society of Jesus indeed grew rapidly after 1540, and not a few Jesuits seemed so
confident of victory that this self-certainty became part of the Jesuit mentality.1 That is the
impression one gets, for example, when opening the Imago primi saeculi of 1640, an opulent,
folio-sized luxury volume set in crisp type and illustrated with numerous fine etchings. The
Imago was a celebratory text commissioned by the Jesuits of Antwerp on the occasion of the
hundredth anniversary of the founding of the Society, and it unmistakably reflects its authors’
confident pride. The Imago is second to none as a document of the Jesuits’ confidence in
success—and it was also criticized outside and even inside the order for its lavishness. Be that
as it may, it accurately reflects the mentality of many Jesuits after long years of virtually
unabated success.2Ignatius of Loyola himself laid the groundwork for the growth of his order
very carefully in his sixteen years as superior general. He had set out to establish detailed,
binding rules to govern the Society of Jesus in both spiritual and organizational terms. In the
process, and in collaboration with his two most important associates, Juan de Polanco and
Jerónimo Nadal, he ensured that his unique personal charisma translated into a viable
structure. The Spiritual Exercises and the Constitutions served as authoritative foundational
texts that described both the spiritual and organizational sides of the Society in detail. Ignatius
did everything conceivable to guarantee the continuity of the order. Some turbulence occurred
after his death, from 1556 until the conclusion of the First General Congregation in 1558, but
these two years did not cause any lasting breaks. In contrast to many other religious orders, for
the Society of Jesus the loss of the charismatic founder ultimately proved to be only a
moderate crisis. The rapid success of the new order continued virtually unbroken after 1556
and even accelerated.The first section of this chapter gives a succinct overview of the most
important stages and regions in which the Society of Jesus spread across Europe. On the one
hand, it is intended to illustrate the enormous geographic extent of the Jesuits’ presence. On
the other, it should become clear that the nature and special identity of the Society were by no
means universally embraced. Many contemporaries harbored reservations and harshly
criticized the methods of the new order.The second section introduces the men who joined the
Society: Who were they, and what were their motives? And, fundamentally: How did one
become a Jesuit? The third section then gives an overview of Jesuit religious life and the pillars
of Jesuit spirituality. Here we will see the spiritual compass that a Jesuit lived by, and what
religious values shaped his conception of self and the world. We also will encounter the
Jesuits’ claim that there actually was something like “our way of proceeding”—the Imago primi
saeculi itself sang the praises of this “typically Jesuit” way over several hundred pages.After
spirituality, our view will shift to the structure and constitution of the Society—precisely the



aspects that are traditionally regarded as the keys to the enormous success of the Society of
Jesus. No other order in the history of Western Christendom gave so much thought and
dedicated so much energy to regulating its internal administration. The Jesuit order became a
bureaucratic machine—at least that is how its enemies saw it, and that is what many leading
Jesuits seem to have intended. It is not for nothing that Superior General Claudio Acquaviva
himself once declared that the Society should function like “clockwork.”3 In practice, everyday
operations usually fell far short of this ideal, but there was no shortage of efforts to optimize the
internal procedures of the Jesuit order.Historians normally set their sights only on the
successful and loyal members of the Jesuit order. But, as the final section of this chapter
shows, controversy constantly simmered beneath the surface of the Society of Jesus. In no
way did every young man who joined the Society thrive there. And by no means did every
Jesuit who was admitted meet his superiors’ expectations. Hence, the history of the Society is
also a history of disappointment, dismissal, and disillusionment. A study of the inner life of this
religious order would be incomplete without discussing the dissatisfaction and dejection, the
turpitude and abject indecency of some of its members and their associates. With several
thousand members and hundreds of communities, it is no wonder that disputes constantly
broke out in the Society of Jesus.Growth in EuropeWhen the Jesuit order was founded in 1540,
it had ten members. By Ignatius’s death in 1556, that number had grown to a thousand.4 But it
was the founder’s successors who witnessed and guided the massive expansion of the Society.
The first of these was Diego Laínez (r. 1558–65), an adept theologian and one of Ignatius’s
closest confidants. Laínez was the only one of Ignatius’s first companions to become superior
general. After Laínez’s death in 1565, Francisco de Borja (r. 1565–72) was elected at the
Second General Congregation. Borja came from the highest echelon of the Spanish nobility,
and he had already lent the Jesuits his energetic support as Duke of Gandía. He was arguably
the Jesuit superior general who was inclined the most toward mysticism and devotional
introspection; accordingly, he always paid particularly close attention to the spiritual side of the
Society’s development. Under Laínez and Borja, the number of Jesuits quadrupled.The order
thus grew rapidly from the very start. But this growth was neither consciously planned nor
completely even. The lifetime of the founder was by no means the period that witnessed the
greatest numbers of new members; while Ignatius led the Society, it grew by approximately 62
Jesuits per year. The order’s most significant growth occurred, instead, under Claudio
Acquaviva (r. 1581–1615), when it gained up to 309 men annually. By 1600, there
consequently were already 8,519 Jesuits. It was Acquaviva who obviously maximized the
attractiveness of the order. And it was by this point in time, at the latest, that the rapid
developments of the past sixty years had led to an erosion of clear guidelines. A generation
after Ignatius’s death, the incredible vitality that could be observed everywhere had to be
brought under stricter control.Acquaviva governed the Society of Jesus for thirty-four years and
consolidated the order over this long period. The final form of many Jesuit projects can be
traced back to his term in office. He helped the Society find its pedagogical identity with the
universal educational program set forth in the Ratio studiorum of 1599; he approved an
obligatory guide to the Spiritual Exercises in the form of an official handbook (also published in
1599). Acquaviva’s name is further associated with numerous administrative rules and literary
projects. Not least, during his long term as superior general, he ensured that his vision of a
rigorously organized, worldly, proselytizing, focused, and centralized Society of Jesus became
reality, despite internal resistance.Not all Jesuits were on board with Acquaviva’s vision. He
was harshly criticized in some quarters. Spanish adversaries in particular railed against his
allegedly “tyrannical” leadership. At the Fifth General Congregation in 1593, they tried to pass



constitutional amendments that would have dramatically changed the Society, but the superior
general from the family of the Dukes of Atri in southern Italy successfully asserted his policy. In
his peculiar way, he made sure that the many initiatives of the stormy early years remained
coherent despite their ferocious individual dynamics. The Society of Jesus that Acquaviva
erected on the foundation laid by Ignatius and his immediate successors went on to shape
Europe for the next 150 years.Under Acquaviva’s cautious successor, Muzio Vitelleschi (r.
1615–45), less turbulent times followed, despite the Thirty Years’ War. After the Society
survived a succession of three superiors general in just six years between 1646 and 1652,
Goswin Nickel (r. 1652–64), Gianpaolo Oliva (r. 1664–81), and Charles de Noyelle (r. 1682–86)
presided over a period of slower growth. Now the annual number of new recruits was only 40 to
50 Jesuits, so that by 1679 the Society had a total of 17,655 members. The late seventeenth
century is often considered a period of growing problems for the order, which even experienced
crises in certain areas. Andalusia, for example, registered a precipitous drop in numbers.5
Within the Society, the generalate of Tirso González (r. 1687–1705) was marred by fierce
infighting over his unusual theological positions and his authoritarian leadership style. The
overall situation did not improve until after 1700. Michaelangelo Tamburini (r. 1706–30) and
Franz Retz (r. 1730–50) led the Society in its final phase of expansion. The first half of the
century that gave birth to the Enlightenment was a phase in which the attractiveness of the
Society increased yet again—the order grew on average by 95 Jesuits per year. In 1750, the
Society reached its absolute peak membership with 22,589 Jesuits. Thereafter, membership
collapsed: by 1758, only 17,879 members remained. Growing hostility toward the order in
Portugal, France, Spain, and soon all across Europe made itself felt. The appeal of the Society
of Jesus was rapidly dwindling at the end of the early modern period.All these Jesuits had to
live and work somewhere, and so the proliferation of Jesuit houses was no less rapid. In 1540,
the Society still lacked permanent quarters; at the time of Ignatius’s death, it had 79 houses.
That number soon exploded to several hundred—at the Society’s greatest geographic extent in
1710, there were no fewer than 612 colleges worldwide and approximately 500 other
communities, excluding temporary missions. A network of significantly over 1,100 more or less
permanent, more or less elaborate Jesuit outposts and communities spanned the globe. At
Ignatius’s death, the order had divided the world into 12 provinces; in 1616, there were 32; and
prior to 1773, that number had risen to a grand total of 37.Behind these numbers—people,
provinces, houses—lie the fates of countless individuals and unique local developments. The
lives of the Jesuits in Europe varied greatly throughout the early modern period.6 Until
approximately 1750, for example, Portugal was very fertile ground for the Jesuits.7 King João
III became the first major patron of the young order. As early as 1539, even before the Society
had been formally founded, João had instructed his ambassador in Rome to ask Loyola to
send Jesuits. It was in Portugal in 1552 that a Jesuit—Diego Miró—first became court
confessor. And it was in the service of the king of Portugal that the first Jesuit missionaries set
out for Asia (Francis Xavier) and Brazil (Manuel da Nóbrega).In Portugal, it was Simão
Rodrigues—like Francis Xavier, one of Ignatius’s earliest companions—who was initially of
paramount importance. But he and Ignatius soon clashed, ultimately resulting in Rodrigues’s
demotion and almost in his expulsion from the Society. It was not until decades later, under the
fourth superior general, Everard Mercurian (r. 1573–80), that a kind of reconciliation with the
headquarters in Rome was reached. In early 1542, Rodrigues received the old monastery of
Santo Antão in Lisbon in exchange for other properties that the king had transferred to him.
Ten years later, this site became the Jesuit college in the capital. Almost simultaneously, in
1541, the Jesuits established a house in the university city of Coimbra, and in 1555 the Society



took over the royal university there (the Real Collegio). The Jesuits also founded a new
university under the aegis of Cardinal Henrique, the king’s brother, in Évora in 1551. The influx
of new members in Portugal was initially immense. By 1579, the small country with its 550
Jesuits had twice as many members as the German provinces combined.Over the long term,
however, developments in Portugal took an ambivalent turn for the Jesuits. When King
Sebastião, João’s grandson, fell in battle against the Muslims at Alcácer Quibir, Morocco, in
1578, the Jesuits were blamed for the youthful ambition of the idealistic ruler they had largely
educated. Sixty years of Spanish rule in Portugal followed until 1640, a period in which the
Jesuits enjoyed much less influence. Only two new establishments—a professed house in Vila
Viçosa (1601) and the college of Santarém—were founded during this phase. The number of
new members declined, and two of the three novitiates closed (Évora and Coimbra; only
Lisbon survived).The Jesuits were sympathetic observers of the upheaval of 1640, when the
Portuguese dynasty of the Braganças ended Spanish rule, but they did not participate directly.
Over the following decades, members of the Society again came into close proximity to the
king of Portugal. The Jesuits supported the new dynasty as best they could. Besides sermons,
celebrations, and other activities, it is the propagandistic pamphlet Restauração de Portugal
prodigiosa (1643) penned by the Jesuit João de Vasconcelos that best reflects the Society’s
loyalist position. Under João IV, Jesuits were entrusted with delicate diplomatic missions. But
their influence remained variable and precarious, and they competed ever more fiercely with
the Inquisition. Later kings, especially Afonso VI (1643–83; r. 1656–83), were much warier of
the Society. Serious conflict with the Inquisition broke out. Although it took a variety of forms,
the dispute revolved primarily around the relationship between the Catholic Church and
Christians with Jewish ancestry. In this regard, the Jesuits were relatively open, whereas the
Inquisition strictly opposed all cooperation. Pedro II (1648–1706; regent since 1668, king from
1683) had greater faith in the Jesuits, but like all his predecessors since 1640, he was not a
major supporter of the Society.In Portugal as in the rest of Europe in the later seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, relatively few new houses were established—the Society had reached a
certain level of saturation. Powerful financial backers, moreover, now kept their distance. The
order’s ties to the high nobility of Portugal were largely severed after 1700. In 1712, King João
V (1689–1750; r. since 1706) explicitly emancipated himself from the staff of Jesuits that had
surrounded him in his youth. The new monarch brought his royal power to bear on the Jesuits—
and other churchmen—more frequently than before. Still, at least one Jesuit, Giovanni Battista
Carbone (1695–1750), was able to win João’s political confidence, serving him as an adviser
and emissary (particularly in ecclesiastical matters). Despite the growing distance between the
Jesuits and the court, however, it was still a major break when in 1759 the campaign to
suppress the Society began precisely in Portugal.8Italy had become the new order’s home in
tandem with Portugal. The authors of the Imago primi saeculi considered Italy the center of the
Society of Jesus. Loyola may have been Spanish, and the Society long retained a Spanish
character, but the Italianization of the Society of Jesus was well underway by the generalship
of Acquaviva. The superiors general of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries came
predominantly from Italy. A German (Goswin Nickel), a Belgian (Charles de Noyelle), a
Spaniard (Tirso González), and a Bohemian (Franz Retz) were the exceptions, not the rule.
Rome had served as the center of the Jesuit order since 1540. It was here that the superior
general resided; here, where the most important churches and institutions, like Il Gesù or the
Collegio Romano, were to be found; here, where the Jesuits were directly connected to the
church hierarchy. The order quickly spread to other Italian cities, and soon the peninsula was
dotted with Jesuit houses. In 1640, there were 116 colleges and more than three thousand



members in Italy.The Jesuits arrived early in the parts of southern Italy under Spanish rule.
Messina on the island of Sicily was a particularly important foothold with respect to the
development of the Jesuit school system. In the north, in Spanish Milan, relations with Carlo
Borromeo, the grand archbishop and church reformer, proved quite tempestuous.
Nevertheless, the Jesuit houses in Milan soon proved to be important centers for all northern
Italy.The main exception to the broadly successful expansion of the Society of Jesus in Italy
was its long ambivalent and, frankly, dysfunctional relationship with Venice. The order had
arrived in the City of Bridges in 1550 but was banned in 1606. Conflict had broken out between
the city and the pope over the question of whether clergymen who had committed a crime
could be tried before a secular, municipal court. When Paul V excommunicated the city, the
Jesuit patres were expelled in turn because they had intransigently taken the position of the
Roman Curia. The Jesuits were not permitted to return to Venice until 1657.Italy remained a
bastion of strength for the Society in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The Collegio
Romano, with its international staff, was still considered the intellectual center of all
Christendom. The Jesuits were also well-connected with numerous leading intellectual, social,
and artistic figures—Gian Lorenzo Bernini, for example, the great sculptor and architect of
baroque Rome, was a close friend of the Jesuit Cardinal Sforza Pallavicino and Superior
General Gianpaolo Oliva. It was not until the mid-eighteenth century that the picture began to
change, at least in some regions. Depending on the political alignment of various Italian
principalities, the principles of the Enlightenment began to be asserted more forcefully. In the
now Austrian territories of central and northern Italy, ministers such as Karl Joseph von Firmian
implemented Enlightened absolutist regimes as embodied in Austria by Maria Theresa and
especially by her son Joseph II. Many of the Jesuits’ traditional preferences in culture, religion,
and public order came in for criticism.The rulers of Spain reacted to the arrival of the new order
much more warily than the king of Portugal and sundry Italian princes.9 Emperor Charles V—
Charles I as king of Spain—kept his distance. The most important Spanish archbishop,
Cardinal Juan Martínez Silíceo of Toledo (r. 1546–57), was even a bitter adversary. Conflict
with the Inquisition ensued, leading in 1559 to a genuine crisis in connection with the
imprisonment of Bartolomé de Carranza, when church authorities in Valladolid and Seville took
action against several members of the Society.It thus was no surprise that the first two Jesuits
to come to Spain—Antonio de Araoz, a nephew of Ignatius’s sister-in-law, and Pierre Favre,
one of the founder’s first companions—did so at the request of the king of Portugal, not the
king of Spain. João III sought spiritual support for his daughter Maria, who had married the
Spanish crown prince Philip (II). Araoz was initially a key figure in establishing the Society in
Spain, but his fame was soon overshadowed by the spectacular rise of the Duke of Gandía,
Francisco de Borja. Borja joined the Society as a widower in 1548, subsequently became
superior general in 1565, and was ultimately sainted in 1671.Serious conflict soon broke out
between Borja and Araoz. Araoz was a strong, willful personality, who chafed at competition
with the former duke. There were also significant differences in their spiritual orientations, since
Borja’s mystical inclinations jarred with Araoz’s pious style. It was Borja, however, not Araoz,
who became the dominant Jesuit figure in Spain, using his noble connections to gain access to
the court—not to Charles V himself but to his daughters Maria and especially Joanna (Juana)
of Austria, who ruled the country from 1554 to 1559 as her father’s representative and her
brother’s (Philip II) regent. She was captivated by Borja and other early Jesuits in Spain and
became an important patroness. Uniquely, the daughter of the emperor and sister of the king
was even officially admitted to the Society under a pseudonym—the only female Jesuit in
history.Thus, despite numerous difficulties and deep mistrust, the Society of Jesus also spread



rapidly in Spain. Already by 1543, Francisco de Villanueva had received a house in Alcalá de
Henares, which became a college in 1545. Araoz came to Valencia in 1544 with six young
Jesuits. Gandía, Borja’s ancestral home, was another important stronghold. A Jesuit presence
in Madrid followed in 1560, established with the aid of Leonor de Mascareñhas, a Portuguese
woman from a very influential family friendly to the Jesuits. With the support of both daughters
of Charles V, this eventually became the great Colegio Imperial. In 1553, when the first college
in Andalusia was founded in Córdoba, the Jesuit presence in the southern Iberian Peninsula
expanded rapidly. Important houses were opened in Seville and Granada in 1554, then again in
Córdoba in 1558, Cádiz in 1564, Málaga in 1571, and many more in between and thereafter.
The wave of new houses continued until around 1630.10After the era of expansion, the latter
half of the seventeenth century was a period in which the Society of Jesus in Spain both
enjoyed great power and experienced grave crises. Even more houses were established, albeit
not as many as in decades past. High-placed personages protected and sponsored the
Jesuits, such as the Duke of Lerma, Francisco Gómez de Sandoval (1553–1625). Philip III’s
leading minister, Sandoval, was the grandson of Francisco de Borja and tried to exploit this
family connection to win symbolic capital for himself. In 1629, the next king, Philip IV, founded a
university in Madrid both for and with the Jesuits, summoning Jesuit professors from across
Europe to staff it. The construction of a college (beginning in 1682) in Loyola, Ignatius’s home,
was an especially powerful symbol of this era. Some Jesuits acquired formidable political
power as the confessors of ministers and queens, especially Eberhard Nithard (1607–81), an
Austrian who had accompanied Mariana of Austria, the wife of Philip IV, to Spain as her
confessor. But the Jesuits tellingly never became the confessors of the kings in Spain of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.The late seventeenth century was a phase of stagnation
and decline. The number of Spanish Jesuits plummeted, and their intellectual cachet within the
Society declined. Civil war–like unrest in Catalonia and the independence of Portugal created
tension, conflict, and the unpleasant necessity of choosing political sides. As a severe
economic crisis swept across the Iberian Peninsula, these decades were a time of grinding
poverty for many small colleges.When the French Bourbons came to power in 1701, during the
War of the Spanish Succession, conditions changed dramatically yet again for the Jesuits.
Broadly speaking, the Society quickly befriended the new ruling dynasty. The following
decades of the eighteenth century were initially a period of prosperity, in terms of both new
members and new houses. Now the kings of Spain themselves were counseled by Jesuit
confessors like Guillaume Daubenton (1648–1723) and Gabriel Bermúdez (1667–1749).The
situation in France was even more complicated. Even the authors of the Imago primi saeculi
had to admit that “access [was] more difficult” there than elsewhere.11 When Henry II granted
the Jesuits official permission to establish themselves in his kingdom in 1551, grave religious
disputes already loomed on the horizon. Protestantism was on the rise in France, and its
adherents fought a bloody, decades-long civil war with several Catholic parties, sometimes
fighting on three fronts. The new order was thus thrust into a highly fraught situation from the
very start. All in all, the Jesuits were not exceptionally active in these religious civil wars.12 But
individual members of the Society quickly adopted more or less extreme anti-Protestant
positions. In 1561, Superior General Laínez was present at the Colloquy of Poissy in France,
clashing with the Calvinist leaders around Theodore Beza. A few years later, Edmond Auger
(1530–91), the Jesuit provincial of Aquitaine, was a welcome face among the leaders of the
Catholic camp.13 At any rate, the Protestants blamed his sermons for the outbreak of Catholic
violence in Bordeaux in 1572.Auger was one of those erratic Jesuits who made the early years
of the Society so colorful in various parts of Europe. On the one hand, he won immense



influence at court for the Jesuit community, enabling the Society of Jesus to establish fourteen
colleges in France by 1580, despite the tense situation. On the other, Auger’s stature made it
hard for his superiors to control him. Then, in the mid-1580s, he became a problem for the
Catholic extremists (the so-called Catholic League) because he still supported Henry III, whom
they now no longer considered sufficiently Catholic. Jesuits like Claude Matthieu, Jacques
Commolet, and Henri Samier, however, were actively collaborating with these extremists. This
partisanship on behalf of the radical Catholic party became a serious problem for the Society
in 1589, just when the situation seemed to be settling down.It was then that a new king, Henry
IV, ascended the French throne. Henry was actually a Protestant who owed his kingdom to a
tragic accident: his predecessor, Henry III, had been murdered without male issue. Henry IV
had converted to Catholicism to become king. The Jesuits initially remained skeptical, since the
new ruler pursued a policy that promoted religious tolerance. Henry IV also touted the religious
autonomy of France. With their strong attachment to Rome, however, the Jesuits embodied the
complete opposite of this “Gallicanism.” Thus, in 1594, the Society was tried before the
Parlement of Paris. It was whispered that the Jesuits wanted to have the formerly Protestant
king assassinated—whispers that grew louder when an unsuccessful assassination attempt
was made on Henry in 1594. The Jesuits had nothing to do with it, but the Society was still
outlawed in large parts of France.14Central and northern France remained off limits to the
Jesuits for nine years; they were not allowed to return until 1603. It was Henry IV himself who
called them back, demonstrating his domestic strength with this royal act of clemency while
simultaneously making the Society utterly dependent on his favor. Proximity to the monarch
became a special feature of the French branches of the order. The king demonstrated this new
solidarity between himself and the Society by founding the great Jesuit college of La Flèche.
But in 1610 another attempt was made on Henry’s life, this time successfully. The king had
been assassinated and history seemed to repeat itself. Again the Jesuits stood in the crossfire
of criticism, but this time they were not expelled, despite new trials. The Jesuit superiors in
France escaped this drastic measure by issuing a declaration that they would henceforth follow
the ecclesiastical-political “doctrine of Paris”—this meant that they largely recognized the
autonomy of France.15 This laid the basis for reliable royal patronage in the succeeding
decades. Yet the Society remained permanently under special scrutiny. Cardinal Richelieu
always kept a vigilant, critical eye on the Jesuits.Many French Jesuits gradually came around
to the fact that they had to accept a compromise between Rome and Paris in this difficult
situation. Gallicanism, willy-nilly, became part of the everyday reality of the Society’s French
provinces. Many French Jesuits soon internalized the lesson that survival in France under the
king’s protection meant occasionally distancing oneself from Rome. Under Louis XIV, French
Jesuits repeatedly had to take sides, since the king was involved in grave disputes both with
Innocent XI and with the Jesuit Curia in Rome. The French Jesuits tried to maneuver as long
as they could, but ultimately most of them were inclined to accommodate the position of the
king in cases of doubt, despite their personal scruples and reservations.16 And so the alliance
between the French Society of Jesus and the kings of France survived these times of conflict. It
would not finally collapse until the middle of the eighteenth century, when the Society became
ever more conspicuously a pawn in the escalating political power struggle between the king
and the parlements. The parlements called for the suppression and ultimately the abolition of
the Society of Jesus. Hoping that such a concession might bring about domestic peace, after
long hesitation Louis XV finally granted their wish in 1762/3. The history of the Jesuits in
France was thereby (for the time being) over.Like France, the Holy Roman Empire of the
German Nation, which comprised the entirety of Central Europe, was divided into rival



confessions when the Jesuits arrived. The first Jesuit to set foot in Germany after the founding
of the Society was Pierre Favre, who attended the Colloquy of Worms and Regensburg
between the Catholics and Lutherans in 1540/1. In 1542, Claude Jay and Nicolás Bobadilla
were also on hand. Bobadilla was the first Jesuit to come to Vienna in 1542 and to Prague in
1544—presumably accompanying the German king Ferdinand I. In 1543 and 1544, Jay
established contacts in Dillingen, Ingolstadt, and Augsburg, where he soon was made a
theological adviser at the Council of Trent by Bishop Truchsess of Waldburg. In 1544, Favre
established the first, albeit temporary, home for the Society on German soil in Cologne. The
order’s first regular residence in the Holy Roman Empire was established in Vienna in 1551. In
the spring of 1543, Favre met the Dutchman Peter (Petrus) Canisius in Mainz, winning him
over to the Jesuit order. Canisius was extremely important for the subsequent expansion of the
Society of Jesus in the empire. The Imago concluded, not without reason, that “the Society
and, if you believe the heretics, Religion [i.e., Catholicism] owed no one in Germany more than
it did to him.”17Shortly before his death in 1556, Ignatius founded two German provinces in the
wake of these early successes, the provinces of Upper Germany and the Rhine. New houses
were quickly established within this framework. Cologne was expanded and Prague reopened
in the same year; Munich followed in 1559; Trier was added in 1560, Mainz and the first house
in the Kingdom of Hungary (Trnava) in 1561, and the college in Speyer in 1571. In 1562,
Austria was split off as a separate province. The first college in Poland was established at
Braniewo in 1564, and many more soon followed, so that a separate province of Poland could
be founded ten years later. Piotr Skarga (1536–1612) was the most important Polish Jesuit of
this early phase; he found a patron in King Sigismund III. Bohemia followed almost
contemporaneously with houses at Olomouc in 1566 and Brno in 1573. A separate province
was created there too in 1623. The province of Austria, however, remained the largest in
Europe, since it included Hungary as well. Around the same time, the Jesuits made inroads
into an especially complex border region and religious melting pot: Transylvania, where the
Society was active for several years after 1579.18 Here the Society of Jesus encountered not
only Muslims but also various groups of Protestant, Orthodox, and Romanian Christians. The
Jesuits’ expulsion from 1588 to 1595 put a temporary stop to their plans, but a lasting presence
was successfully established under the auspices of Alfonso Carillo (1556–1628).The Thirty
Years’ War was a devastating interlude for many branches of the Society in the Holy Roman
Empire. The Jesuits had to flee Prague in 1620, for example, only to be restored in 1622. Then
in 1648, shortly before the end of the war, they had to fear the depredations of the Swedes yet
again.19 Many houses in the empire were at least temporarily abandoned on account of the
chaos of war; others were severely damaged. Membership plummeted. The Jesuits were also
the victims of numerous wars in the Holy Roman Empire during the latter half of the
seventeenth century. The Upper Rhine in particular suffered serious damage as a result of the
eastern expansionism of Louis XIV—the houses in Baden and Speyer, for example, were
affected by the war.The decades after 1620 thus were a phase of constant reconstruction.
During this century of warfare, the Jesuits were focused more on restoring previous conditions
than on attempting anything new. New houses were rare, as at Mannheim in 1720 or Bruchsal
in 1753 and a few colleges in Hungary. Nonetheless, it was not merely a time of stagnation.
The gaps in membership caused by the great war had been filled in the Lower Rhine area by
about 1700. Ever more missions fanned out from Münster, Paderborn, and Hildesheim to
Protestant northern Germany and northern Europe. Over time, footholds were established in
Hamburg, Bremen, Glückstadt, and Lübeck, as well as in Berlin and Dresden.The Holy Roman
Empire remained a battleground for most European wars of the eighteenth century, and the



Jesuits experienced their fair share of these conflicts. The Jesuits of Bavaria, for example,
suffered greatly during the War of the Austrian Succession (1740–48). Maria Theresa in
Vienna had demanded—without success but not without reason—that the Jesuit houses in
Austrian-controlled Tyrolia be split off from the province of Upper Germany, which was
dominated by the hostile Bavarians, and incorporated in the province of Austria. The Jesuits of
the Holy Roman Empire also felt the wave of anti-Jesuit sentiment that swept across Europe,
even though the ever more numerous enemies of the Society in Germany were far less able to
take political action against the Society of Jesus than in France or Portugal. Yet even here the
traditional alliances with the ruling dynasties of the Wittelsbachs (in Bavaria, Neuburg, and
various bishoprics like Cologne or Liège) and the Habsburgs (Vienna, Innsbruck, Graz,
Klagenfurt) had undeniably begun to fray. Maria Theresa never openly opposed the Society,
but she still sought to emancipate herself from the Jesuits with respect to school policy.20 Yet
the first half of the Age of Enlightenment was indisputably a high point for the Society of Jesus
in Austria and elsewhere. The number of Jesuits rose until shortly before the suppression of
the Society in 1773; in 1767, there were 1,906 Jesuits in Austria alone.When the Society was
founded, the territory of modern Belgium and the Netherlands still belonged to the Holy Roman
Empire and the possessions of the (Spanish) Habsburgs. The Netherlands, however, became
increasingly Protestant after the 1560s and won their political independence from Spain in
1648. Although a very large Catholic minority remained, the country was regarded as
Reformed, and so the Jesuits were only ever active there as missionaries, lacking a full-fledged
infrastructure. Things were different in early modern Belgium. The Society took root there in
1542, after some young Jesuits who had studied in Paris were driven out by the French on
account of their Spanish origins. They fled northward, to Leuven. Among them was Francisco
de Estrada, a gifted preacher, whose sermons caused a sensation. The Society quickly
attracted prospective members. In 1547, this group of young Jesuits and sympathizers came
together under the leadership of the novice Cornelis Wischaven as Belgium’s first Jesuit
community. This early group, whose members were officially admitted by Ignatius in Rome in
1548, helped the Society spread rapidly. Pastoral excursions soon reached Mechelen,
Brussels, and other cities. In 1553, a second house was founded in Tournai. After long
negotiations with the Spanish governors in Brussels, the order was officially established in the
country in 1556, although it was initially subject to some restrictions. New houses followed in
Dinant and Cambrai, and a small establishment was founded in Antwerp in 1563. At the same
time, the college in Leuven was virtually expanded into a university, and a first-rate intellectual
center soon blossomed there. Robert Bellarmine began teaching in Leuven in 1569. When a
separate Belgian province was founded in 1564, further communities followed. The college of
Douai, founded in 1575, evolved into the province’s leading institution. When Ernest of Bavaria
of the House of Wittelsbach became bishop of Liège, the Society of Jesus profited from its
close collaboration with the dynasty there, too.This first wave of foundations was impressive,
and yet circumstances in Belgium were anything but simple. The Dutch struggle for religious
and political independence had begun. Protestants and Catholics, Dutch and Spanish
intermittently fought one another with extreme brutality. Where Protestant and anti-Spanish
forces gained the upper hand, the Jesuits were (temporarily) expelled. There were even
difficulties with the local Spanish representatives. The Duke of Alba, governor from 1567 to
1573, was ill-disposed to the Society. Not until one of his successors took office, Alessandro
Farnese in 1579, was more sympathy forthcoming from the Spanish. Farnese secured full
authorization for the Society in 1584. This period of consolidation was followed by a wave of
new establishments around 1600, including such important colleges as that of Brussels,



founded in 1604. The time was ripe for the province to be partitioned. In 1612, the French part,
the Povincia Gallo-Belgica, was split off from the Flemish, the Provincia Flandro-Belgica. The
ensuing decades were a phase of breakneck growth. As early as 1621, each province had
more members by itself than had existed in the formerly undivided Belgium. The Habsburg
regents who governed Belgium were very friendly toward the Jesuits. Many new houses were
opened until the 1630s. It was during this phase of triumphant expansion that the Antwerp
Jesuits celebrated the jubilee of the Society in 1640 with the Imago primi saeculi.This period of
impressive growth gradually petered out in Belgium after the middle of the century. Under Louis
XIV, Belgium was the scene of constant military conflict, as France and the Netherlands found
themselves increasingly at odds. The University of Leuven became a prominent center of anti-
Jesuit theology. The Jansenists, bitter opponents of the Jesuits, moreover established a strong
presence in Belgium, which sapped public goodwill toward the Society of Jesus. Thus, the
Society’s activity and membership appreciably declined after the middle of the century. Despite
the good financial start that many colleges enjoyed on account of the Habsburg governors, the
order’s economic base had largely crumbled by 1700. The Jesuits’ many lavish buildings also
devoured their resources.The Imago thus was not wrong: wherever there were Catholics, there
also seemed to be a Jesuit house nearby one hundred years after the founding of the Society.
But how did things look in Protestant Europe? Even the countries that had joined the
Reformation were by no means impenetrable to the Jesuits. In these places, the Jesuits often
worked as the direct representatives of the papal Curia. Antonio Possevino, for example, a
Jesuit with many exceptional gifts, acted as a papal diplomat on religious-political missions in
Protestant northern, northeastern, and eastern Europe several times in the late sixteenth
century. In the 1560s, he was engaged in the struggle against the Calvinists in Piedmont and
Valtellina; in 1580, he traveled to Scandinavia on a papal mission and shortly thereafter was
involved in negotiations between Poland and Russia concerning the status of Catholicism in
both kingdoms.21 The particulars of Possevino’s achievements were sundry and varied, yet
hardly any other personality better symbolizes the Society’s effort to (re)assert Catholicism in
Protestant Europe in alliance with the popes of the day.Working conditions in the
predominantly Protestant regions of Europe varied dramatically in the early modern period. In
many northern German cities, a small handful of Jesuits had operated more or less unmolested
—albeit often bitterly antagonized—since the early seventeenth century, either unofficially in
the retinue of an imperial or French ambassador or even in the context of an established
“mission.” In 1594, the Jesuits also began to operate in the northern provinces of the United
Netherlands, which had progressively embraced Calvinism since 1568.22 Although many
harsh laws against Catholics were on the books there, they were seldom enforced. The Jesuits’
influence in the Netherlands persisted until the early eighteenth century, when the Society was
expelled.In Scandinavia, in contrast, and especially in England, the Jesuits could only exist
undercover.23 Whereas the Society of Jesus maintained only an intermittent and sporadic
presence in early modern Sweden, the Protestant British Isles eventually became a separate
province despite these impediments. The Society made its first contacts there on the margins:
a very brief preliminary visit by two Jesuits took place in fall 1541. Soon afterward, Paschase
Broët and Alonso Salmerón were sent as papal legates to Ireland to support the Catholic
cause there. This mission, however, did not leave behind a lasting tradition. In 1562 and 1566,
the Jesuits Nikolaas Floris de Gouda and Edmund Hay traveled to Scotland to speak with Mary
Stuart, the Catholic Scottish queen and cousin of the Protestant English queen Elizabeth I.
Each time, the Jesuits sought (in vain) to launch an offensive pro-Catholic policy in Protestant-
leaning Scotland. Around the same time, David Wolfe, Edmund Daniel, and William Good were



active in Ireland again. Wolfe stayed eleven years, five of which he spent in a Dublin jail. He
had previously ministered to Catholics as a traveling priest and performed episcopal duties.
Daniel, in contrast, did not survive his deployment: he was executed by the English, becoming
the first Jesuit to die for his faith in Europe.The Society of Jesuit was not active in England
itself for the first forty years of its existence. After England had permanently converted to
Protestantism under Queen Elizabeth in 1558, life became hard for the roughly 10 percent of
remaining Catholics who refused to convert or flee. Catholics were increasingly suspected of
high treason; it was prohibited to recognize the authority of the pope in 1559. Further laws
against the “Papists” followed. A mission thus seemed too risky to the Jesuits, as their Irish and
Scottish experiences also seemed to indicate. Exiled English Catholics in Belgium and Rome
were unable to convince the cautious Superior General Everard Mercurian (r. 1573–80) to send
Jesuits to England until the last months of his generalship.Three Jesuits thus set out for
England in 1580: Robert Persons, Edmund Campion, and Ralph Emerson. The first martyrdom
on this mission occurred not long afterward, when Campion was publicly executed in London
on December 1, 1581. He would not be the only one: by 1679, twenty-seven further members
of the Society had followed him to their deaths. The Act against Jesuits and Seminarists was
passed in 1585, declaring membership in the order tantamount to high treason for an
Englishman. Given these perilous circumstances, there were never more than about a dozen
Jesuits active in England at a time during this early phase of the mission. These trying
circumstances led some English Jesuits to believe that the very survival of Catholicism could
be guaranteed only by political or even military action. After fleeing Ireland, David Wolfe began
organizing a Catholic rebellion on the island, for which he hoped to gain the support of the
Spanish court in Madrid. Persons had similar plans. Broadly speaking, the Jesuits had high
hopes for the Spanish Armada, with which Philip II of Spain tried and failed to conquer England
in 1588.The threat level remained high in the early seventeenth century. The Gunpowder Plot
of 1605 and various other supposedly Catholic conspiracies against the English monarchs led
to temporary spikes in anti-Catholic efforts, but in other phases, the more time passed, the
more (relative) tolerance came to prevail. In 1619 and 1623, Superior General Muzio Vitelleschi
was able to elevate the English mission to a vice-province and then to a full province. There
may have been a good hundred Jesuits in England by 1620, who were now able to found
houses and schools. “Greater calm [prevailed] under king Charles I,” the authors of the Imago
duly remarked about the 1620s and 1630s.24 Of course, violence against individual
communities remained a possibility—for instance, in 1628, the Society’s quarters in London
were attacked. The period of domestic unrest after 1640 during the English Civil War and then
under Oliver Cromwell spelled a serious setback for the Society. When the monarchy was
restored under Charles II in 1660, the king promised tolerance, but it was a promise that could
not be kept unconditionally. Since yet another supposedly Catholic assassination attempt was
“uncovered” in the Popish Plot of 1678–1681, the allegedly guilty Jesuits had to pay the price:
although it could not be proved that they were involved, eight members of the Society died on
the scaffold as did a similar number in prison.On the one hand, the Jesuits maintained a solid
presence in eighteenth-century England, with well over one hundred members; on the other,
they played virtually no part in public life whatsoever, since their Catholic flock had by and large
retreated from view. English Catholics had shrunken to an insignificant minority and were
moreover plagued by fierce infighting. The Jesuits and the secular clergy regarded one another
with deep antipathy. Thus, for all the tranquility after the Glorious Revolution of 1688, it was an
era of growing insignificance. Conditions in Ireland under Protestant British rule largely
corresponded to those in England, if on a smaller scale.Another form of ministering to the



spiritual needs of England and Ireland was far less dangerous in this period. Since a large
number of Catholics had fled the Protestant Reformation and had settled on the Continent
since the middle of the sixteenth century, there was an influential English Catholic diaspora
there. In order to support them and to train clergymen from among their numbers—who might
then return to their homeland as missionaries—colleges were established specifically for
English Catholics everywhere on the Continent, most of them under Jesuit management. In
1579, after some back-and-forth, the Society took over the English seminary—known as
English College (Collegium Anglorum)—in Rome; and in Belgian Saint-Omer, the Society
concentrated its efforts on the British Isles to a considerable extent. A seminary there trained
future English priests. Similar institutions existed in Spain and Portugal in cities like Valladolid,
Seville, and Lisbon. Specialized colleges for Scandinavia were also established under Jesuit
direction, notably a “Nordic Seminary” in Linz, Austria.25 The Germanicum (1552) and the
Hungaricum (1578) were founded in Rome for the same purpose at the direct instigation of
Ignatius himself.26The authors of the Imago primi saeculi thus were not wrong when they
proudly and confidently noted in 1640 that Europe “had received the Society in very many
places.”27 The network of Jesuit houses became even more close-knit in the following century,
and the number of members likewise grew. It was an eventful process that made the Society of
Jesus ubiquitous across Catholic and Protestant Europe. This upward trend of course had
peaks and valleys, winners and losers, steps forward and backward, phases of crisis and
phases of dynamic growth. It is important to note that the expansion of the Society was not at
all planned in advance, let alone steered centrally from Rome. New houses, of course, had to
be approved by the superior general in Rome, but in many cases local and regional
circumstances dictated where and in what form Jesuits came together to live. The expansion of
the Society thus played out as a series of compromises, complicated negotiations, and costly
experiments. In the end, though, an impressive network of several hundred communities small
and large emerged. Houses, provinces, institutions—these admittedly constituted only one side
of the Society. The actual protagonists of the history of the order are the Jesuits themselves,
the persons and personalities who worked in these establishments.Life in the Service of the
SocietyThe first generation of Jesuits consisted of Ignatius himself and his famous nine
companions. They had a decisive influence on the early history of the Society of Jesus.
Ignatius had met these nine men and won them over in widely different circumstances over
time. He had lodged with Francis Xavier and Pierre Favre as a student in Paris since 1529.
Rodrigues had heard of Ignatius there and deliberately sought him out in 1530; Jay, Broët, and
Codure, who already knew each other, were the last to join the group. They were brought over
by Favre in 1535.Ignatius’s first companions were a highly heterogeneous group. There were
men from Spain, the Basque Country, France, Navarre, and Savoy. There were glaring political
differences, as well: the families of Francis Xavier and Ignatius, for example, had stood on
opposite sides of the war in 1521. Like Ignatius himself, Xavier came from the old nobility and
had been accustomed to an aristocratic lifestyle.28 Salmerón and Favre, in contrast, came
from humble backgrounds. Favre was the first priest among the companions. He read the mass
in 1534 at which they confirmed their commitment to live together as a community. Laínez and
Salmerón were the best scholars in the group and vastly superior to Ignatius in academic
theology. Favre was a gentle, deeply pious, introspective, and simple character who
indefatigably went about his work—he traveled constantly—with humility and modesty.
Rodrigues and Bobadilla, in contrast, soon articulated bold alternative visions of the future of
the Society.The nine “first companions,” some of whom are now venerated by the Catholic
Church as saints, were important role models for the Society after its founding in 1540,



although they were all soon overshadowed by Ignatius himself—somewhat unfairly from a
historical perspective.29 It is far less well-known, however, that Ignatius was acquainted with
many more people both before and after he made contact with these men. But his attempts to
win over these people to his vision of spirituality were unsuccessful. As early as 1524/5, a
small circle of friends had gathered around him in Barcelona, accompanying him to Alcalá.
Ignatius placed high hopes in some of the earlier people he attracted, only to be bitterly
disappointed more than once. One of his initially enthusiastic followers, Jean Bochet, briefly
joined the new order in 1541 but soon afterward was executed in Spain as a bandit and
highwayman. Diego de Cáceres was at the deliberations in Rome in 1539 and also joined the
Society, but he is not considered part of the first generation—in 1542, he “left” the young
Society of Jesus to work as a spy for France. Diego Hoces, a loyal follower, died before the
decisive date of 1540.30These difficult experiences probably led Ignatius to select new
members of the Society with the utmost care. All Catholic orders have certain admission
requirements, and all of them stipulate a phase of examination and preparation before an
aspirant is formally admitted to the community. But the recruitment and selection of future
Jesuits were especially close to Ignatius’s heart. Hardly any other order examines potential
entrants as long or as intensely as the Society of Jesus. Detailed passages in the Constitutions
describe the prerequisites that a future Jesuit must meet, and the long way from initial,
provisional admittance as a novice to final entry into the Society as a full member. Not
everyone could—or should—become a Jesuit.Jesuits and Their Families: Origins, Recruitment,
and TiesWhoever wanted to join the Society of Jesus first had to meet certain legal, social,
physical, and intellectual requirements.31 The Constitutions stipulate that no murderers or
persons with physical handicaps or deficient intellectual gifts could be admitted. In reality,
Ignatius himself used wide discretion in enforcing these measures, for instance, admitting men
with missing fingers or eyes. Illegitimate children could also find a home in the Society. Other
aspirants, such as Louis Le Valois, were initially admitted but subsequently expelled on
account of sickness—only to be readmitted after the health problems in question subsided.32
The admission of interested parties who had previously belonged to another order was a more
difficult question, but exceptions could be made here, too. All candidates, of course, had to be
unmarried when they were admitted to the Society, but that by no means meant that husbands
and fathers could not join after their spouses’ death. Francisco de Borja, Duke of Gandía,
joined as a widower. The lay brother Alonso Rodríguez (1532–1617), one of the most famous
intellectuals of the order and later also canonized, joined the Society of Jesus in 1571, just shy
of his fortieth birthday, after the death of his wife, as the father of three children (who had died
young).It was fiercely debated within the Society whether people born outside Europe could be
admitted—that is, indigenous peoples, mestizos (children born to one European and one
indigenous parent), and Creoles (children born to two European parents overseas).33 The
Jesuits were not entirely at liberty to answer this question for themselves. The popes and
Iberian kings had passed numerous—partly contradictory and inconsistent—laws concerning
the admission of people born to non-European forefathers to ecclesiastical office.34 The
Councils of Lima in 1550 and 1567 had forbidden Indios and mestizos to hold ecclesiastical
office. Gregory XIII then allowed them to be ordained in 1577, which Philip II subsequently
prohibited again, only to allow it after all in 1588.The Jesuits themselves were hardly less
inconsistent. The provincial congregation of Peru unapologetically declared against mestizos in
1582. But there also was dissent, and at least individual children of indigenous parents were
admitted at a relatively early date. The great administrator and author José de Acosta (1539–
1600) is a good example of this ambivalent attitude that mingled skepticism and hostility with



occasional concessions. In his standard work on the mission to the Americas, he declared that
it was “not appropriate to elevate Indians to higher ecclesiastical ranks,” yet he acknowledged
“that we cannot deny that some are our equals in the blamelessness of their lives and our
superiors in their command of the Indian language.” The knowledge of languages was indeed a
key argument in favor of consecrating mestizos. But mestizos and natives who were
admissible, in Acosta’s view, were “rare.”35 As provincial of Peru, he personally admitted some
of these select few to the Society in 1582/3. One member of this group was the mestizo Blas
Valera, whose life is a famous and inscrutable case. It is clear that he fell out with his superiors.
He was imprisoned, accused of immoral conduct, and finally sent to Europe to answer to the
superior general in Rome.36 The background to the case was apparently Valera’s all too
heartfelt sympathy for indigenous culture and religion, which he considered compatible with
Christianity; this view roused the resentment of many of his confreres.Even over the long term,
the Jesuits had little enthusiasm for creating an indigenous clergy and a fortiori admitting
natives to the Society of Jesus. In Japan, a handful of natives had been admitted as priests
around 1610. Similar concessions were deliberated in China around the same date, but the
sons of the Middle Kingdom were ultimately excluded from the priesthood and entrance into
the Society—some Chinese were admitted only as lay helpers.37 This policy was maintained
until younger missionaries took a different view in the last quarter of the seventeenth century.
They were much more open to indigenous priests as members of the order. In 1688, three
Chinese priests were admitted to the Society, but a tradition of indigenous members failed to
materialize. Just a single Indian joined the order as a priest prior to 1773.38 On this point, the
Jesuits were fundamentally at odds with the official policy of the papal missionary authority, the
congregation De Propaganda Fide, which proved to be much more liberal.The Society of Jesus
was also initially very cool toward Creoles.39 General Mercurian had already assented to a
restrictive policy regarding Creoles when he wrote that “indigenous people should be admitted
into the Society only seldom and only after they have been tested extensively and for a long
time.”40 His successor Acquaviva confirmed this policy in 1588. Even at the end of the late
seventeenth century, the Jesuit missionary António Vieira wrote a hateful document in which
he used extraordinarily harsh terms to contrast the inferiority of Brazilian Creoles with the
superiority of Jesuits born in Portugal.41 It was easy to exclude Creoles in the beginning, since
there were so few of them, but the interest of the growing numbers of them could not be denied
forever.42 Around the turn of the seventeenth century, ethnically Spanish settlers in the New
World began to develop a Creole identity of their own. Entrance and admission to ecclesiastical
office was an important point to them. The Jesuit leadership in Rome also relaxed its position
and now wished for the peaceful coexistence of metropolitan and Creole Jesuits. Former
superior general Vincenzo Carafa lamented in 1647: “Nothing causes me greater concern in
those provinces than the lack of unity and charity [of Jesuits] toward one another, especially
between those who were born there and those who come from Europe.”43 A degree of distrust
on the part of both groups thus persisted, although the number and importance of Creole
Jesuits constantly increased with the explicit endorsement of the leadership of the Society. By
1654, if not earlier, more Creole than Spanish novices were being trained in Peru. A Creole
Jesuit, Leonardo de Peñafiel, became provincial of the Andes for the first time in
1656.Becoming a Jesuit was also made very difficult early on for men from Jewish
backgrounds. It was decided in 1593 that no conversos—that is, men from formerly Jewish
families, regardless of when they converted to Christianity—could become Jesuits.44 At least
in theory, prospective members had to conduct detailed genealogical research back four or five
generations to prove their eligibility.45 This was how General Acquaviva, who himself had little



personal sympathy for conversos, responded to Spanish pressure. Entrenched suspicion of
Christianized Jewish and Muslim minorities (who had been forced to convert) was a major
factor in Spain. Throughout the early modern period, extremely harsh restrictions on these
groups remained in effect. The Spanish nobility, for example, was explicitly ordered to shun
conversos so as not to taint their own limpieza de sangre (purity of blood). Many Jesuits in
Portugal, Spain, and Italy shared these discriminatory views and said as much publicly—men
like Antonio de Araoz, the first provincial of Spain, and Benedetto Palmio, a provincial and
highly respected authority in Italy. This group’s view carried the day in 1593. Thereafter,
conversos were excluded from the Society. Although there was initial resistance to this
prohibition in the seventeenth century, and knowledgeable Jesuits like those of Seville testified
that it would be virtually impossible to recruit new members on account of the ubiquity of
formerly Jewish families, this discrimination against conversos remained official policy until
1946.46The exclusion of conversos was a question of great practical importance for the
Society of Jesus. Prior to 1593, there was in fact a notably high number of men from formerly
Jewish families in the Jesuits’ ranks. Despite opinions to the contrary in Spain and Italy, which
made themselves felt virtually from the start, Ignatius himself took a very favorable view of
conversos. The first decades of the history of the Society witnessed many leading Jesuits who
came from an ex-Jewish milieu or held liberal views. Diego Laínez, Antonio Possevino, and
Juan de Polanco are just a few members who belonged to the large group of prominent
converso-Jesuits. In addition to Ignatius, Jerónimo Nadal and Francisco de Borja were also
champions of the pro-converso line. They did not shy away from bringing down on themselves
the ire of the king of Spain, the Spanish Inquisition, and the most important Spanish
archbishop, Juan Martínez Silíceo of Toledo. Many of the spiritual pillars of the Society that
inspired Ignatius and Borja—for instance, the theology of the highly controversial mystic Juan
de Valdés—derived from a converso context. The Society, however, bade farewell to this
tradition of openness step by step after Borja’s death in 1572. Polanco’s otherwise self-evident
election to superior general was then prevented because his family had once been Jewish.
Acquaviva’s concessions to the Spanish line in 1593 sealed the fate of the early pro-converso
phase of the Society.The requirements for admission to the Society of Jesus were far less
discriminatory in social terms. Men from the high nobility of Europe, like Borja, rubbed elbows
in the Society with brothers from humble backgrounds and even from the underclass. Pierre
Chaumonot, for example, a celebrated Jesuit missionary in Canada, lived for years as a young
tramp and vagabond on the streets of France and Italy before he became a Jesuit in Rome. For
people like him, the institutions of the Catholic Church were one of very few “channels of
mobility” in the early modern period that enabled at least limited social climbing.47 Chaumonot
himself was well aware of this; he wrote the following about his first weeks in the order:O what
joy! O what happiness for me to find myself among fifty novices, all young men of distinguished
birth, excellent spirit and character, and handsome bodies. I would not have been more than
their valet or kitchen boy had they and I stayed in the (secular) world! … Great God! Who
would have ever imagined that a poor bumpkin like me would be admitted to such a holy, such
an illustrious Society as the Society of Jesus, your son!48Similar stories are easy to find both
within the Society and within the Catholic Church as a whole. Tirso González, an important
Jesuit missionary in Spain and later superior general, grew up in extreme poverty and had
worked as a shepherd in his boyhood.The vast majority of Jesuits, of course, came from
neither the top nor the bottom of the society of estates, but rather from the middle. Research
on the social history of the Society largely remains a desideratum, but it is at least clear that
clergymen in both the Catholic and the Protestant churches came predominantly from the



urban and middle social strata in the early modern period. Middle and high officials, notaries
and teachers, and even the sons of merchants and well-to-do artisans were just as much a
part of the typical pool of new Jesuit recruits as the sons of the petty nobility.49 This was the
case not least because this clientele was the most important source of customers for the many
Jesuit schools, which were a vital source of new recruits. Recruitment, of course, was not the
explicit goal of the schools, let alone the only purpose they served; the Jesuits even
temporarily prohibited the admission of students to the Society. But it is undeniable that the
Jesuits frequently recruited novices from the classes they taught, as Polanco himself once
admitted in 1551.50Outside Jesuit classrooms, recruitment also relied on family traditions—up
to 10 percent of all Jesuits are thought to have had relatives in the Society.51 We sometimes
can describe such relationships virtually as family networks. For example, three brothers from
the Gagliardi family—Achille, Ludovico, and Leonetto—became Jesuits, and likewise three
brothers from the Khabes family of Vienna joined the order in the early eighteenth century. The
Acosta family from Spain arguably epitomized such collective decisions to join the Society: in
1551, not only did the aforementioned José join, but also four of his brothers and his widowed
father.52 Many Jesuits were also connected to other religious orders by family ties. The Jesuit
Miguel Godínez (born Michael Wadding), for example, had a famous brother among the
Franciscans: Lucas Wadding, one of the most important historians of his day. And Pierre
Bernard’s family mirrored the diverse world of Catholic orders: in addition to Pierre, another
brother joined the Jesuits, while two others became Capuchins and yet another went to the
Carmelites.53 Some families seem to have taken to the religious life more or less en masse.
Younger male relatives in such cases were doubtless inspired by the example of their
elders.But families were not always overjoyed when their younger male members decided in
favor of a religious life in the Jesuit order. Ignatius himself was repeatedly confronted with
family conflicts between parents and children thinking of becoming novices.54 Pierre Ayrault, a
French legal scholar, even filed a lawsuit against the Jesuits when his son René joined the
Society in Paris. He detailed his case at length in a book that soon found a broad audience.55
There were similar incidents elsewhere: a German nobleman from Trier complained in 1609 or
1610 that his son had joined the Society of Jesus.56 In some cases, relatives even resorted to
violence to pry their children or nephews away from the Society. For example, in the Italian city
of Nola in 1575, relatives and guardians of the young Carlo Carafa abducted him from his
novitiate with “lively force” to prevent him from joining the Society.57 A strikingly similar case,
again featuring the use of force and tumultuous scenes, took place in Paderborn in 1618.58 By
no means all fathers and mothers in the early modern period were excited when their sons
resolved to become Jesuits.There were many reasons for parents’ unease and their resultant
opposition to their sons’ plans.59 Ayrault, for example, although a Catholic himself, was
principally averse to the Society of Jesus as a Gallican official in France under Henry IV. Other
contemporaries criticized joining the Society as a religious fad and a sign of misguided
devotion. Such claims were leveled especially against new orders like the Jesuits and
Capuchins. Ayrault and the aforementioned German nobleman from Trier viewed their sons’
secret entrance into the order moreover as an act of contempt for their paternal authority. As
stated in the case from Trier, the son’s actions were especially wrong because he had acted
“without consulting his parents.” At the same time, the boy’s father openly admitted that he had
other plans for his son, namely, military service, the traditional calling of the nobility. The father
of the future Jesuit Pierre Coton, who rose to the highest honors in the early seventeenth
century as the confessor of two French kings, also at first saw his hopes for his son bitterly
dashed when the young man joined the Society. And other parents felt the need for their sons’



everyday presence in one way or another, like the mother of Peter Canisius after her husband’s
death in 1544.60Parents and other relatives opposed young men’s entrance into the Society
especially for economic reasons. Since Jesuits were forbidden to have any possessions yet
were still entitled to receive inheritances, it naturally was asked what they intended to do with
their share of the family property. Grave suspicion of the Society might quickly arise in such
circumstances. In the eyes of many family members, their family property was in jeopardy.
Again and again, the Jesuits were accused of attempting to persuade wealthy new members to
donate their property to the order. Not a few Jesuits really bequeathed their assets to the
Society of Jesus, but it was forbidden to pursue such bequests proactively, as the superiors of
the order insisted time and again.61 Quite independent of the question to whom a new
member wanted to leave his present and future possessions, the necessary arrangements
upon his admission to the Society had to be clarified with legal experts in the province and
Rome. This process might drag on for a long time, particularly in the case of wealthy young
men. Over the years and decades, the Society of Jesus became entangled in many
complicated legal disputes over its members’ property.Parental resistance was especially fierce
when sons were intent on joining the Society at a very young age. Young men normally joined
the order between the ages of sixteen and twenty, but there were exceptions both young and
old.62 The Jesuits often hesitated to admit older men, since it seemed unlikely that older
aspirants could be won over completely to the ways of the Society of Jesus.63 In such cases, it
was essential that the candidates had special social or intellectual qualifications. With youths,
in contrast, the legal situation had to be taken into careful consideration, since regulations on
the minimum age of new members varied according to secular and ecclesiastical law. In
France, a minimum age of twenty was established in 1560 and subsequently lowered. Canon
law, however, ruled that the consent of an adult novice was no longer necessary after the age
of eighteen or twenty.64 But ideally, as Ignatius himself wrote, when young men aspired to join
the Society, one should always take care that “their parents are satisfied.”65 Diego Laínez also
ordered that one should avoid conflict with candidates’ parents at all costs.66In the event,
though, that the cooperation of a candidate’s parents was not readily forthcoming, the Jesuits
had various means and arguments at the ready. Pierre Favre responded to the protestations of
Canisius’s mother by arguing that she should esteem his spiritual progress in the Society
higher than her own merely “fleshly” delight in the presence of her son. Louis Bourdaloue, one
of the Society’s famous preachers, delivered a speech on the subject in 1700, taking a
somewhat different tack to win over reluctant parents.67 Bourdaloue argued that parents
should not overestimate their own authority in such matters. A true vocation, after all, was a
mystery that parents could not easily recognize. Even Mary and Joseph did not immediately
realize what a special future was intended for their son Jesus. This example was intended as a
lesson to induce mothers and fathers in early modern France to show restraint. In brief, he
concluded, “A Christian father cannot make himself the arbiter of his children’s vocation without
committing obvious injustices.”While Bourdaloue admonished parents to show restraint and
respect for the religious fervor of their sons, Nicolaus Lancicius, a Polish Jesuit, exhorted
young men to take resolute, courageous action.68 He explicitly advised aspirants to forgo
discussing their choices with their families because parents and relatives would only respond
with worldly arguments. If parents then forbade their sons to join the Society, they could openly
be ignored. Lancicius then suggested a series of arguments that potential candidates might
use to refute their relatives’ objections. He constantly pitted service to God against the allures
of the world: whoever was called to the blessed life in the order could not dedicate himself to
the superficial aspirations of earthly existence. If necessary, Lancicius provided aspirants with



even more drastic arguments. Opponents of entering the Society could be countered with the
argument that Luther had also rejected religious orders—hence chastising critical parents,
albeit implicitly, for disbelief.It remains unclear how successful such strategies were in
defending an aspiring Jesuit’s vocation against skeptical parents and relatives. It appears,
however, that many parents nonetheless yielded to a real spiritual need that their children felt.
Carlo Carafa, who had been abducted from the novitiate in Nola, ultimately overcame his
relatives with “deep sighs and frequent tears,” because he showed genuine signs of a true
vocation during his confinement. The father from Trier’s change of heart is described in very
similar terms, but far more soberly and hence more credibly. Although he conveyed his
disappointment so vehemently, as mentioned earlier, he took a more conciliatory tone in the
end. His resistance was broken down not least by the realization that his son’s decision was
first and foremost in response to a “divine impulse.” In this case too, it seems, a family
ultimately yielded after detecting plausible signs of a true spiritual vocation.Even when a novice
joined the Society of Jesus with his family’s blessing, his relationship with his parents and
family fundamentally changed. The Constitutions approvingly cite verse 19:29 of the Gospel of
Matthew, which promises one hundredfold in reward for leaving one’s mother and father
(among others) to follow Christ.69 Love for one’s parents and relatives, of course, did not
necessarily have to cease entirely, but it had to be transformed. At most, “moderate” affection
for one’s family was allowed, but it should be exclusively “spiritual” in terms of Christian charity.
Hence Jesuits were supposed to behave toward their parents as if their mothers and fathers
had already died.70 They were supposed to focus not on their parents, siblings, and other
relatives but rather on their fellow brothers and superiors in the Society. Contact with their
families thus had to be monitored and was subject to several restrictions. Jesuits had to
request permission when they wanted to contact their families by letter or meet them in
person.71 By no means all such meetings were allowed. Ignatius himself could take a hard
line, if he believed that visits might jeopardize the “spiritual progress” of a young Jesuit. In
1553, for example, Ignatius wrote to Nicholas Peter Cesari in Naples that he would not permit
his son Octavius to travel to see his mother because he did not consider the young man
emotionally stable enough. Although Ignatius explicitly acknowledged the mother’s longing to
see her son, he nonetheless refused to soften his position.72 Other leading figures of the
Society saw things similarly. Lorenzo Maggio, for instance, viewed young Jesuits’ abiding
affection for their parents as a threat that might undermine their concentration on their spiritual
duties.73Several documents suggest that many dedicated and successful Jesuits had
internalized this limited but broad separation from their families to a surprising degree.
Theodore Moretus, a Belgian Jesuit in Bohemia, wrote home in 1635, immediately after he had
taken his final vows, “I want those who were once my relatives to consider me dead and even
buried,” only to ask them to send cordial greetings to his mother. Rejection and affection were
tangled in a complex relationship.74 The case of Eusebius Truchsess was the same. He
reported in 1663 that his sister had asked him to stay with her longer in Cologne when he
visited her. He initially refused, but then gave in after careful consideration, not least on
account of a raging outbreak of the plague.75 Truchsess accepted the tension between his
secular responsibilities and feelings for his family and his spiritual responsibilities and feelings
for the Society. He essentially weighed the two against one another. A certain distance from his
familial roots, prescribed by the Society and soon internalized by Truchsess himself, is
unmistakable.That did not, however, result in a categorical separation. Family ties were
reassessed, not cut. Not all affection toward one’s family was forbidden, only “immoderate”
feelings.76 At the novitiate of Paris, the superiors were accordingly warned against excessive



“cruelty” on this point. Young aspirants there were permitted to communicate with their parents,
albeit seldom.77 Ignatius himself stressed that there was no need to go out of one’s way to
alienate one’s parents. Specifically, he considered it absurd that Francesco Adorno no longer
spoke of his “father” since joining the Society, but rather of “the one they say was my
father.”78Many leading Jesuits thus saw no need to cut family ties completely. When the
Society in France was searching for missionaries to send to the Far East in 1653, two Jesuits
who had been selected were nonetheless left home when their parents intervened—precisely
because the Society refused to take a poor and widowed noblewoman’s son away from her in
this way.79 In individual cases, at least, the Society’s leadership also broke the rule that Jesuits
traveling to see their parents had to be accompanied, if allowed to go at all, and granted
exceptional leave.80 For the most part, Jesuits seem to have remained more or less closely
connected to their families even after joining the Society; family affairs certainly are a strikingly
consistent subject of their letters and other statements.81 Not only prior to but also during and
after a Jesuit’s admission to the Society of Jesus, his family background exerted an often
decisive influence. The Society could help one overcome social barriers and required a new
Jesuit to change his relationship with his former social and familial milieu, but life in this
spiritual community was by no means completely detached from society outside.Life as a
Jesuit: Stations, Stages, CareersIt is hard to say how and for what reasons young men were
inspired to break with their families and dedicate themselves to a strange, new world. What
lurked behind the “divine impulse” to live as a Jesuit? What did this impulse look like, and how
did it manifest itself? How did the idea of living as a Jesuit become plausible to young men?
Contemporary theorists stressed that God and man arrived at the decision jointly—the novice
definitely had to take an active part in the decision to join.82 That sometimes meant it might
take quite a long time, amid inner conflict and even vehement rejection, before a future Jesuit
finally decided in favor of the Society. Jerónimo Nadal, who later became so influential, is a
famous example of a Jesuit who wrestled with his decision for a long time before committing to
the order. It took years before Ignatius and Francis Xavier could convince him that he genuinely
had a vocation to join the new order. Nadal had long turned a deaf ear to their efforts. But at
length—and here Nadal’s autobiographical account is paradigmatic—he was “moved in the
spirit.” He thereby—and this too is a typical expression—“acknowledged the grace of God,” that
is, his vocation, which had long been present.83Other famous Jesuits described the decision
to join much more prosaically in hindsight. Some candidates, like Martin Delrio, who joined late
as a twenty-eight-year-old, had already informed themselves about the Society and even read
the Constitutions.84 Others, such as Robert Bellarmine, depict their path to the Society as a
systematic process of self-discovery. Bellarmine mentions neither a divine vocation nor any
other kind of inner agitation. In his case, the decision to join the Society was allegedly the
result of cool contemplation and introspection.85 The method that Bellarmine supposedly
applied in scrutinizing his inner self clearly recalls the Spiritual Exercises of the founder of the
order. Other Jesuits also retrospectively stylized their entrance into the Society of Jesus in
strikingly Ignatian language. Pierre Ayrault defended this existential step to his father by citing
the “consolation” of the soul that it gave him—this, too, a key concept of the Exercises.86
Evidently, as the decades passed, adopting Jesuit spirituality not only colored the self-
perception of many members of the Society but also shaped their idea of a genuine vocation to
spiritual life.At any rate, it was not hard for people to come into contact with the Society of
Jesus even as children. Bellarmine explicitly states in his autobiography that his mother had
known Paschase Broët, Ignatius’s early companion, and was so sympathetic to the new order
thereafter that she would have gladly seen all five of her children become Jesuits.87 Other



children first came into contact with the Society by attending one of the schools it ran. Julien
Maunoir (1606–83), for example, attended the local college in Rennes, the capital of Brittany,
and soon felt drawn to life in the order. When Pierre Coton, the provincial at the time, came to
visit in 1626, the then nineteen-year-old Maunoir approached him and asked to be admitted.
Coton, who presumably knew of the young man’s religious fervor, assented. Maunoir joined the
Society and was soon sent to Paris for training.88Maunoir appears to have been accepted as a
novice directly by the provincial. His biographer, at any rate, makes no mention of a three-week
probation that he would have served shortly before his novitiate, as would have been
customary at the time. Soon “houses of probation” were established for the purpose of such
nonbinding trials with the Society. The criteria for admission from probation to the novitiate
were the subject of heated discussion.89 Maunoir seems to have skipped this probational
phase, perhaps because he was already well known to the patres in Rennes. But despite this
head start, his career as a Jesuit ran into trouble before it had even begun: his name was not
on the list of those admitted at the novitiate on the rue de Mézières, on the Rive Gauche of
Paris, where all aspiring Jesuits resided. The Jesuit officials told Maunoir that, without an
official note in their files, they could not admit him—Coton had apparently neglected to inform
the officials in Paris. Maunoir was nonetheless admitted provisionally until the confusion could
be cleared up (which he attributed to the influence of God), but the episode illustrates what
was already an important feature of the Jesuit order: the administration of its membership
obeyed complex and carefully observed bureaucratic rules.In the early years after 1540,
novices did not yet live in specialized, independent establishments but rather together with
other members of the Society. In many places, this remained the case for a long time—as, for
instance, in Villagarcía in Spain or Strasbourg in France.90 But as a rule, novices were trained
at separate institutions, so-called novitiates. The first one was founded in Messina in 1550;
another in Simancas followed in 1554. In 1565, the Second General Congregation decided to
require that novitiates be established for the entire order. The famous novitiate on the Quirinal
Hill of Rome was founded in 1566.91 Pioneering rules were issued by General Mercurian in
1580, and the training of young aspirants at novitiates was formalized and regulated under
Acquaviva, culminating in an important decree of 1608. The novitiate where Maunoir joined the
Society in Paris was founded in 1610 in response to these measures.Novitiates served to
introduce boys to the Society, to familiarize them with Jesuit life, and to integrate them into the
order’s culture.92 Not least, novitiates enabled the Jesuits themselves to get to know the
candidates and assess their suitability for the Society of Jesus. The rhythm of life in the Society
was marked by regular evaluations of the personal development of novices and full members
to determine where they might best be placed. Hence it is no surprise that the duration of the
novitiate was dramatically extended to give the superiors more time to assess young
candidates: whereas the novitiate often lasted a year for the medieval religious orders, it lasted
two years for the Jesuits.93 Some of the other new orders of the sixteenth century, such as the
Theatines, also extended the novitiate to two years.94 These orders had obviously become
much more discriminating in selecting the next generation. The Jesuits were especially careful
in this regard. By no means all novices successfully completed these two years of assessment.
One well-known case, for example, was Guillaume Postel, a famous French scholar who
became a Jesuit novice in 1544 at the age of thirty-five, only to be dismissed soon
afterward.95The daily life of Maunoir and other aspiring novices in Paris was governed by “little
rules, of which there was a very great number.”96 The smallest everyday minutiae were
regulated. For example, complicated procedures were followed to determine who was allowed
to speak with whom in their free time.97 Such rules were intended “to break one’s own will.” For



the same reason, the entire day was planned out in exact, minute detail, from rising at 4:00
a.m. to bedtime at 9:00 p.m. Novices sometimes moved from one task to the next every fifteen
minutes at the ringing of a bell. This incessant activity, as restless as it was devout, served to
instill “uniform” behavior and basic religious virtues in Jesuit novices.98 In Paris, their days
were filled with various forms of religious reflection: prayer, meditation, introspection, religious
lectures, and reading. Practically every action, every posture, every moment was charged with
religious significance and connected to God. That applied especially to the time set aside for
“recreation,” which was supposed to be spent predominantly in conversation about edifying
subjects.Specialized superiors played a major part in this formation of young men in the Jesuit
spirit. “Masters of novices,” or patres magistri, tended to the everyday activities and spiritual
formation of the candidates.99 Their interpersonal qualities and ability to work with and
influence novices were extremely important. For example, Pierre Chaumonot, mentioned
earlier, found the master of novices in Rome “too serious and too severe” in 1632. But when he
was transferred to Florence, he met Fr. Lidanus Colanelli (1587–1674), to whom he could
“open his heart much more” because he was a man of “charming gentleness.”100 Such close
personal ties were crucial during the two years of one’s novitiate. Masters of novices had an
enormous influence on the worldview of the next generation of Jesuits and thus a significant
effect on the subsequent evolution of the Society.Novices were made to live in relative isolation
from the world so that their personality could be molded more effectively. Leaving the grounds
of the novitiate was considered exceptional, although there were always various occasions for
doing so—regular visits to a nearby estate for recreation, walks to the local college, shopping
at the market. The novitiate was “a place where we should be very comfortable to forget the
world and be forgotten by it”—that was viewed as conducive to training the next generation of
Jesuits.101 The regular rhythm of life during the novices’ first year, however, was sometimes
interrupted. The Constitutions mention a series of special “testing experiences” during the
novitiate that helped the superiors determine the real suitability of aspirants: for example, the
young men might have to work in a hospital for a month or take a monthlong pilgrimage without
any money whatsoever.102 Although Ignatius himself had intended these tests to be used
selectively, they in fact became much more common.103Like other aspiring Jesuits, Julien
Maunoir completed his novitiate in two years. At its conclusion, he and all the other candidates
who had been admitted took their “simple vows,” which conferred on them a kind of provisional
membership in the Society. The next stage of their career in the Society now began: a long
period of study. First, the young Jesuits studied the cultural foundations of the day—classical
languages and literature and philosophy—at one of the many colleges of the Society.
Beginning in 1627, Maunoir attended the famous institution at La Flèche, where he studied
philosophy for three years.104 In 1630, he then was sent to Quimper in Brittany and later to
Tours, where as a “regent” he spent several years teaching young students Latin and other
elementary subjects.105 After working as a teacher for several years, Maunoir himself
resumed learning and studying: he commenced four years of mandatory theological study,
which he completed in Bourges.106 Maunoir was now a scholasticus. Again, he and other
rising Jesuits lived side by side with a far greater number of students who were not pursuing a
religious career. As a scholastic, both his age and his knowledge now made him part of a very
distinct and important group in the life of colleges.107 Scholastics like Maunoir were
responsible, among other things, for supporting the teachers instructing the younger
students.Jesuits normally were ordained in their final year of studying theology.108 That was
also true for Maunoir—he became “Father Maunoir” in 1638.109 There were various disputes
over the precise point at which ordination should occur. Pope Pius V, for example, criticized the



fact that ordination took place before the men in question were full members of the Society.
Indeed, even after completing their study of theology and receiving ordination, rising Jesuits
were still not done with their formation. Maunoir took the final step in the summer of 1639,
when he entered his “second novitiate,” also known as the “tertianship” (tertiatus)—a third year
of intense examination.110 This phase of the novitiate, which future Jesuits were required to
complete after several years of study and other training, was a real innovation of the Society of
Jesus.111 Ignatius and Polanco themselves had broached the idea, and Generals Borja and
Mercurian took the first steps toward formalizing and institutionalizing the practice. In 1567,
presumably the first separate house specifically intended for Jesuits in their tertianship was
founded in Andalusia. General Acquaviva took special interest in the tertianship and gave it its
final form. He made it a general practice and integrated it permanently into Jesuit life.The men
who by this point had spent more than ten years training for the Society, performing various
tasks of teaching, administration, and ministry, were now supposed to resume contemplating
the spiritual dimension of Jesuit life, just as they had done at the beginning of their careers—
but now in far greater depth.112 After long years of training, it was thought, the men’s spiritual
fervor, humility, and piety might have cooled. Tending to the sick and poor, begging, working
with simple people, and serving in the kitchen or garden were intended to help these Jesuits
rekindle their spirituality (fig. 3). In overseas missions, Jesuit superiors also feared spiritual
exhaustion in light of the often overwhelming difficulty of life there. Here especially it was
crucial to reignite the pursuit of “spiritual perfection” in one’s third year of training.113 The goal
of the tertianship was to progress “from theory to practice, from maxims to actions.”114 After a
candidate had committed outwardly to the Society of Jesus, he should now, at last, commit
inwardly.115 Ignatius and Polanco themselves described the tertianship as the decisive “school
of affects” (schola affectuum).FIGURE 3. Novitiate and tertiate as school of humility: Luigi
Gonzaga washes dishes. © P. Pegoraro/PUG.The Jesuits who instructed the tertians and who
directed and shaped this final year of the novices’ spiritual formation were of paramount
importance for the spiritual culture of the Society of Jesus. Louis Lallemant (1578–1635), for
example, molded a whole generation of influential Jesuits at the tertian house of Rouen from
1626 to 1635, among them Vincent Huby, Jean Rigoleuc, Paul Le Jeune, and Jean-Joseph
Surin.116 Although conditions in Rouen were perhaps atypical, even elsewhere the tertianship
was a phase of intense, advanced spiritual concentration for experienced, seasoned adults. In
order to meet these Jesuits’ special needs, the tertianship was also ideally located at a remove
from where the candidates had spent the two years of their novitiate.117 The tertianship
represented the final phase of training and examination for a future Jesuit.The entire time up to
the end of their tertianship, these young men usually viewed themselves as Jesuits and
performed a variety of pastoral and instructional duties. Yet their status in the Society was
precarious. This seemed strange to many contemporaries and to the men themselves. The
simple vows the Jesuits had taken after their novitiate, on which alone their membership in the
Society was based up to this point, created a very one-sided affiliation. The obligations of each
party differed dramatically: the aspiring candidate could no longer unilaterally leave the Society,
whereas the order, in contrast, could abruptly dismiss him at any time.118 The Jesuits wanted
to maintain high standards among their members by thoroughly testing and carefully selecting
them, and so they considered it a valuable precedent that “Our Holy Parent Ignatius readily
dismissed disobedient members from the Society.”119 The precarious legal position of Jesuits
prior to their profession was intended to maintain the quality of the Society’s personnel.The
idea of simple vows first emerged in the sixteenth century and was hotly debated.120 The
status they conferred easily roused the suspicion of the Jesuits who took them, since an



element of unpredictability and precariousness clung to their careers for years.121 The young
men’s status also clashed with the existing legal and social categories of ecclesiastical life.
This is especially clear with respect to property rights. Since aspiring Jesuits could be
dismissed from the Society at any time, they retained certain property and inheritance rights
that enabled them to return to secular life.122 That, however, produced the strange scenario in
which members of a religious order might still have possessions. Were scholastici then really
members of the Society in the true sense of the word, with all associated legal rights and
duties? Pope Gregory XIII, a great friend of the Society, attempted to resolve this quandary in
two important documents of 1583 and 1584. He decided that scholastics should be regarded
as full members of the Society without distinction.123 But even after the question was settled,
conflicts still constantly broke out.124At the end of the tertianship, it was time for the Society to
decide what would become of the men. In essence, there were three (or four) categories of
Jesuits: “professed fathers,” who took three or four solemn vows; “spiritual
coadjutors” (coadjutores spirituales), who took the three simple vows; and lay brothers or
“temporal coadjutors” (coadjutores temporales)—a Jesuit was not simply a Jesuit.125 Taking
solemn vows, the “profession,” was actually the norm in Catholic orders; for centuries, entrants
to an order confirmed their membership by taking the three solemn vows of poverty, chastity,
and obedience. In the Society of Jesus, candidates could take these three solemn vows or
supplement them with the famous fourth vow, that of obedience to the pope. The first option,
profession with the three vows, hardly played a part in the subsequent history of the Jesuit
order; it remained the exception. A typical “full Jesuit” almost always took all four solemn vows.
Julien Maunoir belonged to this group. The third category of Jesuits, spiritual coadjutors, in
contrast, were not permitted to take the solemn vows after their tertianship and ordination.
Instead, they publicly took their simple vows a second time. Spiritual coadjutors constituted a
large group that held a lower status in the Society.126This complicated and idiosyncratic
internal hierarchy was a relic of the Society’s chaotic early years. Many adult priests with poor
theological training were among the first people attracted to the newly founded order after
1540. Ignatius wanted to admit these priests in light of the order’s acute need for personnel, but
the difference between them and the highly educated core members around the founder was
simply all too apparent. The primary difference between this group and the Jesuits proper thus
was their level of education. As the Jesuits themselves soon took charge of educating their
eventual successors, the proportion of members trained outside the Society—and often poorly
educated for that reason—declined. The next logical step would have been to regard the rank
of spiritual coadjutor simply as a transitional phenomenon that would be abolished in time. But
that did not happen: on the contrary, by circa 1615, spiritual coadjutors had come to make up
more than 40 percent of the total membership: although education had improved, full
membership in the Society was still denied to a growing number of Jesuits. During the first half
of the early modern period, it was argued that Jesuits with “outstanding” theological expertise
deserved special distinction. Acquaviva himself set the highest standards and made the
highest demands on the intellectual attainment of new recruits. It is open to doubt, however,
whether this corresponded to Ignatius’s original intentions. As a matter of fact, Ignatius had
merely sought to respond to a temporary social reality. Conditions did not change until the
seventeenth and especially the eighteenth century. When the Society was suppressed, there
were hardly any spiritual coadjutors left.Thus, in the eyes of many contemporaries, there was a
dizzying number of forms of membership in the Society of Jesus: novices, scholastics,
professed fathers, spiritual coadjutors. What all these men had in common was the fact that
they were destined for the priesthood and were indeed ultimately ordained. But there were also



many Jesuits who were not priests. The decision over who would join the order as a lay brother
was usually made after the novitiate.127 There were lay brothers in most Catholic orders;
among the Jesuits, these men were called temporal coadjutors, “worldly helpers” (coadjutores
temporales). Their job was not pastoral but rather consisted of supporting Jesuit priests in a
material and physical capacity. It was often “competence in the affairs of everyday life” that was
prized in this group. Coadjutors were bakers, shoemakers, cooks, brewers, gardeners, and
porters.128 Ignatius originally had not provided for any such helpers for everyday needs. The
first ten Jesuits performed all these incidental tasks themselves, everything from letter writing
to cleaning.129 But already by 1541, we hear of attendants assisting the Jesuits. Diego Miró
reported to Ignatius in 1543 that he “had taken on two or three (newcomers) and others very
well suited to serving, and those who are for serving, we took only on the explicit condition that
they would always have to serve.”130 The establishment of this special group was sanctioned
by the papal brief Exponi nobis in 1546. From individual cases, an entire membership category
in the Society had been created.Temporal coadjutors were very important to the Society of
Jesus: in some provinces, 40 to 50 percent of all Jesuits in the seventeenth century were lay
brothers. They made up about a third of the Society at the time, and still a quarter in the
eighteenth century.131 But their influence extended far beyond mere numbers: in addition to
everyday housekeeping and the provisioning of the colleges, many of the Jesuits’ cultural and
scholarly accomplishments can be traced back to them. Most of the great artists of the Society
were temporal coadjutors: that is true of the painter and architect Andrea Pozzo (1642–1709)
and many of his colleagues, such as Corrado Guden (1658–1743) from Flanders, a gifted
joiner.132 Many temporal coadjutors joined the Society later in life, in middle age, often after
they had plied their trades for years.133 Some of the Society’s most important spiritual authors
came from this group as well, such as the mystic Alonso Rodríguez, who actually worked as a
porter at the entrance of the college of Majorca.Despite the everyday importance and cultural
and scholarly significance of temporal coadjutors, their standing in the Society was by no
means straightforward. Understandably, it was very important to them that they were perceived
as the peers of the other Jesuits, despite the fact that they had not studied or been ordained.
This started with external matters, such as clothing. In the sixteenth century, for instance,
temporal coadjutors were permitted to wear a biretta, the distinctive square cap with three
raised corners that indicated one’s status as a clergyman.134 But bitter disputes over this
symbol of equality raged in the Society. Although it had originally been decided that temporal
coadjutors should be identifiable by their clothing in light of their special status as members of
a religious order, some Jesuits now proposed that they should be forbidden to wear the
symbolic cap of clergymen. We can clearly observe a growing need for differentiation within the
order.135 In consequence, internal distinctions of status came to be marked more
conspicuously. At the Seventh General Congregation, in 1615, lay brothers were explicitly
forbidden to wear a biretta. Temporal coadjutors and other members of the Society who
opposed this emphasis on distinctions of rank protested vociferously but ultimately in vain.136
The “clear differentiation” between the different groups of Jesuits was to be unmistakable. At
roughly the same time, educational opportunities for lay brothers were also limited.137 In 1681,
temporal coadjutors feared that they might even be formally ousted from the Society; at least,
they complained that they would be viewed simply as servants.138Jesuits enjoyed various
employment opportunities according to their rank and the current stage of their education.
Where Jesuits were sent and how they were employed, and how they subsequently led their
lives and made their careers, depended on a variety of factors that can hardly be generalized.
In theory, it was the superiors’ prerogative to decide where and in what capacity a Jesuit would



be placed. Jesuits were supposed to be “indifferent” with respect to their duties. In practice,
however, efforts were made to accommodate special talents and interests that emerged over
the course of a Jesuit’s long training. Maunoir, for example, was employed in various pastoral
capacities during his years of study, but it quickly became clear that he was especially inclined
toward life as a wandering missionary, and his intimate familiarity with western central France
and Brittany was likewise noted. With other Jesuits, it was obvious early on that they were
especially well-suited to serve as scholars or professors. And still others showed administrative
talent and subsequently served for years or even decades as superiors in various positions.
Over the course of the early modern period, we can see that overall, besides the generalists in
the Society, several specialized fields emerged that often occupied the Jesuits engaged in
them for life. I will explore several such specializations later.As for where a Jesuit was
stationed, conspicuous patterns likewise emerged. First and foremost, the Jesuit order viewed
itself very much as an international institution in which regional identities should not be a factor,
and many Jesuits realized this ideal in practice. This was necessarily the case for the first
generation, when it was up to Spanish, French, and Dutch Jesuits to establish the Society in
Germany. But this principle was also observed later and, in essence, remains true today. An
international cast not only filled (and fills) positions of leadership and roles in the central
administration of the Society in Rome. Many Jesuits at large showed equally great mobility.
And yet even shortly after 1540 it was undeniable that an opposite trend had also emerged,
becoming more pronounced over time. Jesuits were proud of their regional and cultural
backgrounds and even flaunted them, going so far as to articulate a sense of superiority over
their fellow brothers. The recruitment and placement of Jesuits soon became heavily
regionalized. In Austria, for example, almost three-quarters of the Jesuits there in the
seventeenth century had local origins; Bohemia was no different. The situation in Westphalia
was similar: most Jesuits active there came from the region, were educated there, and died
locally.139 Maunoir’s career after completing his tertianship likewise fits this picture of close
regional ties.Spirituality and Religious PracticeWhat was imparted to the Jesuits during their
long training went far beyond academic material. During their novitiate and tertianship, they
learned above all, and by no means exclusively, what it meant to understand and live the
Catholic faith as a Jesuit. The years of study before they took their final vows served to instill in
the men of the Society a very specific understanding of Christianity. The most important model
was Ignatius of Loyola himself, who had set forth the main parameters of his conception of God
and the world in the Spiritual Exercises, as well as in many of his letters. His successors
elaborated on his ideas, quarreled over various emphases, and yet all shared a handful of
basic convictions. Even though there was undeniable variation in the details of the religious life,
there still existed a kind of core spiritual identity that virtually all Jesuits naturally and
enthusiastically embraced out of true conviction and years of daily practice.Core Elements of
Jesuit SpiritualityJesuit piety was characterized by several basic convictions that were distilled
into pithy formulas. These phrases condensed the fundamental spiritual principles of the
Society of Jesus: a Jesuit had to be “indifferent” to his career because “the whole world was his
home” and he should “seek God in all things.” He also had to strive unstintingly for “more” (más/
magis) spiritual attainment while staying true to “our way of proceeding,” which meant he had
to stay “active in contemplation.” All this would help a Jesuit “help the souls” of his neighbors,
which was ultimately the Society’s special contribution “to the greater glory of God.” Every
Jesuit would have immediately recognized these formulas and acknowledged them as
expressions of the fundamental spiritual identity of the Society of Jesus. So easily
recognizable, these phrases became virtual trademarks and defining features of the Society,



while their axiomatic brevity distilled the elaborate and profound spiritual thoughts behind
them.“Helping souls” epitomized the actual purpose of the Society. The founding bull issued by
Paul III in 1540 at the instigation of the first Jesuits had regarded helping souls by “propagating
the faith” more specifically as the primary goal of the Society.140 The Constitutions took up the
thought and declared up front that “the end [i.e., purpose] of this Society is to devote itself with
God’s grace to the salvation and perfection of the members’ own souls, but also with that same
grace to labor strenuously in giving aid toward the salvation and perfection of the souls of their
neighbors.”141 Jerónimo Nadal, whom Ignatius dispatched to explain the nature and spirituality
of the new order authoritatively across Europe, made this point crystal clear at many Jesuit
houses: “We are called on by God to help souls, and undoubtedly more so those that are bereft
of human aid.”142 Three generations later (1651), Scipione Paolucci unequivocally declared:
“This goal of helping the souls of others is not secondary and incidental, but rather the
foremost substantial and essential one.”143This concept of helping souls went hand in hand
with the belief that, first, Ignatius himself and, second, the Society he founded were
“instruments” of God that would improve the world by leading it to him.144 Hence it was self-
evident that the Society of Jesus was an apostolic community, a religious order that explicitly
followed in the footsteps of the apostles and felt duty bound to spread and strengthen the
Christian faith among men. The early church was a major source of inspiration, and the apostle
Paul in particular an important model. He had virtually elevated incessant, indefatigable effort
to proclaim the gospel to a way of life.145 Apostolic ministry, the proactive effort to promote
Christianity among men, had long been a prominent feature of classical Western monasticism,
but among the Jesuits—even more so than in the mendicant Dominican and Franciscan orders
—it became the overriding purpose of life.Of course, the Constitutions also stressed that the
Jesuits had to attend to the spiritual health of their own souls. Again, it was Nadal in 1557 who
devised a formula to describe how a Jesuit should ideally reconcile both goals. A Jesuit should
“feel and contemplate the presence of God and an affection for spirituality in all things, all
actions, and all conversations, being at the same time contemplative in action (which [Ignatius]
used to explain by saying one should find God in all things).”146 The original context was
rather incidental: Nadal was merely describing Ignatius’s special experience of prayer. But the
expression stuck, was taken up, and was soon generalized.147 Both Nadal and, as the formula
became established, later Jesuits insisted that contemplation should by no means be
neglected but rather should always be constructive in reference to Christian action.Christian
thinkers had long understood contemplation and action as antithetical—even mutually
exclusive. The antithesis was familiar to many Jesuits, and they often vividly described the
difficulty of balancing spiritual introspection and action for one’s neighbor. The following
anecdote is related about Pierre Champion, for example, a famous author from the Society in
the late seventeenth century: “The inner life has such great appeal to him that he wondered
whether he should give up missionary work and dedicate himself more seriously to the repose
of contemplation.” But Champion finally realized “that he should employ himself in apostolic
endeavors, as his vocations [as a Jesuit] prescribed, and that God did not want him to lead a
more withdrawn life.”148 All Jesuits faced this dilemma. They developed their own preferences
and personal devotional styles of dealing with it. Louis Lallemant at the tertiate of Rouen, for
example, took pains to ensure that no one neglected the aspect of contemplation in Nadal’s
formula. Concentrating exclusively on pious deeds—thus neglecting the inner life and the
guidance of the Holy Spirit—was disastrous in his view.149 Yet he too emphasized that the one
aspect could not exist without the other among the Jesuits. It was generally believed that the
success of the Jesuits’ apostolic mission derived from their intense inner focus on God, which



could be perfected only through effective effort on their neighbor’s behalf.Nadal had explained
the relationship between spiritual contemplation and pious action on behalf of one’s neighbor in
another very influential expression, “finding God in all things,” that became a cornerstone of the
Jesuit interpretation of the world. Ignatius used the expression in the Constitutions to describe
what members of the Society were actually supposed to do.150 He explained that one should
not love things of the world for their own sake; instead, one should venerate the Creator
through his creation. Juan de Polanco elaborated on this point in a letter of 1551: one should
“practice looking for God in everything, in talking with someone, walking, seeing, tasting,
hearing, understanding, and in everything we should do, because it is true that His divine
majesty is in everything through his presence, power, and essence.” Polanco further argued
that this “meditation” on God was relatively easy because it was based on concrete objects and
did not necessarily attempt to penetrate to “abstract divine truths.”151 The idea that God could
be recognized everywhere in his creation was hardly spectacular—it was a traditional Christian
concept that had been introduced to the Jesuits by the influential theology of St. Thomas
Aquinas.152 Martin Luther had written in a similar vein. What mattered most to Ignatius,
however, was the belief that a Jesuit could find total fulfillment by living and working not beyond
the material world but rather in it and alongside its inhabitants.Among the Jesuits, the
exhortation to find and venerate God in “all” things and in all Christian endeavors was
combined with the admonition that no member should harbor special preferences of his
own.153 That is why the incredibly important requirement of “indifference” was imposed on
every Jesuit. One should not prefer health to sickness, regard poverty as superior to wealth, or
vice versa. Put in these terms, the precept might sound like old news—the traditional monastic
orders were also characterized by aloofness to earthly things, and new concepts of inner
balance and dispassion (apatheia) had been developed throughout the history of
philosophy.154 But among the Jesuits, this indifference was not to be confused with escapism.
On the contrary, it was not the things of the world that were indifferent; instead, the Jesuits’
relationship to these things should be indifferent.155 The Jesuits did not strive to become a
motor and source of individual determinations, but rather to let their own will be determined by
God. As a French Jesuit once noted, “It is for God to find me, and for me to suffer everything. I
believe this is the surest path to attain perfection: to ask for nothing and to refuse nothing, but
rather to agree and love all the states and circumstances that divine will chooses.”156The
requirement of indifference entailed several difficulties. The Jesuits discovered this at the end
of the seventeenth century, when the so-called Quietists (intended as a disparaging nickname)
thought that the faithful should be so indifferent to themselves that they should not even desire
salvation.157 This was wrong in the Jesuits’ opinion: for all their indifference, they still clung to
every person’s obligation to strive for the good. Indifference did not mean that members of the
Society should refrain from thinking about their careers and their activities, nor did it mean that
a Jesuit should not have an opinion about the respective advantages and disadvantages of
various options. Indifference meant that a Jesuit should remain so detached from his own
standpoint that he did not insist on it. Indifference was a call not to unreflecting, egoless
obedience but to emancipation from one’s own impulses and desires. One should be as if “at
the center of a pair of scales.”158 That also entailed that a Jesuit should not remain in a state
of indifference forever. Once a decision had been made (but not as a result of the Jesuit’s own
feelings), then a Jesuit had to proceed resolutely on the path chosen for him and thus make
the choice completely his own.159The question remained as to who helped an indifferent
Jesuit decide. The answer was obvious: God. In everyday life, of course, it was usually one’s
superior (who in Ignatius’s view essentially served as a proxy for God) who determined in very



practical terms how and where each member of the order would be employed.160 A superior
certainly could also take one’s predilections and skills into consideration. On an organizational
level, the Society could not afford to disregard its members’ special gifts and desires, despite
the fact that such concerns were supposed to be nonfactors on an individual, spiritual level.The
personal indifference that was required of every Jesuit pertained to all things, tasks, and
places. The apostolic mission that was demanded of every member targeted the entire world.
Permanent availability and permanent readiness to change locations and cultures thus were
also cornerstones of Jesuit spirituality.161 Again it was Nadal who devised the most incisive
formula when he stressed that traveling (peregrinatio) was a fundamental part of Jesuit
existence. “Through this, the entire world becomes our abode,” he wrote, succinctly
summarizing the universalism of constant availability. “For the Society, the whole world must be
home.” This quintessential formula recurs again and again in Nadal’s subsequent writings.
What he means, Nadal explains, is that “wherever they can be sent on ministry to bring help to
souls, that is these theologians’ most outstanding and most sought-after abode.” In this
instance, too, the point was not whether every Jesuit actually spent his life wandering—as we
have seen, many did not. Rather, for Nadal, who himself traveled tirelessly, the spiritual
principle was more important. Jesuits were required to adopt a pious attitude of constant
availability, openness to sudden reassignment, and alertness to spiritual distress, which also
required shifting personnel and resources. Jesuits should be spiritually at peace within
themselves, yet always restless. That presumes a spiritual attitude that was categorically
distinct from the old monastic principle of stabilitas loci.From this spiritual principle, we may
bridge the gap to another one that takes the following form in an exhortation by Father
Jerónimo Lopez to the young Tirso González in the year 1652/3: “If you could enter Heaven
with ten thousand [saved] souls, do not be content with only four thousand, just as merchants
are not content with one million [in profit] if they can make two.”162 The mercantile simile that
underpins this exhortation may not have been the rule for Jesuit piety, but it illustrates a
fundamental point of Ignatian spirituality: Jesuits always went for “more” (más/magis). They
refused to content themselves with what was merely good but strove instead for something
greater. This Jesuit commitment to incessant improvement and their pride in undertaking not
merely efficient but especially efficient actions are ubiquitous in the writings of Ignatius and his
followers.163 The principle is reflected nowhere better than in the universally applied motto of
the Society: everything happens not merely to the great but rather “to the greater glory of God,”
ad maiorem Dei gloriam, routinely abbreviated AMDG.This individual commitment to a
constant, spiritual “more” was implemented throughout the Society. Ignatius and Polanco
constructed a system of government for the Society of Jesus that was conceived so as to
extract the maximum benefit from available resources in a universal perspective. It is from this
spiritual preference for magis, for the greater benefit, that the pronounced centralism of the
Society of Jesus derived. That insistence on “more” also drove the Jesuits’ notable tendency to
quantify their spiritual successes. The Jesuits were asked to count systematically and regularly
everything they had accomplished: confessions, communions, last rites, conversions—
everything. Large tables were occasionally prepared that enabled one to see at a glance
everything that had been accomplished. In at least this bureaucratic realization of the spiritual
principle, the Society was not far removed from the mercantile aftertaste that the magis had
acquired for López and González.164All these elements of the Jesuit self-conception, which
manifested themselves in formulaic spiritual maxims, could ultimately be subordinated to and
integrated in the overarching category of “our way of proceeding.” The Jesuits made very
frequent use of the Spanish formula nuestro modo de proceder and its countless variants. The



expression served equally as a code, as shorthand for everything that made up the Jesuits’
common spiritual orientation and what distinguished them from other orders. It originated with
Ignatius, who often spoke of “my” or “our way of proceeding.”165 The phrase accordingly
occurs nine times in the Constitutions.166 In defining this “way,” the Constitutions evoke many
of the cornerstones of Jesuit spirituality again and again—action, pastoral ministry,
flexibility.But more interesting than attempting to distill a precise definition of the Jesuit way of
proceeding from the sources is the fact that nuestro modo was a formula that could be used to
practice spiritual identity politics. One could justify rejecting something by arguing that it was
incompatible with “our way of proceeding.”167 That was also true of people. “If you do not
accept the spirit and way of proceeding of the Society, then it would be much better if you were
outside it,” Ignatius wrote to a difficult brother.168 Even administrative questions were soon
assessed with the help of this formula.169 Whoever cited “our,” and not some other, way of
proceeding thereby intimated a priori that he was in possession of or at least was standing in
the tradition of authentic Jesuit spirituality. But this contention stood on shaky ground because
it was often fiercely disputed what “our” way (still) was and was not (anymore).170 Moreover, a
certain degree of flexibility was both inevitable and explicitly desired in light of the enormous
cultural differences across Europe and especially in the missions.171 Hence talk of “our” way
of proceeding realized its potential as a framework not because it necessarily referred to
precise elements of Jesuit spirituality but because it posited such a thing as a typical Jesuit
identity that could serve as an authoritative standard of “Jesuit compatibility.” In this way, “our
way” was less an immutable and ahistorical quantity. Instead, through constant exchange and
reference to “our way of proceeding,” the Jesuits reinforced their members’ conviction that the
multifaceted and global Society of Jesus truly had a core identity.The Spiritual ExercisesIf
anything really stood at the heart of the Society of Jesus, it was the Spiritual Exercises of
Ignatius. At first glance, the Exercises were an unassuming little book on which the founder of
the order had worked since his conversion in 1521. But this little book had a big impact. For the
Jesuits, it became the most important reference for their own faith. Antonio Possevino used a
metaphor to express the value of the Exercises: “The Constitutions and Rules in the Society
give, as it were, the material, but the Exercises are like the form and the soul that give these
life and being.”172 Vincenzo Carafa, the seventh superior general, described the Exercises in
1646 as the “principles” and “cornerstones” of the rise and preservation of the Society.173
Through a variety of uses—whether for introspection at the beginning of one’s career, whether
as a source of spiritual refreshment or as a quarry of material for everyday meditation—the
Spiritual Exercises became the key religious practice that shaped the identity of the Society of
Jesus over the sixteenth century.The text and the religious experiences that underlay it were
largely finished before the founding of the Society itself.174 The Exercises were primarily the
product of Ignatius’s inner experiences since his serious injury at Pamplona. After he received
important impulses in Montserrat, he composed many of the central passages of the Exercises
over the following months in Manresa. The period between Manresa and Salamanca passed
without significant work on the text, which was expanded and rearranged in Paris between
1527 and 1535. A clumsy, preliminary Latin version was also composed in Paris. When Loyola
set out for Spain again in 1535, large parts of the Exercises had already existed in written form
for years. Ignatius had hoped to present the booklet to his friends as an epitome and distillation
of his spirituality, and he did so. The finishing touches were added or fully fleshed out in Italy
after 1536, and the Latin translation was significantly refined. When the Society officially came
to life in 1540, its spiritual foundation had already been laid in a tried and tested, and
permanent, literary form.Although a large part of the substance of the Exercises undoubtedly



can be traced to Ignatius and his spiritual experiences, several of Ignatius’s companions—
Pierre Favre, Alfonso Salmerón, Polanco, perhaps Jean Codure—also left their mark in the
latter phases of redaction. In 1547, André des Freux composed an official translation in
elegant, humanistic Latin; it was printed and remained the authorized version of the
Exercises.175 Pope Paul III officially recognized and sanctioned the Exercises in 1548. The
Society did not publish the original Spanish version until 1615.The Spiritual Exercises consist
essentially of instructions for a four-week program of meditation, prayer, and spiritual
introspection. The Exercises do not propound a doctrine as much as they delineate a
procedure, a method. One does not read them; one practices them. The Jesuits also did not do
so alone: normally, the Exercises took the form of cooperation between the meditating Jesuit
and a spiritual director. This person was very important because he guided the spiritual
progress of the practitioner. The goal of the process was to give the person who made the
Exercises spiritual clarity about his life. To accomplish that, it was necessary to get to know
one’s own inner life and to find out what impulses and predilections one could trust. Vice versa,
one had to “rid [the soul] of all disordered attachments.”176 The notion that there were wrong
and misleading impulses was very important to Ignatius; the Exercises were supposed to help
one identify and rid oneself of them. The human soul would then be equipped to find and
undertake the right way of life. The point was to find out what God wanted for the practitioner
and how he should lead his life.177 It must be stressed that, for all a Jesuit’s individual efforts,
Ignatius still viewed this inner process as totally dependent on God. In ideal conditions,
Ignatius set a period of four weeks for completing this process. But the instructions are very
flexible, with respect to both the details of the process and its duration—Ignatius recognized
that not everyone would embark on the Exercises with the same needs and circumstances.To
fulfill their purpose, the Exercises proposed a well-organized series of inner (and outer)
activities: prayer, imagination, self-discovery, and all in specific, precisely described postures in
the practitioner’s own room, day and night. The bulk of the text consists of very specific
recommendations, suggested meditation topics, and instructions on meditating. One might, for
example, meditate on the categories of mortal and venal sin. The sin of Lucifer and the
transgression of Adam and Eve could be considered further. It might also be helpful to
visualize Christ’s conversation with one of the thieves on the cross. The text even suggests
imagining hell in detail as a guide to self-discovery. The text also contains symbolic scenes that
the practitioner was supposed to play out in his head as precisely and realistically as possible
so that this inner experience might enable him more clearly to discern his standing with God.
The “Meditation on the Two Standards” is famous: the practitioner should imagine a battlefield
in the greatest possible detail, where the troops of God and the troops of Satan meet. An
apocalyptic battle, painted down to the last detail—where would one stand?On the path to self-
discovery, “examining one’s conscience, … meditating, contemplating, praying vocally and
mentally” all were essential.178 This plan was at once very traditional and highly innovative.
The last three practices mentioned—meditation (meditatio), contemplation (contemplatio), and
prayer (oratio)—were classic components of Western mysticism, although contemplation and
prayer usually appeared in the opposite order. The fact that Ignatius explicitly mentions spoken
and silent prayer together implies a valorization of the latter. Since the Middle Ages, silent
prayer had risen in importance as an alternative to traditional, communal, vocal prayer. Silent
prayer enabled one to fulfill one’s religious obligations in a secular, and particularly an urban,
environment.179 In this way, laymen in emerging urban centers could be integrated more
effectively into prayer-focused, fervently religious lifestyles. Ignatius seized on this trend. Many
contemporaries, however, viewed this innovation as dangerous, since Ignatius seemed to be



tearing down the well-established boundary between laity and clergy.180Ignatius’s heavy
emphasis on self-discovery was unusual. In the first week of the Exercises, the aspiring
practitioner was instructed to follow elaborate procedures to take stock of his life up to that
point. The practitioner should make himself a subject of his own introspection; he should
“[demand] of oneself an account of the particular point proposed for correction and reform,
running over each hour or each period of time, beginning from the hour of rising, up to the hour
and moment of the present exam.”181 Ignatius repeatedly stresses that the practitioner must
constantly observe himself during the Exercises.182 To achieve an overview of one’s spiritual
progress, he even devised a record-keeping system that called for practitioners to draw a
longer or shorter line for every sin according to the severity of each transgression. In this way,
they could judge at a glance whether and to what extent they had improved (fig. 4). At the end
of the first week, they were to make a general confession to ask forgiveness for the sins they
had recognized.FIGURE 4. Peter Paul Rubens’ depiction of the graphic writing system of moral-
theological self-assessment (following the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius). From Exercitia
Spiritualia S. P. Ignatii Loyolae, Fundatoris Ordinis Societatis Jesu […] (Antwerp 1689), 67. ©
Staats- und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg, Th Pr 1275.Whereas the purpose of the first week was
to take stock of one’s past way of life, the remaining three weeks were dedicated to searching
for a new orientation. “Electing” the best option for one’s life became the most important
subject, and numerous passages of the text revolve around it. Whether by distinguishing
between “three times in any of which a sound and good election can be made” or by meditating
on the “Two Standards” of the devil and Christ, between which one had to decide, spiritual self-
discovery ultimately led to the right decision in accordance with the will of God. Constant
visualization of Jesus Christ served as a positive source of inspiration. Episodes from his life
make up a majority of the meditation themes of the final weeks of the Exercises. At the end of
the four weeks, the practitioner ideally has completed a “journey,” transporting him via the life of
Jesus Christ from a sinner giving an account of his life to a new orientation focused on
God.Reflecting and meditating on Jesus and specifically on the Passion took on a powerful
dynamic of its own in the early modern period among the Jesuits both in the context of the
Exercises and independently. Virgilio Cepari argued in 1600 that “this meditation on the
Passion was more productive than others, because this seems to me to be an experience in
which the remedies for every evil may be found.”183 Andreas Brunner, a somewhat younger
contemporary from southern Germany, was convinced that detailed reflection on the Passion
would instill true piety: reflecting on Christ’s “fear and bloody sweat on the Mount of Olives”
would lead to “hatred and disgust for sin,” Brunner remarked. Through and during meditation,
one should identify with Jesus as he suffered, thereby feeling the force of sin virtually
physically. Meditating Jesuits were further encouraged to apply the implements of Christ’s
martyrdom to their own soul:The nails of his hands and feetStick in your heart! Now they are
sweetBecause they have tasted his blood.Lay the thorns also on your heart;Whereby the
passion will be longer,The fiery heart will smolder more.184The vividness of these imagined
visions was crucial. While meditating, the Jesuit should envision the tiniest details of Jesus’s
suffering. In 1670, the Jesuit preacher Philipp Kisel of Worms calculated that Christ had shed
exactly 97,035 drops of blood on the cross, every one of which was grounds for a sinner to
repent.185With this specificity, even allowing for the exuberance of the times, these authors still
were essentially in line with the Exercises. Visualizing the meditation scenes as vividly and
realistically as possible was especially important to Ignatius. Again and again in his little book,
he urges the practitioner to imagine the episodes he was meditating on—whether they were
biblical or not—as realistically as possible. The meditator should hear, see, and taste what



happened in his mind. Ignatius described this visualization as the “composition of
place” (compositio loci).186 It was an essential part of the preparations for every meditation
over the four weeks. Behind this practice lay the firm conviction that the senses—even when
engaged inwardly through the imagination—could open up the way to faith for a practitioner.
This conviction shaped the Society of Jesus for a long time. The Jesuits’ fascination with
sensual forms of apostolic ministry, which will be discussed in detail later, is rooted in this
conviction of Ignatius’s.187Various examples document how the Exercises functioned in
specific contexts. The notes made by Juan Alfonso de Vitoria, who made the Exercises in
1549, are still extant today.188 He divided the question of whether he should join a religious
order and, if so, which one, into several steps. For every subquestion, Vitoria then collected
reasons for and against. After completing this evidently very methodical procedure, in which he
sought to give an honest account of his personal habits, preferences, and character, the young
man reached the conclusion that he should and would become a Jesuit. When the Exercises
were taken seriously, their investigative method helped clarify the practitioner’s uncertainty
about his path in life. That was also the case for Peter Canisius, who made the Exercises in
Cologne with Pierre Favre. In hindsight, he believed the Exercises helped him find the right
path. He wanted “to ascertain the good, pleasing, and perfect will of God for me.”189 Julien
Maunoir also noted that the “Meditation on the Two Standards” had confirmed his desire to
become a Jesuit. He had heard God “call” him and “decided to give everything up to follow
him.”190 Paolo Segneri reports analogously that the Exercises stirred his soul “to move
suddenly from thoughts of fear to love.” Segneri described the effect of the Exercises as a
dramatic transformation of his inner disposition, amounting to a refocusing of his feelings and
efforts on true spiritual goals pleasing to God. He had heard “a voice within”—probably divine
in nature—and he had been witness to a “clear light” during the Exercises, which ultimately
inspired him to undertake a “serious and absolute reform of my way of life.”191 These
passages and their language also show how, for many Jesuits, the Exercises were more than
merely a decision-making and personality-shaping technology. They were also an occasion for
immediate, intense, and sometimes ecstatic encounters with God.192The Exercises were
assigned particularly for novices and, later, for the tertianship to facilitate such clarification
about one’s individual path in life and to test the vocation of young men.193 The goal was to
test and thereby validate the candidate’s desire to join the Society. The Exercises and the
insights they afforded served as “proof” of the firmness of the practitioner’s decision. In the
earliest period, when the Society was still under construction, the Jesuits experimented with
the nature and duration of the Exercises. In Spain, the full, four-week program often already
appears to have been the rule, while Leonhard Kessel, the superior in Cologne, typically
administered only a brief, abridged version of the Exercises. Hence the period prescribed for
the Exercises might vary widely in length, from one week to (exceptionally) sixty-four days,
which was how long Andrés Carvalho needed for the meditations. It was under the
generalships of Everard Mercurian and Claudio Acquaviva that this spiritual practice took an
increasingly fixed form. In the late 1570s, at first handwritten copies and then an official printed
version of rules for the superintendents of novices circulated.194 These gave more precise
guidelines for administering the Exercises. It was Acquaviva who finally prescribed the full,
monthlong period of reflection for all aspirants. The unabridged, four-week Exercises were
regarded as the “preeminent” spiritual practice on the path toward ultimate confirmation in
one’s tertianship. A body of instructional literature dedicated specifically to the Exercises grew
in this context.195 At the same time, after various preliminary steps, an official and
authoritative handbook on administering and making the Exercises was published.196The



Jesuits themselves might even take a somewhat ambivalent view of the Exercises. In light of
the intensity of the introspection they called for, some Jesuits would have preferred to skip the
Exercises altogether, for example, citing physical infirmities. For others, concentrating on the
Exercises caused various other complaints after a few days. Léon Enrique wrote that “many
people fell sick during the Exercises.”197 Many other Jesuits, in contrast, happily integrated the
Exercises into their lives and completed them repeatedly either in full or at least sections at a
time. The Exercises were increasingly viewed as a way for Jesuits engaged in ministry to enjoy
a spell of spiritual reinforcement and rest once a year. Under the title “Mortifications,” the
Exercises and other devotional practices were recommended during the summer to help
Jesuits refocus outside their daily work routines. Claudio Acquaviva suggested retreating for a
week of the Exercises to draw strength prior to the taxing phase of Lenten preaching. On a
different occasion, Acquaviva emphasized that the Exercises would give one strength in
moments of hostility and should therefore be regularly repeated.198 Jesuit missionaries, often
pushed to the brink overseas, welcomed the idea of regular periods of rest: “Because they
have so many distractions, so many obstacles to spiritual retreat in the houses and residences,
the superiors should see to it that the brothers scattered in the residences meet annually for
one or two months in the novitiate or college to overcome all the difficulties that arise.”199 The
idea was quickly taken up in Europe. The Sixth General Congregation in 1608 made the
Exercises of at least eight or ten days obligatory annually for all Jesuits. Subsequent general
congregations inculcated the practice and regulated additional details.200 Guides were
published that explained how one might squeeze the four-week Exercises as sensibly as
possible into briefer periods with as little loss of substance as possible.201Other authors went
even further and tried to transform the Exercises into a kind of lifelong form of daily meditation.
The Exercises were cut up into separate parts to be meditated in isolation.202 They became a
constant, everyday practice. Achille Gagliardi wrote in 1600, “It absolutely must be stressed
that the Exercises should last one’s entire life uninterrupted, doing them during the daily hour
of prayer, during examinations, and during all the actions of the day; for in this way all the evils
will be rooted out, and all the virtues will grow as one’s vocation [to the Society] ripens.”203
Whereas the Exercises had originally introduced a temporary “monastic” element of seclusion
for about four weeks, they became the exact opposite in Gagliardi’s view: a constant part of
everyday life. Other authors took up this idea. Giovanni Ceccotti, an experienced Jesuit who
was intimately familiar with the Exercises, created 365 days of meditations from the Exercises
by adding further material. That went hand in hand with a complete reorganization of the
meditations that Ignatius had proposed—not a trace of the four-week structure was left.204
This changed the character of the Exercises dramatically. A concentrated decision-making
period was transformed into an everyday practice of reflection and moral-religious self-
centering.We are relatively well-informed about the sources and diverse traditions that
influenced the Exercises of Ignatius in one way or another. Parallels to other texts are
constantly being identified.205 First, we must not overlook the fact that Ignatius’s experiences
from his time at the court of Isabella of Castile influenced how he constructed certain scenes.
The image of the king fighting the forces of the infidel may have been inspired by the crusading
rhetoric of Ferdinand II of Aragon.With respect to literary influences, first and foremost is the
Vita Christi by Ludolph of Saxony, a fourteenth-century Carthusian monk. Ignatius read the Vita
in a very liberal, loose Spanish translation that Ambrosio Montesino O.F.M. had made in
1502/3.206 Ludolph’s book was a well-known classic of late medieval devotional literature. No
fewer than two hundred editions in various European languages were made in the two
centuries since it appeared. Hence, it is unsurprising that this book was also available in



Ignatius’s home—not exactly a hotbed of avant-garde literature. Along with the Vita Christi, the
future founder of the Society read on his sickbed the no less popular collection of saints’ lives
compiled in the thirteenth century by Jacobus da Varagine under the title Flos
Sanctorum.When Ignatius says in his autobiography that he read these religious texts only
because his beloved romances were unavailable, this antithesis he draws between the two
genres should not obscure the profound parallels they share. The Jesus of the Vita Christi is a
dashing hero. Ignatius thus threw himself into a contest in chivalric, courtly terms, into a kind of
spiritual tournament against the saints whose life stories he could read in the Flos Sanctorum.
On several occasions, Ignatius mentions that he had aspired to “surpass” the pious deeds of
Dominic or Francis.207 The spiritual ideal that motivated Ignatius for so long combined values
from his chivalric background with the pious message of these influential books: the holy
ministry of Christ was the essence of religious life, but one should also constantly strive for
“more” (magis), thus integrating competition and self-improvement into one’s personal spiritual
practice.Ludolph also stressed that one must meditate daily on the life of Jesus Christ, albeit in
manageable portions. Immersion in the exemplary deeds of Jesus would motivate the
contemplator to self-improvement. Ludolph further emphasized that while reflecting on the life
of Christ, people should picture the context of his actions. These meditations thus abounded in
imagery. Landscapes, buildings, situations—Ludolph’s readers were supposed to imagine the
setting of the holy deeds of Jesus Christ in exhaustive detail. Some meditations in the Spiritual
Exercises, such as the famous motif of the “Two Standards,” thus may derive from Loyola’s
personal experiences while reading Ludolph.208At the next station after Ignatius’s sickbed, the
Benedictine abbey of Montserrat, he received further spiritual influences that left traces behind
in the Spiritual Exercises. At Montserrat, he encountered an intense Benedictine piety that
Abbot García de Cisneros had molded a few years earlier.209 Two texts from this milieu, the
important Exercitatorio by García de Cisneros himself and a loose and creative epitome of it
under the title Compendio breve exhibit striking parallels to the Exercises. The Compendio in
particular contains phrases and rules of meditation that colored the content, language, and
presentation of the Spiritual Exercises. The very title itself—Exercitia—might be borrowed from
Cisneros. In 1641, in the context of the centennial anniversary of the Society of Jesus, a
controversy that would flare up again and again between the Jesuits and Benedictines broke
out over the question of whether Cisneros should be viewed as the real author of the
Exercises.210Whether he was conscious of it or not, the different texts that Ignatius came into
contact with during those first years after Pamplona imparted to him a broad tradition of
Christian literature. The Vita Christi, for example, drew heavily on Bernard of Clairvaux, as well
as on various Eastern texts. The exhortation to keep a written account of sins and virtues might
ultimately derive from John Climacus, a seventh-century monk on Mount Sinai.211 Cisneros’s
Exercitatorio further transmitted fundamental concepts of Devotio moderna, a religious reform
movement that rapidly spread across Germany and the Low Countries in the fifteenth
century.212 Gerard of Zutphen in particular is frequently cited as a reference point for Ignatian
piety.Finally, we must discuss a third work of medieval devotional literature: Thomas à Kempis’s
Imitatio Christi from the fifteenth century.213 Ignatius probably first encountered the popular
text of the Imitatio in Manresa. Various evidence shows that he held this book in high regard all
his life. As in the Vita Christi, the Imitatio also treats Jesus’s life as a model one should
emulate. Its fundamental understanding of Christian life as spiritual military service, as serving
and fighting for God, linked the Imitatio to other works of late medieval piety and influenced the
Exercises. The Imitatio may have made the greatest impression, however, with its general
insistence on the contemplative elements of Christian piety. Other aspects of Ignatian piety,



such as the prominence of grief, joy, and temptation, also had parallels in the Imitatio, if they
did not originate there.Ignatius’s student days in Alcalá and Paris also influenced the form of
the Exercises. When Ignatius was studying in Alcalá in 1525, a new edition of the writings of
Erasmus of Rotterdam was produced there by none other than Ignatius’s personal friend
Miguel de Eguía.214 There are in fact striking parallels between the Spiritual Exercises and
various works of Erasmus that may potentially derive from Ignatius’s direct reading of works by
the humanist in Alcalá (there is, however, still no consensus about the significance of these
parallels). The conditions that Ignatius experienced in Paris also played a part in the
composition of the Exercises. Some passages of the Exercises draw on documents from a
synod that met in Sens in 1528. It is moreover obvious that Ignatius’s theological expertise,
which had grown apace since his formal education, also influenced the Exercises.215The
traditional material that flowed into the Exercises thus encompassed the entire spectrum of
contemporary spirituality—from slivers of academic theology to ecclesiastical legal texts to
popular devotional literature and the charismatic founder’s own intense experiences. But not all
of these influences continued to affect subsequent generations. The spirituality of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries was treacherous terrain in which mistrust ran rampant. The Jesuits
had to position themselves in this broad field with exacting precision.Between Asceticism and
MysticismGiovanni Ceccotti had firm ideas about the purpose of the Exercises: “[Their] ‘fruit’ is
understood to be some specific virtue gathered from what occurs in the present week’s
meditations.”216 For him, the Exercises were techniques for working on oneself, for laborious
moral and spiritual improvement. For Peter Canisius, in contrast, the Exercises had been
completely different, far more ecstatic. The meditations had produced a state of physical
rapture in Canisius: he trembled as he meditated on the Ascension of Christ. Canisius was
confident that by attaining this state of ecstasy he truly could see the scene of the Ascension,
hear the song of the angels, and even smell something—the imagination produced a real
sensual experience.217Allowing for some simplification, these two different experiences with
the Exercises may be taken as representative of two extremes of early modern Catholic piety:
a workmanlike piety of small steps, based on the fulfillment of religious duty and the virtuous
practice of spiritual habits (ascesis); and a piety that aspired to obtain direct, immediate access
to God, for example, in a vision or an ecstatic state of grace (mysticism). The pious heavy lifting
of ascesis was regarded as a tedious test of one’s patience; mysticism, in contrast, was
“easier” because it was an abrupt path to God. Mystical closeness to God depended on the gift
of special grace, which might be granted to anyone but was always the exception.218 Typical
bywords of the mystics included spiritual concepts like “love of God,” “self-annihilation,” “the
innermost depths of the soul,” “contemplation and unification with God,” and “devotion.”
Subjects such as overcoming the stirrings of one’s soul and enrapturing the human spirit with
the utterly transformative presence of God were very important. The inner world of man, where
encounters with God supposedly took place, was crucial. But there was always at least the
latent threat that mystics might devalue and thus set themselves above external authorities—
the church, the sacraments, even the Bible.219 It was also asked whether God let himself be
reached through or only contrary to essential human capabilities (will, reason, feelings). Was
withdrawal from the world indispensable to mysticism or not?220The early modern Catholic
Church was torn between asceticism and mysticism. In principle, the church wanted to
recognize mysticism, but it also was extremely wary because mysticism was so difficult to
control. This ambivalent attitude of the church carried over to the Society of Jesus. On the one
hand, the Society was marked by a strong ascetic tendency that today, in hindsight, often
seems characteristic of the Jesuits. Works on this form of devotion by Jesuit writers like



Eusebius Nieremberg or Alonso Rodríguez became international classics. Rodríguez, for
example, dedicated several hundred pages of his treatise Practice of Perfection and Christian
Virtues (Ejercicio de perfección y virtudes cristianas, first published in 1609) to describing how
Jesus Christ perfected his own virtues, dominated his vices, and thereby led a more pious life
through hard work on himself. Rodríguez sought to give readers a practical guide to improving
their everyday lives and faith: How can one be chaste? How should one conduct oneself with
relatives? How can one live one’s daily life in a way pleasing to God? These were the key
questions for Rodríguez when he wrote about “Christian perfection.” This straightforward,
practice-oriented, active devotion resonated widely both inside the Society of Jesus and
beyond. Rodríguez’s book was published, translated, and adapted more than three hundred
times. Many other authors from the Society wrote similar works (as did many non-Jesuits).
They thus continued to influence the image of the Jesuits in their own eyes and those of others
down to the modern era. The strict, rigid piety that characterized the Society of Jesus in the
nineteenth century under General Jan Roothaan (r. 1829–53) drew inspiration directly from
Rodríguez. There was no place here for ecstatic experiences and meditation.221But besides
this ascetic tendency, there was another way in which the Society was profoundly influenced by
the legacy of mysticism. It began with Ignatius himself, whose spirituality was heavily
influenced by contemporary trends that were on the margins of or even went beyond accepted
forms of Catholic devotion.222 His various interrogations and trials before the most diverse
ecclesiastical tribunals may not have resulted in conviction, but he was hardly untouched by
the new forms of intensive devotional mysticism. Even at the end of his life, he used mystic
ideas and terms to describe the religious experiences of his wandering years in his
autobiography. The text is full of references not only to “visions” but also to still more intense
“illumination” (iluminación); that is, the experience of a clarity transmitted directly from God
(entendimiento). Ignatius was so unshakably certain of these moments of illumination that he
placed them even over the Bible: “If there weren’t Scripture to teach us these matters of faith,
he would be resolved to die for them solely on the basis of what he has seen.”223The product
of this certainty was a kind of independence from the established liturgical and sacramental
forms of devotion—the Exercises, for example, largely do without the sacraments.224 Ignatius
also showed confident detachment from traditional penitential and devotional practices
(confession, flagellation, etc.). Instead of adhering strictly to established rules, he considered it
legitimate to “search about and make many kinds of experiments” to attain spiritual perfection.
“Most holy gifts” and “divine impressions and illumination” often stood at the heart of his
faith.225 Hence he believed from the start that he was entitled and able to override the
established rules of Catholic devotion and to speak and preach about matters of the faith
without theological training.226 In the eyes of many contemporaries, these aspects of his faith
brought him dangerously close to the controversial alumbrados, a group of devout laymen and
clergy who had been declared heterodox and persecuted by the church for the direct
relationship with God they claimed.227 This relative openness to contemplative devotional
practices remained intact after 1540. Ignatius continued to maintain a friendly correspondence
with Juan de Ávila, who was also accused of holding views similar to those of the
alumbrados.228 In Spain, the “alumbrados’ manner of speaking” remained widespread among
the Jesuits.229 The very first book produced by a Jesuit (namely, by Peter Canisius) was an
edition of sermons by the controversial Rhenish mystic Johannes Tauler in 1543.The Carmelite
nun Teresa de Ávila was an especially powerful catalyst for the transmission of mystic and
meditative practices to the Society of Jesus.230 Teresa is regarded as one of the most
influential religious voices of the early modern period. She had very close ties to Ignatius’s



order. She met Francisco de Borja personally twice, and these encounters made a deep
impression on both of them. Teresa was also under the spiritual tutelage of various Jesuits for
many years. The saint from Ávila profited from the Jesuits’ spirituality and found that many
aspects of the Exercises helped her channel her own spiritual experiences. The Jesuits took
her inner state seriously and attempted to help her with pastoral guidance. We can identify no
fewer than twenty-three Jesuits who served as counselors for the Spanish saint. Teresa herself
influenced many Jesuits in turn with her ideas and religious language, both during her lifetime
and far more profoundly afterward. Balthasar Álvarez, one of her confessors and a
controversial Jesuit author, may have adopted important aspects of his own spirituality from
Teresa. Elements of Carmelite spirituality cropped up repeatedly in the Jesuit order. When the
Jesuit Raymundo Prat was on his deathbed in Manila in 1605, he had his fellow brothers sing a
poem composed by Teresa and set to music to comfort him.231Contemplative and more
pronouncedly eremitic forms of spirituality received strong support under Francisco de Borja,
the third superior general of the Society of Jesus.232 The former duke himself was a fixture of
religious circles that focused on the inward, contemplative aspects of piety (recogimiento). For
example, he was in close contact with the Franciscan Juan de Tejeda, whose teachings were
regarded as extreme and viewed very critically by contemporaries. At the college of Gandía,
the chief city of Borja’s duchy, some Jesuit fathers embraced teachings that went beyond the
pale of what was tolerated. The fifteenth-century Italian mysticism of Girolamo Savonarola was
also known within Borja’s circle. Even the fiercely contested messianic thinking of Joachim of
Fiore from the twelfth century could be found in Gandía. Borja was declared the “Angel Pope,”
a key figure in Joachim’s thought. The Jesuits otherwise wanted nothing to do with Joachimite
messianism. Ignatius felt that these ideas were so inappropriate that he wrote a long, very
frank letter against them in 1549. As much as he had been influenced by the alternative
spirituality of Spain, Ignatius was unwilling to entertain these prophetic variants.233Many of
these mystic and highly contemplative Spanish strains of spirituality spread through the Society
of Jesus to Italy and all of Europe. For example, the Jesuit order became a refuge for students
and scholars of Juan de Ávila. One of them was Gaspar de Loarte, who was ultimately
transferred to Genoa in northern Italy.234 Through Loarte, these Spanish ideas came into
contact with their Italian counterparts.235 Francesco Adorno, sometime provincial of the
province of Lombardy, was very open to mystical ideas and acknowledged that he had “read
many of these texts.”236Other Jesuits around the year 1600 also praised mystical experiences.
Virgilio Cepari, for example, wrote much-read books about two revered Jesuit mystics, Aloysius
Gonzaga (1568–91) and John Berchmans (1599–1621), in which he expatiated at length on
their contemplative, detached, and ecstatic spirituality.237 Cepari described communicating
with God directly through contemplation. An immediate divine presence was possible. In this
state of rapture, “pure love” of God reigned in man, a love of God without any ulterior motive—
a typically mystic conceit. Outright “ecstasies” could result from this state. Cepari believed it
was both possible and, as the royal road of spirituality, desirable that “each person is elevated
by the light and grace that God shares with them to function outside their natural state of
being.” It was supposedly not unusual for people with such experiences “to step completely
outside themselves.” The senses and mind were thus shut off for a moment. In conclusion,
Cepari longs—in latent contradiction to the principles of his order—for a reclusive life of
contemplation: “O, what torment this active life is for him who knows it well. How often have I
envied you, because you have the good fortune to live [in a monastery] far from this worldly
chaos and you can and should attend to perfecting yourselves.”238 Cepari’s ideas were
widespread in the Jesuit order. Robert Bellarmine, one of the Jesuits’ most important



theologians, also benefited from them. On his deathbed, Bellarmine supposedly found great
consolation in reading his confrere Cepari’s book.But whoever flirted with mystic,
contemplative, and alternative forms of spirituality was playing with fire, as Achille Gagliardi
discovered in Milan when he caused a major scandal in the late sixteenth century. In 1584, he
had begun mentoring a noblewoman of great devotion, Isabella Berinzaga.239 Gagliardi’s
famous work Breve compendio di perfezione cristiana (Brief compendium of Christian
perfection) was the fruit of this collaboration, which drew attention to itself for its clear call to
mystic “self-annihilation” (annihilatione).240 The goal of Gagliardi’s piety was the
“deification” (deificazione) of man—a dangerous concept. This deification he described in
typically mystic terms as an “ecstasy of the will and not of the intellect.” He wanted not only to
pay homage to God with the mind but also to change the entire person. He writes, “Penetrating
theological concepts and similar such divine matters … is only for few people and is not
necessary.” Here we glimpse the anti-intellectual potential of this spiritual tradition. Gagliardi
sought to submit his will to God utterly. He may not have regarded visions and mystic states of
rapture to be strictly necessary, but his religious practices and his collaboration with Berinzaga
were viewed critically, and the Breve compendio was censored. In 1601, Gagliardi’s works were
prohibited on account of their “novel manner of speaking.”241His ideas nonetheless were very
popular and spread quickly both inside and outside the Society. Even Protestants like Pierre
Poiret (1646–1719) cited Gagliardi with approval. The mystic Maria Maddalena de’ Pazzi (1566–
1607) also owned a copy of the Breve compendio.242 The French Jesuit Pierre Coton, who
was educated in Milan and maintained a correspondence with de’ Pazzi, brought the text back
home with him across the Alps in 1600. Étienne Binet, likewise a Jesuit, translated the Breve
compendio into French. But Gagliardi’s text had reached France by other means in 1597,
thanks to none other than Pierre de Bérulle (1575–1629), who published his own French
translation.Bérulle, who was not a Jesuit, became one of the most important religious
authorities of the seventeenth century and left a lasting impression on Catholic spirituality. He
not only knew and appreciated Gagliardi’s book but also was deeply inspired by contemplative
spirituality. In 1602, he made the Exercises in Verdun under the direction of Lorenzo Maggio,
who himself was one of Gagliardi’s prominent sympathizers.243 Bérulle in turn had a cousin,
Madame Acarie, who was one of the driving forces behind the founding of the Discalced
Carmelites in France. She had received the stigmata and was influenced by the Capuchin
mystic Benoît.244 In 1600, Acarie’s residence in Paris became the center of a circle of
believers who advocated an intense form of Catholic spirituality and had been heavily
influenced by Teresa de Ávila. Not only was Bérulle a regular in Madame Acarie’s circle, but the
Jesuit Pierre Coton, mentioned previously, was also routinely present. Coton remained a
confidant of Bérulle, even though the latter’s relationship with the Society remained ambivalent
with respect to church organization, in contrast to spirituality.245 Jesuits so inclined thus had
no trouble becoming part of a religious milieu that brought together laity and clergy, men and
women, members of religious orders and secular priests, Carmelite nuns and followers of
Ignatius notwithstanding all their other differences.Coton was simultaneously the provincial of
Francia and the confessor of Louis XIII, high offices that gave him great influence on the
development of the Society in France. Hence it is unsurprising that this introspective Catholic
spirituality became naturalized in many French Jesuit houses.246 A large number of young
Jesuits embraced contemplative spiritual trends. Some, like Barthélémy Jacquinot and Jean-
Jerôme Baiole, cultivated mystic ideas.247 This tradition reached its peak under the influence
of the aforementioned Louis Lallemant at the tertiate of Rouen, who molded an outright
“school” of profoundly pious young Jesuits who all advocated intense, occasionally even



ecstatic, spirituality.248One of the Jesuits profoundly influenced by Lallemant was Jean-
Joseph Surin, a tragic figure. Surin was born in Bordeaux in 1600. At the age of sixteen, he
joined the Society of Jesus and received the usual education. Surin was sickly and had a
sensitive personality. He spent two decades of his life, from 1637 to 1657, suffering from
mental illness. In 1645, he even attempted suicide. Only at the end of his life, before his death
in 1665, did he at last find mental and spiritual clarity. Yet despite his dramatic biography, Surin
left behind an extensive and very influential oeuvre of spiritual texts.249 He prized
contemplation and regarded it as his duty to mentor others with similar mental states. He drew
a sharp distinction between the accomplishments of theologians, on the one hand, and
mystics, on the other—the anti-intellectual undertones can hardly be missed.250 In Surin’s
view, sanctity could not be achieved solely through human endeavor but rather was a gift of
grace to be obtained from God. These were two “very different things.” Virtue as the result of
human effort was important, but it was only half the battle. Surin thus explicitly rejected the
widespread practice of asceticism, as represented by Alonso Rodríguez, mentioned earlier.251
Merely performing pious penitential exercises was pointless. The “extraordinary gifts” of God
were still necessary. These alone created an “intimate familiarity with God,” the “fervor of
charity,” and the “permanent attention of the heart to God.” Without true “love” for God, all was
in vain.252 Surin accordingly did not want to privilege a form of prayer that relied on various
methods of human reason, but rather prayer “in which God himself can do the most.” One
should not consider God only with the intellect, but should savor him sensually.253
Contemplative prayer, in Surin’s view, should also play a significant part in the Jesuit order.
Surin cited the founder of the Society himself as an example.254Questions concerning prayer
were a frequent source of strife in the Jesuit order. Different methods of praying were in
competition with one another in the early modern Catholic world, just as they were within the
Society of Jesus. Whereas with traditional “vocal prayer” (oratio vocalis) the faithful addressed
requests and statements to God aloud or quietly, the highly controversial “mental prayer” (oratio
mentalis) utilized images and feelings to experience divine love as a mental state. Mystically
inspired Jesuits like Balthasar Álvarez and Antonio Cordeses were especially fascinated by this
form of prayer in the 1560s and 1570s. By praying in this way, Cordeses writes, “the heart
leaped like a fish in water.”255 Language, reason, and intellect ultimately fell short in the realm
of religion; Cordeses sought “secret stirrings of the most fervent love”—again the latent anti-
intellectual danger of this contemplative spirituality rears its head. At almost the same time,
Diego Álvarez de Paz and Francisco Suárez (1548–1617), the latter one of the greatest
theologians and philosophers of the Society, were also impressed by the mystic experiences of
mental prayer.256 The Irish-born Jesuit Miguel Godínez (1591–1644) held similar views later in
the same century.257 He too regarded the goal of piety not so much as the recognition of truth
as the emotional and existential assumption of truth and the focus of man on this truth. One
should “answer Christ’s love for us with love.”258But the views held by Jesuits like Cordeses or
Álvarez rubbed their superiors the wrong way. The label mysticus was rarely intended as a
compliment.259 Everard Mercurian and Muzio Vitelleschi are regarded as superiors general
who resorted to more or less drastic measures to suppress mystic ambitions within the Society.
Mercurian composed a pointed circular in 1573 against “unusual” forms of spirituality in Spain.
Two years later, at a stroke, he prohibited practically all classics of Christian mysticism, from
Johannes Tauler to Mechthild of Magdeburg to Hendrik Herp.260 Half a century later, his
successor, Vitelleschi, sternly warned the Jesuits of Lallemant’s school against pursuing such
interests. Some of them left the Society in frustration. Jean de Labadie (1610–74), for example,
turned his back on the order in 1639 and supported the Huguenots in southern France and



Calvinist pietists in the Netherlands before ending up as a Reformed separatist and millenarian
in Altona.261Vitelleschi railed against mystic Jesuits like Labadie, who supposedly led a life “of
pure spirit and had attained a state of beatific vision and other stories totally foreign to the spirit
of the Society.”262 The unusual spirituality of Labadie and brothers with similar views seemed
to the superior general to be incompatible with the goals and principles of the Society of Jesus.
It was alleged against other mystics that their spirituality “does not extend itself very well to
those exercises of the active life, it is not appropriate to the Company, whose end is this [the
active life].”263 Conservative Jesuits feared the tendency of mysticism toward “inactivity” and to
the passive “enjoyment” of closeness to God. The mystics were reputed to reject key aspects
of Jesuit spirituality—“meditation” and “formal prayer and other such pious practices.”264
Mysticism furthermore undermined confidence in reason and human will, in science and
rational theology, and posed a threat to engagement on behalf of the faithful—these were
pillars of the Jesuit self-conception. These reservations and skepticism of mysticism thus also
reflected an effort to protect the identity of the Society: activus in contemplatione was one of its
guiding principles, after all.It remains an open question as to whether Mercurian and Vitelleschi
really wanted to banish mysticism from the Society entirely or merely limit it. Despite all their
prohibitions, the medieval classics and major contemporary authors continued to be widely
read in the Society of Jesus.265 And yet the skeptical superiors’ intervention resulted in a kind
of general compromise: nearly all mystic authors from the Jesuit order henceforth took great
pains to ensure that adopting mystic practices did not lead to escapism and pure
contemplation. Miguel Godínez, for instance, explicitly stressed that contemplation was
compatible with an active life—he was not advocating a detached existence as a hermit.
Godínez also maintained an open interest in combining contemplative mysticism with the
Society’s typical scholasticism and scientific theology.266 Maximilian Sandaeus (van der
Sandt), in his treatise Theologia mystica (1627), even tried to adapt “the formulae of the
mystics’ manner of speaking precisely to that of the scholastics,” as he explained in a lexicon of
mysticism he subsequently prepared (Pro theologia mystica clavis [Key to mystical theology],
published in 1640).267 He thus translated the often poetic, metaphoric, and unusual language
of mysticism into the intellectual world of Jesuit scholasticism. Jean de Brébeuf, Paul Le Jeune,
Antoine Daniel, and Isaac Jogues from Lallemant’s school also struck a successful balance
between mysticism and worldly engagement, albeit in a different way. They were all profoundly
influenced by their teacher’s mysticism, but they all led very active lives—in contrast to Surin,
for example—in the ministries of the Society, namely, as missionaries in Canada.268 All this
was ultimately a kind of compromise made by many other contemporary mystics, but it was
especially important to the Jesuits. It meant no less than integrating the experience and idiom
of mystic contemplative spirituality into the realm of accepted Orthodox
Catholicism.269Obedience and Self-InitiativeLorenzo Tristano, a master builder and Jesuit,
once had a remarkable personal encounter with Ignatius at the Roman headquarters of the
Society of Jesus:Master Lorenzo used to say that our Blessed Father [Ignatius] taught him how
to obey, and he did it in this way. With his walking stick, Our Blessed Father drew a window that
he was to make in a large, old wall: “And make it neither too large nor too small.” In the
meantime the Father Procurator of the Casa passed by and said to him, “Master Lorenzo, this
window is too small; make it a little larger.” He simply enlarged it. When he was done, Our
Blessed Father returned and saw that the window was larger than the window he designed. He
said, “Brother, what have you done? It’s larger than the one I designed for you.” He responded,
“Father, the Father Procurator told me to make it larger.” He made him redo it and make it
small. When he was done, Our Blessed Father returned and said, “Brother, undo it again and



make it as you had before.” And he redid it in this way, without saying a word. And from then on
he obeyed blindly.270Stories like these are told again and again among the Jesuits. They
illustrate a key virtue highly prized within the Society of Jesus: obedience. Obedience, of
course, had always been one of the most important traits of Christian monks. Together with
Poverty (Matthew 19:21) and Chastity (Matthew 19:12), Obedience was the third “evangelical
counsel”: it was not strictly necessary for one’s salvation to practice them—the laity did not
submit to them—but according to Catholic thought they represented a special ministry to God,
as was befitting of monks (Matthew 19:16). Every order had adopted chastity, poverty, and
obedience in their own way, and the Jesuits were no different. But while the meaning and
significance of chastity seemed self-evident, or at least was relatively seldom discussed in
detail, Ignatius and his successors devoted much more attention to poverty and especially to
obedience. The Society of Jesus made oboedientia a central pillar of its self-conception.
Episodes like the one experienced by Tristano illustrated the importance and nature of
obedience to young Jesuits.Generations of Jesuits drew on a series of memorable expressions
to describe the nature and significance of obedience in their order. Some of these phrases had
circulated for a long time but now acquired special prominence. The foundation was laid by
Ignatius, who commented on obedience in several of his letters. According to him, not only
obedience in deed was important, but also obedience of the will and mind.271 As related with
praise by Tristano, obedience should be “blind,” that is, unconditional, without hesitation,
opposition, or inner resistance. According to a saying that is equal parts famous and infamous,
derived from Franciscan models, Ignatius wrote that the obedience Jesuit should be like a
“corpse” (perinde ac cadaver), like a piece of inanimate material, bound to carry out his
superior’s orders with no power to resist.272These famous phrases were not primarily
concerned with social practice. Obedience was understood first and foremost as a mental
virtue, a pious challenge, a spiritual opportunity. Seen in this light, obedience pertained first of
all to the religious relationship that every single Jesuit had with himself, with his ego, his own
person. According to this view, being obedient meant not blindly trusting and following one’s
own inner feelings and impulses. Obedience was the counterpart to indifference. In a spiritual
sense, it was an act of active self-relativization and the humiliation of human nature, especially
the will as its supreme expression. Obedience meant stepping out of oneself, an act of self-
sacrifice and thus an act of devotion to God. Like the Rule of St. Benedict and Bernard of
Clairvaux, Ignatius regarded actions taken on one’s own initiative as indicative of pride (vana
gloria), that original sin with which Loyola himself, on his own admission, struggled all his
life.273 Obedience was both an expression of and a means to achieving humility as the
opposite of pride. Obedience freed a Jesuit of this sin. Obedience of one’s own free will was
freedom for God to Ignatius’s mind:Try then, dear brothers, to set aside completely your own
wishes. With great liberality, offer the liberty that He gave you to your Creator and Lord present
in his ministers. Consider that it is no small privilege of your freedom of will to be able to return
it completely in obedience to the One who gave it to you. You do not destroy it in this way;
rather you bring it to perfection as you put your own wishes in line with the most sure rule of all
rightness, the will of God. For you the interpreter of that will is the superior who rules you in the
place of God.With obedience, a person performed “nothing less than a holocaust.” With
obedience, “one puts aside all that one is, one dispossesses oneself of all that one has, in
order to be possessed and governed by divine Providence by means of a superior.”274Despite
all the spiritual underpinnings of obedience, Ignatius and his successors never lost sight of its
social aspect. Obedience was and is a form of relations between two (or more) agents.
Obedience was always obedience to someone. Within the order, the superiors commanded



obedience, for they were the representatives of God. Ignatius himself had stressed that point,
exhorting his brothers, “When the voice of your superior is heard giving an order, recognize it
not as the voice of the person you know, but as the voice of Christ.”275 His successors took up
this thought. An eighteenth-century text states, “It is piety that perfects obedience, by ensuring
that one sees nothing but God in one’s superiors and that one has the feelings of a son toward
them,” as toward God the Father.276Hence, as Ignatius stressed, there was a multilevel
hierarchy of claims on one’s obedience: obedience to one’s immediate superior, to one’s
indirect superior, and ultimately to the superior general, and, at least for the professed,
explicitly toward the pope as stipulated in the famous fourth vow. The chain of superiority and
subordination went even farther: it was an all-encompassing principle. Everything in nature was
part of a hierarchy that culminated with God. Ignatius formulated this view as follows: “For
example, among the angels there is a subordination of one hierarchy to another, and similarly
in the heavens and in the movements of all bodies there is a pull from the higher to the lower,
and among the higher, each in its due order, up to the supreme mover.”277 The unity of the
Jesuit order was the most important social consequence of this hierarchy and the Jesuits’
complete submission to it. Unio—solidarity and unity—was the ideal result when every member
of the order surrendered his will and obediently took his assigned place.Ignatius was realistic
enough to foresee that future Jesuits would always struggle to see the true will of God in the
commands of a given superior. He responded with several suggestions. On the one hand, he
tried to give practical advice to help Jesuits obey more readily even in difficult situations. He
encouraged them not to be skeptical of their superiors but rather to place inexhaustible trust in
them. A Jesuit should never attempt to find reasons to disobey an order but should always look
for additional reasons for carrying it out.278 On the other hand—and this is often overlooked—
Ignatius also established several counterpoints to obedience. For one, there was the
fundamental purpose of the Spiritual Exercises.279 This consisted of scrutinizing one’s inner
convictions and ideas and choosing and reinforcing “true” impulses, that is, those pleasing to
God. This search for and trust in “true, inner movements” in the faithful’s soul sent by the Holy
Spirit was very much at odds with strict obedience or at least supplemented it with a radical
alternative. Ignatius never organized his thoughts into a complete system on this point, and so
contradictions and unclarity remain. But already in the letter on obedience that he sent to the
Jesuits in Portugal in 1548, which subsequently became a fundamental text for the Society, he
formulated clear, if also limited and narrowly defined, grounds for disputing a superior’s
order.On the other side of the equation, Loyola and his successors also required autonomous
decision-making and judicious independence from those who took orders from the Society of
Jesus. It was obvious in everyday administration that the superiors could never know every last
detail on the ground. That was also true of the superior general himself: for example, the
German head of the Society, Goswin Nickel, confessed in 1662 that other Jesuits had “more
experience in southern Italian affairs, because I have never seen these places,” counting on
local experts instead.280 In light of the openly acknowledged limitations on superiors’
competence, the ability to determine the best course of action oneself in cases of doubt was
one of the leadership qualities sought in a Jesuit. Jesuits were supposed to obey blindly, but
they were also expected to show shrewd self-reliance and confident autonomy. Anxiously
awaiting orders was frowned upon, especially when it resulted in wasted opportunities.We thus
may conclude the following: episodes like Tristano’s as he built a window were (as the text also
explicitly said) intended as “instruction,” meant to convey the spiritual side of obedience. No
one in the Society of Jesus seriously planned to lead and manage the administration of the
Society with such behavior. The essence and scope of “obedience” in the Jesuit order were far



more flexible and complex than the image of zombie-like obedience would suggest on an all
too simplistic reading.How Jesuit obedience might manifest concretely was thus the subject of
complex negotiations from case to case.281 And how the imperative of obedience was put into
practice within the Society of Jesus was also highly variable and disputed. Some Jesuits
demanded a kind of right to have a say in life-altering decisions. “It seems to me with good
reason that [the superior] should first ascertain my wish in a case like this and not immediately
resort to commands,” Paolo Segneri (1624–94) complained in February 1692, for example,
when he was made the court preacher of Pope Innocent XII against his will.282 Segneri
wanted his voice to be heard about whether he would hold certain offices in the church, and he
got his way: the sources show that he confidently negotiated with the pope and superior
general himself.A rather less well-known Jesuit, Jacob de Vos, took similar action in the
Netherlands in 1681/2. He likewise wanted a say in decisions that would affect his life. “I do not
think it is disobedient for a religious to give his reasons, to indicate his feeling of horror, to pour
forth his prayers humbly.”283 For relatively insignificant members of the Society, the superiors
could always play the ultimate trump card: it was possible to give specific instructions explicitly
“by virtue of holy obedience.”284 This seldom-uttered phrase, to be used only with caution,
was the harshest form of command available to Jesuit superiors. Disobeying such commands
was tantamount to flagrant insubordination and was regarded as a violation of the fundamental
values of the Society.Some Jesuits like Segneri, however, enjoyed so much autonomy by virtue
of their offices or prestige that such an effort to exact obedience would have been simply
impossible and fatuous. This also applied to Jesuits in the circle of powerful princes and kings.
Eberhard Nithard (1607–81), the confessor of Mariana of Austria, the widow of Philip IV and
regent of Spain after his death in 1665, was just such a case. He had so much political
influence over the church and politics on the Iberian Peninsula that even Superior General
Gianpaolo Oliva was forced to acknowledge that he was “exempt from obedience to the
Society.”285 Nithard could take the liberty of deciding for himself what action he wished to take.
In doing so, he considered his situation in Madrid at least as much as the wishes and requests
of the superior general. Oliva, in turn, realistically recognized his own weak position and
avoided a power struggle with Nithard purely for pragmatic reasons: the Society simply profited
too much from Nithard’s influence at court.Hence the everyday execution of superiors’
commands, in obedience or disobedience, was always subject to complex compromises.
Where and when disobedience began, where the border between tolerable self-assertion and
intolerable obstinacy ran, was never clearly defined in the Jesuit order. Instead, whether an
action was labeled and regarded as (dis)obedience always depended on a variety of local
factors, the availability of viable alternatives, and the identity of the persons concerned.
Whether Nithard and de Vos were particularly recalcitrant characters is the wrong question.
Instead, we should highlight the fact that even such personalities embraced and accepted
certain aspects of the Jesuit culture of obedience—and then interpreted them in their own way.
Thus, with respect to conditions in Madrid, it must be emphasized that Nithard had long acted
entirely in accordance with the will of the Society and his superiors when he agreed to mentor
the queen dowager. In cases like his and in many more, it was not simply a matter of
obedience versus disobedience. Nithard’s transgressions resulted precisely from his fulfillment
of his superiors’ instructions.Law, Constitution, and OrganizationAfter only a few years, the
ever-denser web of laws by which the new order was governed seemed like a “labyrinth” to
Nicolás Bobadilla, Ignatius’s friend and early companion.286 Some regulations came down
from the popes, but most were the work of the Jesuits themselves, who were and remained
productive legislators. The Jesuits attempted to organize the inner workings of their community



with an abundance of rules and norms of varying scope and binding force. Calls for rules and
regulations were heard frequently in the Society. Many Jesuits viewed legislation as an
appropriate way to respond to new situations and uncertain circumstances. In contrast to
Bobadilla, many members of the Society of Jesus were confident in the power of new, ever
more detailed regulations to bring order and harmony.The right of the Society to issue rules for
its own members was one of the pillars of its autonomy. Pope Paul III had granted the order this
right in the founding bull Regimini militantis ecclesiae of 1540.287 Like every order of the
Catholic Church, the Society of Jesus was a distinct legal sphere in which specific laws,
regulations, and conventions prevailed. The Jesuit legal sphere consisted of several
components: canon law provided a major external juristic framework that included rulings by
the papal court and documents issued by the popes (bulls, briefs, constitutions). Many rules of
canon law were older, general norms that did not apply to the Jesuits exclusively or even
primarily. Other sources of canon law, in contrast, especially papal bulls and briefs, were
specific in nature and explicitly concerned only the Jesuits. These sources frequently
established special rules or granted exceptions from general measures. The Jesuits began to
collect the legal texts that they and the popes had issued for the Society at an early date. Juan
Alfonso de Polanco himself, Ignatius’s secretary and his most important Roman collaborator,
preserved the foundational documents in the order’s archive.288 In 1635, the Society
subsequently began to publish several authoritative compilations of its legal foundations, the so-
called Institutum Societatis Iesu. In its final form in 1892, it filled three large, thick volumes set
in tiny type. Practically every Jesuit house also maintained its own manuscript collection of
important rules, letters from the generals, excerpts of regulations, and epitomes of individual
norms. These handbooks were usually composed with local conditions in mind. The superiors
had such collections made so that they would always have the most important documents at
hand in a usable form.289The oldest component of the Institutum is a relatively brief
document, the Formula Instituti, in which Ignatius set down his thoughts on the function and
form of the future society for the first time in 1539. He presented this sketch to Paul III, who
incorporated it more or less verbatim in the bull Regimini militantis ecclesiae, which confirmed
it. The Formula succinctly presents the quintessence of the Society of Jesus. For the next few
years, it was the only basis on which the Society developed. But Ignatius soon got to work
defining far more precisely how his order should be built and function. What the Formula had
indicated in broad strokes had to be elaborated and explained in detail. Once the Society had
been founded, regulations were needed in new areas that had not been covered by the
Formula, and Ignatius felt a more detailed basic text was needed. He began working on such a
text very soon, but the work stagnated. He needed an assistant to put the project in motion. At
last, Ignatius found an energetic collaborator in legal and organizational matters in Polanco,
who was named secretary in 1547.290With Polanco’s help, the work proceeded more quickly.
By the mid-1550s, Ignatius and Polanco were able to present a preliminary draft of their
regulatory work; the text was officially approved in 1558, two years after the founder’s death—
the Constitutions of the Society of Jesus now had binding force. By the modern numeration,
this fundamental work contains no fewer than 827 paragraphs, some of them quite extensive,
which are in turn divided into ten parts along with various prefatory remarks. Even today,
interpretation of the Constitutions oscillates between a spiritual and an organizational and legal
understanding.291 Viewed as a classic of Western religious literature, the Constitutions
represent an attempt to motivate and guide the reader to exhibit specific pious behavior. As a
spiritual text, the Constitutions exhort and call on the reader to adopt a specific mental attitude.
Last but not least, they served to convey to members of the Society of Jesus a sense of the



order’s nature and identity. For this purpose, the Constitutions were first supplemented by
epitomized lists of rules as early as the late sixteenth century and soon receded from view. The
Constitutions were reduced to a set of fixed practices and reference points. This normative
formalization peaked in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.In addition to spiritual
guidelines, the Constitutions detail the Society’s complex organizational structure. They
regulate countless everyday procedures, such as the admission of new members and their
subsequent training and education. The Constitutions give the Society of Jesus its outward
appearance. At first glance, it is as clear as it is simple. The order is divided into three or four
levels. The first, lowest level consists of the individual Jesuit establishments in cities and
villages—as we have seen, their number exploded in no time at all. There were several types
of highly distinct institutions in the Society. We can distinguish a first group of a relatively small
number of Jesuit houses dedicated to special functions in the context of Jesuit education—
houses of probation for candidates, novitiates for the instruction of provisional members, and
tertiates for Jesuits shortly before full admission.Viewed over the long term, the type originally
intended as the standard model, the “professed house,” was also not particularly
numerous.292 Full-fledged members of the Society were supposed to live at these institutions
in a spiritual community and use them as a base for their pastoral ministry. Ignatius’s wish, as
reflected in the Constitutions, was that the inhabitants of these professed houses would live in
absolute poverty. That meant that not only every Jesuit but also the Society as a whole should
not have any kind of regular income whatsoever. The Jesuits who lived at a professed house
were supposed to provide for their own sustenance with nonrecurring, spontaneous donations.
If necessary, they would go begging. This model of house was inspired by the mendicant
orders, but it was impossible to overlook the fact that the permanent financial insecurity of
professed houses significantly impeded their extensive spiritual commitments. In Rome, the
local professed house, the Curia, was chronically underfunded and faced major financial
problems—in 1700, it became necessary to launch outright fundraising campaigns for it.293
Despite such problems, though, local Jesuits sometimes called for new professed houses to be
opened to counteract the popular impression that the Society had abandoned its commitment
to poverty. The Second and Third General Congregations indeed authorized the founding of
several new professed houses. The local college in Valladolid, for example, was converted into
a professed house in 1567.294 But by 1600, leading Jesuits of the next generation, like Pedro
de Ribadeneira, realized that the Society could not function broadly and productively on the
basis of professed houses alone. The Jesuits were now working in too many areas with too
many expenses to forgo regular income. It moreover was clear that only major cities with large
populations could guarantee adequate provisioning solely on the basis of spontaneous
donations: “Just as there are few large and wealthy towns, there can be only few professed
houses.” Contrary to Ignatius’s original intentions, thus, this unique type of Jesuit institution
remained the exception—by 1773 there were just twenty-nine professed houses worldwide. In
most provinces there was precisely one such establishment.295It is typical of the precarious
situation of professed houses that the house in Valladolid was transformed yet again in 1627.
Now it was turned back into a “college.” It thus once again became one of the typical
institutions outfitted with a school that has since come to epitomize the Jesuits’ presence.
Enormous sums were sometimes necessary to maintain Jesuit colleges because instruction
was free, and a considerable number of members had to be supported as teachers. To make
ends meet, the rule of poverty had to be broken—colleges, it was soon decided, needed
extensive possessions so they could reliably meet their long-term expenses. These institutions,
where in some cases well over a thousand young men studied, might even take on the



character of a university. They typically housed large numbers of Jesuits, who performed many
other services in addition to their teaching duties. Jesuit colleges were first-rate cultural and
religious centers and had a considerable impact on their respective host cities.Whereas the
institutions mentioned thus far had physical locations—buildings or grounds—there soon were
more virtual forms that were chronologically and/or spatially more fleeting, often existing only
temporarily. A group of Jesuits, for example, might come together for specific “missions”
depending on their specific duties. That is why the bases for converting non-Christians in
America, Africa, and Asia, where a small group of Jesuits lived in the midst of the indigenous
population, often far from all other Europeans, were called “missions.” But there were other
“missions” in this organizational sense at other places and for other purposes, as for instance
when Jesuits served as chaplains with an army in the field or aboard ship. This was called a
missio castrensis, a military mission.All Jesuit communities, no matter what type they were,
were led by an executive staff. At the top stood a superior appointed usually for three years—
the “rector” in the case of a college, the “superior” for other Jesuit communities. He surrounded
himself with a number of senior managers. The head of every house had counselors
(consultores) at hand, who took part in important decisions, attending regular meetings. At
colleges, the procurator played an important part: he was responsible for financial and legal
affairs and also might employ various assistants in certain circumstances. At other institutions,
there were still other specialized Jesuits, such as those who attended to the education of
novices (“masters of novices”). Over time, detailed rules were issued for all these officeholders
and their assistants, describing their duties, rights, and obligations, as well as rules of conduct.
A labyrinth of regulations was the result, as Bobadilla had remarked.Every Jesuit was assigned
to a house and was under the supervision and command of his superior. Jesuit life was
essentially communal. No Jesuit lived for himself alone. No one was supposed to travel alone—
the Society also adopted that monastic tradition. Hence in 1603, the Jesuits of Lille seriously
considered reducing the number of pastoral visits to the countryside rather than permit
unaccompanied Jesuits from the local college to make them as before.296 At first glance, at
least, there was no getting around the strict rule of communal life. Yet there were always
individual Jesuits whose subordination to the local hierarchies might explicitly be lifted. Pedro
de Ribadeneira, for example, who lived in Toledo and Madrid from 1573 until his death in 1611,
was explicitly exempted from the authority of a house superior in recognition of his special role
as Ignatius’s close confidant.297The Jesuits grouped their many individual establishments into
larger regional territories called “provinces.” This regional structure was also based on older
models, although its introduction was a significant departure from the Western monasticism of
the High Middle Ages. The loosely organized Benedictines and the other orders derived from
them knew nothing of the sort. It was the more rigorously organized mendicant orders of the
late Middle Ages that introduced a geographic logic to their structure: the Dominicans were the
first to divide their order into provinces. Three hundred years later, the Society of Jesus
adopted the practice as natural.Bit by bit, the Jesuits likewise carved the world into provinces.
In 1546, one Spanish and one Portuguese province were founded. A Sicilian province followed
in 1551. Spain was partitioned by 1552, and the first German province was established in
1556. Such territories were also quickly established oversees, first in India in 1549, then in
Brazil in 1552 and Peru in 1568. At the end of its early modern existence, in 1773, the Society
of Jesus comprised a total of thirty-two provinces and vice-provinces, although there often was
no obvious difference between the two forms. Far more went into the geographic subdivision of
the world, of course, than everyday administrative practicality. For local Jesuits, the
administrative consolidation of the houses in a given region into an autonomous



(vice-)province was also often a kind of symbolic recognition of their linguistic, cultural, or
political distinctiveness. Jesuits thus often fought passionately to have “their” region elevated to
a (vice-)province.The provinces evolved into an important midlevel administrative unit that
served a vital coordinating function. They were headed by a superior, the “provincial,” who was
supported by a relatively small staff of associates. He was accompanied by a secretary
(socius, his “ally”), who presumably exerted great influence on everyday affairs. There also was
a dedicated specialist for administrative and financial affairs at the province level: the provincial
procurator. He was responsible for managing the properties and incomes that belonged to the
entire province. He also took care of legal and financial questions that arose when new
members joined the Society. The provincial also had, just like every local superior, a small
group of counselors (consultores) recruited primarily from the heads of individual Jesuit
communities.On the one hand, the provincial had considerable influence on local affairs and
could intervene in the business of individual communities to impose order or issue commands.
He moreover was an immensely important contact for the Roman leadership of the Society for
information about conditions on the ground. Hardly any important decisions were made in
Rome without consulting the provincials. On the other hand, though, the respective
competences of the provincials and rectors had been clearly delimited only for a small number
of technical questions. The rectors of powerful, major establishments who were deeply
embedded in local and regional networks may have carried considerable weight of their own.
And the provincial administration was not, after all, intended to dominate the various
communities and individual Jesuits within the province. The provincial and his staff more
frequently coordinated, prioritized, and distilled the opinions and views of the individual
communities than made decisions over their heads.Provincials and their socii led a taxing life. It
was their job to visit every institution in their administrative district once a year. Even in
relatively small territories like the Belgian provinces, this meant that the provincial was almost
constantly on the move. In larger territories, such as the province of Austria, which included
large parts of Bohemia and Hungary, visiting every site was possible only with the greatest
exertion. The practice was completely utopian for the massive territories outside Europe with
their poorly developed infrastructure. During visitations, the provincial spoke with all the Jesuits
at the community in question, inspected the buildings, and discussed current problems with the
rector, whether they pertained to the everyday life of the members or were of an administrative
or political nature. At the end of the visit, he left behind a booklet with official resolutions and
apprised the leadership in Rome of the current situation on the basis of his own
impressions.Besides the annual circuit of the provincials, who stopped sometimes several
times en route at conveniently located communities, where they often stayed for weeks at a
time during their visitations, there were few integrating institutions on the provincial level. By far
the most important one was the provincial congregation, when all the superiors of a province’s
houses met together with further important Jesuits every three years.298 The provincial
congregation was a conference lasting several days, with ample scope for conviviality. When
the patres of the Lower Rhine held their meeting in Cologne in 1702, lasting from Sunday to
Friday, venison, veal, sauerkraut, and “ox with horseradish” were on the menu.299 The
meetings were opportunities for the Jesuits of a province to discuss, coordinate, and reach
decisions. The end result was a “memorial,” a document that outlined future measures like a
declaration of intent. Furthermore—and this was their official raison d’être—the congregation
appointed two members who would be sent to the leadership in Rome at its conclusion. These
delegates were also called “procurators,” but they should not be confused with the provincial
administrators who bore that title.The chosen procurators then met in Rome with their



colleagues from other provinces, as well as with the Jesuit leadership, at the so-called
congregation of procurators. This was the only regularly convened forum where members of
the entire order could voice their opinion to the leaders. The congregation of procurators was
not created until 1568 and lacked a direct basis in the Constitutions. These belatedly
introduced assemblies in Rome had hardly any powers, although their potential as a platform
for the exchange of information and lobbying should not be underestimated. They actually had
just one decision to make, although it had potentially far-reaching consequences: every three
years, they voted whether a general congregation should be convened. Occasionally, the
procurators declared in favor of calling a general congregation—for example, in 1606, which is
why the Sixth General Congregation met two years later to discuss whether the Society was in
a spiritual and organizational crisis and what might potentially be done about it.A general
congregation was a representative assembly of the Society, for which selected Jesuits traveled
to Rome from every province. The general congregation enjoyed supreme legislative power; its
decrees were the most important sources of the law for the Society after papal decrees and
the Constitutions. At a general congregation—one should actually say only at a general
congregation—Jesuits had the power to exercise direct legislative influence on the form and
development of their order.Why was the rather insignificant institution of the congregation of
procurators not invented until 1568? It was a constitutional compromise, a concession to
disgruntled members of the Society.300 They were disgruntled because Ignatius and Polanco
had originally ruled that general congregations should be convened only on the death of the
superior general. Otherwise, the Society would not have any representative institution. This
was very unusual, however, in the history of Western monastic orders. Most other orders
convened general congregations or general chapters regularly and often. The Dominicans and
Cistercians generally held annual meetings, for example, to discuss current affairs. It was there
that everyday politics were practiced. But Ignatius and Polanco had no patience for that. They
were skeptical of the very notion that delegates from the entire order should regularly take part
in everyday administration and decision-making. They did not consider it desirable to create an
institution that might represent the Society of Jesus from below and influence its actual
development. Hence in the roughly 480 years of the history of the Society, only thirty-six
general congregations have met, the most recent in 2016; merely nineteen had met by 1773.
Congregations of procurators, which were not legislative bodies but could convene a general
congregation, were a small nod to the older traditions.There was constant wrangling over the
rarity of general congregations. Hardly any other organizational ruling in the Constitutions was
as controversial as this point. Criticism came from both inside and outside the Society. In the
sixteenth century, for example, Juan de Mariana, a Spanish Jesuit historian, theologian, and
philosopher—as controversial as he was influential—called for more regular meetings. In the
seventeenth century, the advocates of reform made a temporary breakthrough when, in 1646,
Pope Innocent X issued the bull Prospero felicique, forcing the Society of Jesus to hold a
general congregation every nine years—still relatively seldom, but at least now with predictable
regularity.301 This rule was observed for a while but was rescinded in 1746.Instead of regular
general assemblies as had previously been typical of the monastic orders, the Jesuits
preferred a strong executive in Rome, which would govern the Society largely free from the
influence of representative institutions. The Constitutions established a leadership structured
like a monarchy, which had few parallels in the history of the Catholic Church. The Society was
(and is) led by a superior with universal, general executive competence: the superior generalis,
superior general, or the Jesuit “general” for short. The term thus originally had nothing to do
with the military, even if the Jesuits themselves soon regularly associated the two



metaphorically. The general was elected by the general congregation—the death of the head of
the Society was accordingly the only occasion on which convening such an assembly was
explicitly required. In contrast to most of the older orders, the superior general, once elected,
served not for a specific, limited term but for life. It was precisely for this reason that the
Constitutions considered it unnecessary to hold regular representative assemblies.In
comparison to the older monastic communities of the Middle Ages, this arrangement
undoubtedly strengthened the continuity and stability of the Jesuit executive. Some generals
directed the Society of Jesus for only a brief time—Luigi Gottifredi, for example, served for only
fifty days at the beginning of 1652 before he suddenly died. What was crucial for the Jesuits,
however, was the fact that many other superior generals reigned for an extraordinarily long
time. Claudio Acquaviva, for example, was in office for 34 years (1581–1615), Muzio Vitelleschi
for 31 years (1615–46), Michelangelo Tamburini for 24 years (1706–30), and Lorenzo Ricci, the
last early modern general, for 15 years (1758–73) before he died in 1775 on account of the
harsh conditions of his imprisonment after the suppression of the Society. In the nineteenth
century, Peter Jan Beckx was likewise in office for 34 years (1853–87). Such elected authorities
might not have been able to rival secular monarchs, in which the succession was usually
based on descent—in France, for example, only eight kings ruled from 1547 to 1774 versus
eighteen generals of the Society of Jesus. But compared with other European elective
monarchies, the continuity of the Jesuit leadership is very impressive. That is especially true
with respect to the most important benchmark, the papacy: from 1534 to 1774, no fewer than
thirty different popes reigned.302Comparing superior generals to ecclesiastical and secular
kings is instructive and warranted in another aspect, as well. The Jesuits themselves regularly
described their order unabashedly, albeit not unreservedly, as a monarchy. The Constitutions
granted the superior general powers that went far beyond those of the heads of other orders.
The text remarks more than once that competences in the Society of Jesus flowed from the top
down. Provincials and rectors exercised power not by virtue of their own authority but only to
the extent that it was delegated to them by the general. A number of important decisions
moreover remained exclusively in the general’s hands, at least in theory. He was the one who
approved the final admission of new members; he alone could found new communities; he
alone appointed local and regional superiors. The general thus was the supreme authority on
whose command, or at least on whose assent, almost every decision depended.Jesuit
constitutional thinkers, however, also believed that the monarchic principle behind the structure
of the Society was subject to several limitations. They emphasized that the Constitutions
mitigated the Society’s undeniably monarchic structure by incorporating several “aristocratic”
aspects. They meant not only the congregations of procurators but also a group of Jesuit
officials gathered around the general in Rome: the “assistants,” who were at most six in
number. These advisers had two functions. First and foremost, they served as the
representatives of the major geographic regions in Rome. They were supposed to convey
information and interests from the areas in which the Society was active to the leadership in
Rome. Initially, there was one assistant each for Spain, Portugal, Germany, and Italy; one for
France was added in 1608, and another for Poland in 1755. Provinces outside Europe were
assigned to an assistant according to their political affiliation: Brazil, for example, belonged to
Portugal, and the Philippines belonged to Spain. The American provinces made several
attempts to establish an assistantship of their own, but they never succeeded. In Rome, the
assistants were assigned to the general as the representatives and spokesmen of these major
geographic areas. They did not have direct executive power and did not compete with the
provincials. Their responsibilities were rather of an advisory, informative, and coordinating



nature. But their advisory function was always connected to the assistants’ second function
mentioned in the Constitutions. In the event of physical incapacity or flagrant moral turpitude on
the part of the general, the assistants could launch a kind of impeachment process. The
regulations on this point, in accordance with Ignatius and Polanco’s belief in the effectiveness
of a strong monarchic central authority, were extremely vague and allusive. At no time in the
history of the Society did the assistants come close to carrying out such an impeachment,
even when they threatened to do so in certain cases. But at least two superior generals—
Claudio Acquaviva in the 1590s and Tirso González in the 1690s—faced very strong
opposition on the part of their assistants.The central leadership of the Society in Rome was
rounded out by the secretary and general procurator. For the role of secretary, the person and
tenure of Juan de Polanco, beginning in 1547, was of the utmost importance.303 Although the
secretary per se was merely the personal associate of the general, Polanco shaped the
position in such a way that the secretary became the linchpin of the entire administration of the
order. A growing number of scribes, sometimes an archivist, and occasionally also a historian
of the Society worked alongside the secretary. The influence of the secretary and his staff was
usually unofficial, derived primarily from the everyday importance of his work, and less so from
specific, clearly codified rights. Since he regularly collaborated with the general on everyday
business, he was arguably the most well-informed man in the Society. It may be assumed that
he also exerted considerable influence on the decisions and opinions of the general. The
undeniable importance of the secretaries of the Society of Jesus reflected the general rise to
prominence of this profession across Europe.The general procurator of the Society of Jesus
was first and foremost a specialist for legal and procedural questions that came up especially
in the order’s dealings with the various officials of the papal Curia. He was also responsible for
ensuring that the order correctly followed procedures with legal implications, for example,
reviewing contracts. Last but not least, it was his job to regulate the often-difficult abdication of
property that was incumbent on every Jesuit who joined the Society. Especially with respect to
new members from wealthy families, watertight provisions had to be devised for potential
inheritances. While his provincial and local counterparts were preoccupied with the
administration of sometimes very extensive economic undertakings, this was not the general
procurator’s highest priority. He may have managed a number of financial investments and
some land, but these tasks probably remained in the background. At no point did anyone in
Rome conceive of the idea, let alone attempt to realize it, of central financial planning for the
entire order. Rome’s engagement with the everyday economy of the Society of Jesus never
extended beyond the legal safeguarding of individual financial contracts on the local or
provincial level. The centralism and monarchic principle of the Society were always limited on
this point.The efficiency and success of the Society depended on the smooth coordination of
its three levels of organization—local houses, the provinces, and the central administration in
Rome. Individual groups of Jesuits could not worry excessively about local concerns, nor could
Rome trample local peculiarities with its universal perspective. In order to avoid both extremes
and to ensure harmony, the successors of Ignatius and Polanco relied on bureaucracy. They
devised a system of elaborate administrative routines to ensure that the three levels constantly
communicated and coordinated their wishes and desires, while ensuring that neither local
conditions nor the global perspective was neglected.Personal counseling and visitations were
not uncommon in the Jesuit order. I have already mentioned the regular journey of provincial
representatives to the congregation of procurators—and on rare occasions to a general
congregation. Visitators also traveled through the provinces at the general’s behest, stopping at
every house and addressing everyday details big and small in the interest of Rome.304 When



carried out carefully and well, visitations were an extremely effective means of reforming and
coordinating local activities. But drawing inspiration from the Constitutions, the Jesuits believed
even more adamantly in the efficacy of administrative routines based on written documents. It
could be said without exaggeration that the Society of Jesus entrusted its spiritual plans and
goals wholly and by and large unreservedly to bureaucratic procedures.The fact that the
Jesuits bureaucratized life in the Society and subordinated it to written documents was, in a
sense, in keeping with the times. Corporations big and small in the sixteenth century—states,
trading companies, and even the papacy—increasingly relied on written texts to organize their
internal processes. While the Society of Jesus, however, may have been following a
contemporary trend, we still must acknowledge that the Jesuits made significant progress in
bureaucratization at an unusually early date. Ignatius himself had made a habit of relying on
written communication after he was wounded, unless we assume that he had already come
into contact with record keeping and receipts at the court of the treasurer of Isabella of Castile.
Immediately after founding the Society of Jesus in 1540, he introduced the convention of
routine letter writing among the first Jesuits.305 As early as 1542, he deemed it necessary to
give his closest confidants, men such as Pierre Favre or Nicolás Bobadilla, detailed
instructions on how they had to correspond with him. One by one, the Jesuits in Rome were
asked to process, archive, and answer a rapidly growing body of correspondence—now
Francis Xavier, now Ribadeneira, now Salmerón.306 Ignatius quickly realized that his
predilection for epistolary correspondence threatened to turn into a herculean task. In late
1542, Ignatius let Pierre Favre know in exasperation how consuming the constant letter writing
was—Favre thus should not complain about the few letters of his own he had to write.307
Named secretary in 1547, Polanco systematically refined these incipient practices.Letters
served a variety of functions for Ignatius. The content of some letters was purely spiritual. In
these, the founder sought to raise the spirits of his downtrodden friends, uplift doubting
brothers, and bring recalcitrant companions to their senses.308 Although the more than six
thousand letters of Ignatius’s correspondence may still be regarded as genuine spiritual
literature in light of these texts at least in part, this quality largely vanished from the letters of
later superiors general. They knew only a small number of their brothers personally, and their
workdays were taken up even more so with the details of their official responsibilities. Pastoral
correspondence with individual members of the Society they did not know personally was by
far the exception.309 Direct spiritual guidance was unthinkable now. That does not mean, of
course, that later superiors general no longer had any interest in reaching their brothers
spiritually. Ignatius’s successors often resorted to open circular letters to address current
spiritual problems. In these circulars, they sometimes elaborated surprisingly extensive and
deep thoughts on the most diverse religious topics. Acquaviva wrote about “renewal of the
spirit” (De renovatione spiritus) in 1583; Carafa, about “means of keeping the original spirit of
the Society” (De mediis conservandi primaevum Societatis spiritum) in 1646. And as late as
1756, Luigi Centurione sent a letter “on the spirit of our vocation” (De spiritu nostrae
vocationis). Ignatius, too, had composed several spiritual letters in a style clearly intended to
make statements of a general import independent of a specific context, even if we can still
identify the specific reasons for the letters. This is true above all of his famous letter on
obedience from 1553. Originally intended for the houses in Portugal, the letter contains a
comprehensive treatment of Ignatius’s thoughts on the difficult subject of Jesuit obedience.
Like the circular letters of later generals, this letter quickly became a universally accepted
reference. Printed and manuscript translations of it were widespread.310It was above all
streams of administrative correspondence that flowed back and forth between the various



levels of the Society’s hierarchy. This correspondence moved primarily in a vertical direction.
There were precise regulations stipulating which officials had to write to which superior or
subordinate, how often, and on what topics. Some rules, the so-called formula scribendi and its
supplements, covered the frequency, style, and content of Jesuit bureaucratic correspondence.
One fundamental rule was to differentiate individual questions from one another clearly. Hence,
tens of thousands of the Society’s surviving administrative letters are often no more than a
concatenation of more or less disjointed paragraphs dedicated to individual topics. On a
number of subjects, individual paragraphs prepared by the scribes no longer sufficed for the
superiors: whole letters now were required.This correspondence communicated decisions,
expressed wishes, and described local conditions. Praise and blame were given, and, most
important, questions were asked and answered. Correspondence served to ensure the flow of
information between the different levels of the hierarchy. The leadership in Rome, after all, had
to be in a position in which it could maintain a universal perspective on the Society as it
operated globally. That was possible only if it received regular, high-quality information about
conditions in individual houses and colleges. Hence the greatest concern of Jesuit bureaucrats
was arguably to ensure the quality of their information. Circumstances and persons had to be
described fairly, objectively, and reliably. It was for this reason that Polanco took great pains to
standardize the retrieval of information. He drew up questionnaires, advocated the use of
tables, and circulated lists with useful information. By the early eighteenth century, the Jesuits
had adopted cutting-edge administrative technology to guarantee both the type and the quality
of the information the Society collected: printed forms.The Jesuits invested the lion’s share of
their bureaucratic efforts in personnel planning. We have already encountered the Society’s
obsession with the quality, education, and development of its members several times—this
passion was translated into bureaucratic procedures to an astounding degree. Every Jesuit’s
mental, spiritual, intellectual, and physical capacity was routinely evaluated. The Society
devised elaborate procedures for conducting such examinations. Even the wording of these
assessments was prescribed. A kind of grading system with standard content was devised that
was then used to answer about a dozen questions about each member. Every three years,
local and provincial superiors were required to prepare overviews of the staff under their
authority, whom they were required to assess in table form. These catalogues have justly been
celebrated as an outstanding example of the bureaucratization of the early modern period.The
details and evolution of these administrative routines are too complicated to recapitulate here
in detail. But the spirit and intentions behind these measures are no less obvious; since
Polanco’s tireless work, the Jesuits firmly believed that the spiritual goals of the Society could
be supported by bureaucratic procedures, and that these procedures could significantly help
coordinate the levels of the Jesuit administrative hierarchy. The effort was immense, but the
potential benefits seemed far greater. In this way, a truly universal and constantly, meticulously
updated overview of the state of the Society and its members would be maintained in Rome.
The general would be like a man “on a high tower” who could see the entire Jesuit world. He
thereby would be capable of making effective, far-reaching decisions. The Jesuits also believed
that bureaucratic correspondence would help them avoid an either-or choice between Roman
centralism and local autonomy. Rome would indeed determine many things, but on the basis of
local input. The systematic transfer of information helped the Society keep up this balancing
act between local embeddedness and a global outlook.That was the plan, at any rate—but
resistance, dissatisfaction, obstacles, and other difficulties in implementing it were so great that
we should not exaggerate the efficiency of Jesuit bureaucracy. Rome very quickly became a
victim of its own success. The more such routines were devised and had to be followed, the



more work was needed to carry them out. The generals constantly grumbled not about too little
but about too much correspondence. The system was potentially self-destructive. Also, by no
means every member of the Society was thrilled with the progress of bureaucratization.
Bobadilla’s remark about the “labyrinth” of regulations was just one particularly early
expression of resistance. Harsh criticism erupted again and again, and most conspicuously
under General Claudio Acquaviva, whom his opponents regarded as the incarnation of the
centralistic, bureaucratic style of government they detested.But even in purely practical terms,
the Jesuits’ faith in bureaucratic administration came up against a bevy of imponderables.
Individual Jesuits either could not or would not give objective reports, misjudged situations, or
were badly informed. Letters were lost or stolen. And often it just took too long for the mail to
arrive anyway. The slow infrastructure of the premodern period often made epistolary
correspondence a waiting game. Many a letter was completely outdated when it finally arrived
in Rome. That was already the case in Europe, and it was absolutely true for overseas
contacts, where one could often expect it to take weeks, months, and sometimes even years
for a letter to be delivered. Finally, many Jesuits obviously had no compunction about slyly
using these channels of communication to advance their own agenda and interests. Hence the
greatly feared and greatly admired bureaucratic administration of the Society constantly fell
victim to the very phenomenon that it was intended to overcome: even in the Jesuit order,
particular interests frequently dictated the conduct of individual members.Discontent, Defiance,
and Working toward a Common IdentityIgnatius himself and then truly his successors found
themselves confronted by a fundamental problem that characterizes every major social
organization, but one that was perceived as especially dire by the Jesuits: How was it to deal
with dissatisfied or rebellious members and instill a feeling of solidarity among thousands of
men pursuing the most diverse tasks scattered across the globe?Outward symbols are an
important means of creating collective identities. Identity and identifiability are closely
intertwined. The Jesuits knew this, too. The Society rapidly developed a kind of logo consisting
of the three letters IHS surrounded by a circle with a cross superimposed over the central letter
(fig. 5).311 For centuries, the three letters had stood as an abbreviation for the name Jesus
(from Greek, �8;sÃ;ñþcÂ or 9“—:3Ÿ:S£). They therefore were a symbol that conveyed a special relationship
Jesus Christ—which, for the Society of Jesus, was undoubtedly true. The monogram was soon
put on the Society’s official seal, buildings, paintings, and book covers. Anyone could identify
something bearing this decoration unambiguously as Jesuit. But what was true of buildings and
objects was not true of people. Traditionally, the members of a given religious order were
identified by their habit (from Latin, habitus), the distinctive clothing of their order. But Ignatius
wanted nothing to do with that. The Jesuit order would not have a standard habit.312 He
merely stipulated that his brothers’ clothing be moderate and accord with local customs. The
result, however, was the loss of an important identifying feature in a religious context—the
color and shape of the habit of a religious order were always symbolically charged. Clothing
highlighted central aspects of the identity of Benedictines, Dominicans, and Augustinians,
among others.FIGURE 5. The monogram of the Society of Jesus, with the three letters IHS
inside a ring of flames. The cross is superimposed at the center, with the three nails sticking
out of the Sacred Heart below. © SJ-Bild.The Jesuits therefore searched for other means to
strengthen their identification with the Society. The Constitutions contain a detailed chapter
dedicated to effecting a “union of hearts.” It was obvious that group solidarity and social
consciousness constantly had to be cultivated and created anew or at least maintained. A
common identity was not a state that would last forever once attained. Integrating the Jesuit
order, on the contrary, took relentless work.Three identity-building strategies were considered



especially effective. First of all, many Jesuits in leading positions in Rome firmly believed that
standardization and regulation would produce a “union of hearts.” This belief was predicated on
the notion that it was virtually impossible for thousands of people to maintain a shared identity,
if they all were permitted to live their own vision of Jesuit life uninhibited. It was crucial that “the
priests of this order, who are separated from one another in the most diverse regions of the
world, follow one and the same approach in carrying out this ministry,” as Polanco remarked as
early as 1554.313 It was for this reason that none other than General Claudio Acquaviva
repeatedly tried to impose a degree of uniformity on many areas of Jesuit life around the year
1600. He laid down rules for the educational stages of young members (the tertiate),
established a number of administrative procedures, introduced a standard and, in theory,
universally valid school system (Ratio studiorum), and standardized the Exercises by issuing a
mandatory guide to using them in 1599.Acquaviva also believed that the unity (unitas) of the
Society had to be fostered and supported by uniformity of doctrine (uniformitas doctrinae).314
His generalship witnessed the culmination of deliberations regarding how one might reinforce
intellectual homogeneity in the Society. It was decided that the Society would make a selection
of mandatory views (delectus opinionum) that all Jesuits would be obligated to maintain, thus
guaranteeing a certain degree of intellectual uniformity. That did not necessarily mean that
Jesuits had to regard all excluded views as wrong, bad, or even heretical but only that their
identity should have a kind of fixed intellectual core. This core was composed of the theology of
St. Thomas Aquinas and the philosophy of Aristotle. The Constitutions themselves obliged the
Jesuits to follow these two authorities. The Ratio studiorum of 1599 reiterated this
endorsement, and, in 1611 and 1613, General Acquaviva again advocated Thomist-
Aristotelian “unity of doctrine.”315 For a long time, most Jesuits honored this consensus or at
least paid it lip service. Standardization and uniformity were considered important means of
reinforcing members’ solidarity with one another and their identification with the Society, and of
directing their individual worldviews toward a common perspective.A second means of
generating, reinforcing, and maintaining shared perspectives and convictions was the
purposeful use of history. Social groups that successfully unite their members around a certain
vision of their shared history take a major step forward by fostering identification with the
organization.316 The Jesuit order in particular made every effort to give itself a convincing,
generally accessible autobiography.Ignatius of Loyola himself played a towering part in it. He
was stylized so radically as the “ideal Jesuit” that the equally important accomplishments of his
nine companions largely disappeared from view.317 “Every founder of a religious order is like a
model for his order which all his children should try to emulate with all their might,” wrote Pedro
de Ribadeneira, the most important early biographer of the founder of the Society, just a few
years after Ignatius’s death—and that maxim naturally also applied to Ignatius and the Society
of Jesus.318 It was the second and fourth of Ignatius’s successors as leader of the Society of
Jesus—the Spaniard Francisco de Borja and the Italian Claudio Acquaviva—who fostered a
strong cult of Ignatius. His status as a role model culminated in his canonization by Pope
Gregory XIII in 1622. At this time it became a declared goal to transform new Jesuits into the
most faithful likenesses of Ignatius possible: Jesuits should become Ignatiani. This was also
taken quite literally: Ignatius’s face, of which there were several more or less contemporary
depictions, became a clearly recognizable “Jesuit” type. Portraits of other Jesuits often exhibit
facial features that bear a remarkable resemblance to those of Ignatius.319In order to commit
the Society to follow Ignatius’s example, countless historiographical works, edifying
hagiographies, heroic epics, depictions in the most diverse media, and even musical and
dramatic productions were made about him. Collections of Ignatius’s sayings appeared, and



many of his letters circulated.320 Jesuit authors even turned the searching pilgrim into a pious
hero. Liberties were sometimes taken with authenticity. Much was remembered, but hardly
everything: Ignatius’s rooms at the Jesuit Curia in Rome were painstakingly preserved and
lavishly painted with scenes from his life by Andrea Pozzo. Loyola’s letters were diligently
collected, but the text of the Autobiography, which quickly ceased to conform to the public
image of the saint on account of its all too open statements, was hidden from the public in
1567.321 Hence this carefully controlled and obviously curated version of the life of Ignatius,
which was considered an appropriate model, was supposed to serve as Jesuits’ point of
reference, capture their imagination, and bind them together in shared admiration. Drafts of
other, alternative biographies, of which there were not a few, were marginalized, if not
suppressed. The situation was similar for many other saints and well-known members of the
Society. Francis Xavier, Stanislaus Kostka, and Aloysius Gonzaga, for example, were also
frequently depicted in a variety of media, including texts, plays, and operas, as paragons of
Jesuit culture.Alongside this hagiographical tradition, the Society of Jesus set in motion an
enormous machinery of professional historians to present the evolution of the Society in a way
befitting the self-image it sought to project. In 1615, the first volume of an official history of the
Jesuit order appeared, its composition undertaken at Rome’s behest.322 The work proceeded
slowly, but it was thorough, so that merely the first six parts had been finished by the time the
Society was dissolved in 1773, covering its history down to the generalship of Muzio Vitelleschi
(r. 1615–45). Analogously, albeit often more succinctly, many provinces produced accounts of
their own history.323 It must be acknowledged that the fruit of these labors was an official
account of the history of the Society that deliberately adhered to certain views. “Everything that
might offend the provinces or secular persons must be stricken,” the instructions frequently
read.324 Yet, despite this tendency toward self-aggrandizement, we should not dismiss the
historiography of the Society as mere propaganda. Jesuit authors often drew on extensive
archival and library research.325 They tried to the best of their ability to attain a complete
overview of all available information.326 It moreover very likely was understood that such
histories had to be more than mere agglomerations of pious details.327 Credibility and
reliability were also important. The self-history that the Society produced with enormous
scholarly effort and at the highest standards of content and style thus showed the Jesuits,
through a shrewdly calibrated mixture of accuracy and manipulation, what their community
was, how it came about, and how it had evolved. At the same time, it set down what it meant to
be a part of the Jesuit order and its tradition.There was still a third means that was used to
promote unity and shared values and ideas: Ignatius himself believed that the Jesuits would
grow together spiritually even across great distances and differences if they were constantly
informed about the fate and accomplishments of their brothers elsewhere. The dissemination
of current, exemplary details from the lives of other members of the Society would “glue
together” (conglutinare) the men on a global level.328 Hence the Society devised an edifying
news service, reporting in a pious tone, by Jesuits for Jesuits. Every Jesuit house was
encouraged to record the most important, most inspirational events at regular intervals, initially
three times a year, then twice, and at last—in the final format established in 1565—only
annually. These reports were accordingly called the litterae annuae. The annual reports of
individual houses were collected at the provincial level, edited, and compiled into a whole.
Then either several copies were made and sent directly to the other provinces or, as was
increasingly the case after 1554, they were sent to Rome, where extensive annual reports
covering all the provinces and houses of the entire Society of Jesus were compiled and
sometimes also printed.The evolution of the system was a long process of trial and error.329



The purpose and result of the project, however, can be clearly discerned through all the details:
by carefully disseminating information, the annual reports raised awareness of conditions
elsewhere and, by presenting Jesuit achievements and challenges at large, fostered
identification with one’s fellow brothers near and far. Hence when new litterae annuae arrived,
the superiors were required to read them aloud at meals as soon as possible so that all
members of the house heard the news. At regular intervals, the Jesuits were encouraged to
cultivate empathy for the fate of their confreres in a ritualized yet modern way.These efforts to
cultivate group identity and to commit the Jesuits to shared values and models were very
progressive. They are still impressive even today for the candor with which the Jesuits
discussed problems and potential solutions. The Jesuits were under no illusions about the
challenges that they, like every other large, global organization, had to overcome. They equally
had no illusions about the fact that reality often fell far short of the ideal to which they aspired.
Nothing could be further from the truth than to think of the Society of Jesus as a
homogeneous, uniform bloc of like-minded men. On the contrary, the Society was plagued by
internal conflict and differences of opinion that regularly erupted into real crises. Both
individuals and large groups of Jesuits were dissatisfied with their situation, their fellow
brothers, or the order’s leadership and articulated that dissatisfaction. There were always
outsiders, dissenters, and renegades in the Society. By no means every man who joined the
Society of Jesus was happy with this choice in the long run.
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